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ISSUES REGARDING GRADUATE MEDICAL
EDUCATION

THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1995

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room
1100, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Bill Thomas (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
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ADVISORY
FROM THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 14, 1995
No 111.-6

CON1 AC F: (2021 225-3941

THOMAS ANNOUNCFS HFAR1NGS ON 1SSUFS HFCARD1NG CRADUATF
MFDICAL EDUCATION -- A VISION FOR THE FUTURF

Congressman Bill Thomas (R-CA), Chairman, Subcommittee on Health uf the
Committee on Ways and Means, today announced that the subeommittee will conduct the first
of a series of hearings on the zoric of graduate medical education The hearing %ill take
place on Thursday, March 23. 1995, in the main Committeee hearing ro,m,
1100 Long Isorth House Office Building, beginning at 10:00 a.m.

lit view of the limited time available to hear witnesses, oral testimony at this hearMg
will be hear,: 0om invited witnesses only. However, any individual or organizatMn not
scheduled for an oral appearance may submit a written statement for consideration by the
Committee and for inclusion in the printed record of the hearing

RACKGROUND

Since the inception of the Medicare program in 1965. Medicare has reimbursed teaching
hospitals for the program's share of the cost of training physicians and other health professionals,
and the generally higher costs of operating tertiary -care academic health centers. With the advent
of the Medicare Prospective Payment System in 1981. Medicare hospital payment for graduate
medical training and certain teaching hospital sers ice costs has been separated into direct and
indirect reimbursement for medical education

Medicare pays for the allowable cost of direct graduate medical education activities at
teaching hospitals. including reimbursement for training and related overhead costs, and salaries
and fringe benefits for medical residents and other health professionals Medicare is expected to
reimburse teaching hospitals $1.9 billion for the direct costs of graduate nuidical education in
1995

Thc Medicare indire medical education adilstmem compensates teaching hospitals for
the costs of the additional te... and procedures %hien ixcur in those hospitals related to the
training of medical residents, as well as the fact that these hospitals tend to treat sicker, and
generally poorer, elderly patients who require more intensive services In order to cover these
extra costs, teaching hospitals receive a higher payment per case than other institutions. This pet
case add-on is currently set at approximately 7.7 percent for each 10 percent increase in the ratio
of full-time interns and residents to the number of beds in the hospital. In 1995. Medicare is
projected to spend $3 6 billion on the indirect medical education adjustment.

In announcing the hearing, Chairman Thomas said: "A revolution is underway in ncalth
care which has significant implications for the future health manpower needs of the nation as well
as the destiny of our major teaching hospitals. As wc consider significant Medicare and health
reforms, the Health Subcommittee will examine carefully current graduate medical education and
teaching hospital policy, and the effect Medicare policy improvements can base on the ultimate
direction tor both graduate medical education and academic health centers."

FOCUS OF TM; HIFARING

This hearing is the first of a series on the topic of graduate medical education with the
goal of deseloping a Medicare health professions education and teaching hopital payment policy
relevant to the emerging health care system and the long-nm medical and financial concerns of
Medicare beneficiaries 'I he hearing will examme aiteratise policy directions regarding the



training of future health professionals, the inedical manpower needs of the evolving health care
s;..stem, aid the financing of teaching hospitals. Current Medicare payment mechanisms for
graduate medical education and teaching hospitals will be reviewed.

DETAILS FOR SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN COMMENTS:

Any person or organization wishing to submit a written statement for the printed record of
the hearing should submit at least six (6) copies of their statement by the close of business,
Monda), April 3. 1995, to Phillip D. Moseley, Chief of Staff, Committee on Ways and Means.
U.S. House of Representatives, 1102 Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
20515. If those filing written statements wish to have their statements distributed to the press and
interested public at the hearing, they may deliver 200 additional copies for this purpose to the
Subcommittee on Health office, room 1136 Longworth House Office Building, at lea,t one hour
before the hearing begins.

FORMATTING REOUIREMENTS:

Ana ototonat pinata fa prnag it Os faimattoo by *tam oay winos Unman it orklbit oubrolna lit ao anted raced or aoy
Wats coalman a masa to a mart far mina momats Ram ratan to On gm/am. and bona Any Maui or Want at la
mantas.* MO Ma 'Malan 111 mtb anat. bit WI to =atonl to dm Casa. film for arm ad woo by tbe Canal.

Lii Onamina Itt ur maniana mlabla fro Iona( Nat S. nad to Palo quo in teal du boar ad nay at wand
NW of II woo

Cana of *bete lasaamte eabadtte4 at sablbil eaelssial v111 ael I. aseered tat Kieft, I:mead...Alan mantel amid Pa
remota ad quad or yeapbroat Lii onalt nourn1 as mead at. inorMadou tilt a nalatolad I. ao Conatim Mu for mita
Lod an by no domain.

A nano Warn, a a main buMss it annals{ a annum fa dm mord of pant lama& it nbaltal atria
ammo to name to a pallant roams for mann by Ltio Canaan. mad Luna no statmint it atelosin an atm
ann., it apantleno in wan Half no slam VI..

A nalantal Wm nom secnoyor) arb natonat Italag ao sone. fall shaft %Nano twat am no ninon or la
deelmated spretessladve may S. nada and anal oat ot or manor/ of ta mambo sod rocannatalaa la do loll Mumma nd.
mamma awl MA sol be lachea4 a dio WAN runt

II. gam reistrletloss ad balans any aly to catiortal bola nbcoltla for ;Mac latocanla ad ablblto or sabbholeeatari valuta
sboaal May for estrIbatla to it. lanbora dio non ad no prat thulag do man et labile hula nay In ortelttal I. eau forma

Note. All Committee advisories and news releases are now available over the Internet at
GOPHER.HOUSE.GOV, under 'HOUSE COMMITTEE INFORMATION'.
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Chairman THOMAS. The subcommittee will come to order.
We want to welcome you to the first of a series of hearings on

graduate medical education. These hearings hopefully will lay a
base for the development of new Medicare policies on reimburse-
ment for graduate medical education and the payment for services
in teaching hospitals.

These new policies should be consistent with the medical and fi-
nancial concerns of Medicare beneficiaries and the evolving health
care marketplace.

To meet these goals, we will be looking for new ideas and better
ways of using our Medicare resources and, in some instances, re-
peating ideas of 10 years ago that we did not listen to at that time.

The question before us today is: How do we provide incentives for
making the training of doctors and health care professionals more
relevant to the needs of Medicare beneficiaries in the emerging
health care marketplace, which is also consistent with our objec-
tives for maintaining our superior hospital system and containing
Medicare cost growth. These challenges will obviously be a critical
part of our broader task to preserve and improve the Medicare pro-
gram.

There is a growing consensus that the Nation needs more pri-
mary physicians and fewer specialists. We know that the mix of
primary care practitioners and medical specialists in training is not
consistent with perhaps even the current and clearly the future
needs of our health care system.

The key objective in reforming Medicare's graduate medical edu-
cation payment methods is to develop a policy which will encourage
a better balance of generalists and specialists for our health care
work force.

Today, Medicare pays for its share of graduate medical teaching
by training at teaching hospitals, usually for training in tertiary
care academic health centers. Primary care training has generally
not been the principal mission of these academic health centers,
and these teaching hospitals may never be the best locations to
carry on such training, since many experts believe that primary
care training, to a great extent, is better accomplished outside the
hospital in medical offices or clinics.

At the same time, many of the services provided by our academic
health centers depend on residents in specialty training. These
training hospitals provide essential medical services for Medicare
beneficiaries and other Americans which cannot always be easily
replicated in other settings.

In addition, these institutions are responsible for significant ad-
vances for medical science and technology.

In many locations, academic health centers not only serve as re-
gional resources for highly specialized services, such as trauma and
cancer centers, burn units, and neonatal intensive care units, but
also provide much of the medical care needed by the people in sur-
rounding inner-city communities.

Many of the Nation's major teaching hospitals have historically
been located in inner cities because that was where they were
originally located, and the city changed around them more because
they were built in certain neighborhoods specifically to serve the
urban poor, which means that academic heakh centers are often
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the major employers in those areas and the principal consumers of
neighborhood goods and services as well.

Complicating the graduate medical education issue even more is
that the fact that as the health care market moves toward man-
aged care, there is a financial squeeze on such teaching hospitals,
because many of the services these hospitals offer can be more
cheaply provided in nonteaching settings, and so managed care
plans tend to shy away from sending their insureds to these insti-
tutions.

Our efforts to encourage Medicare beneficiaries to elect this
private-sector option of managed care only intensifies pressures on
teaching hospitals. So we are left with the dilemma of how to redi-
rect training programs, while preserving the best of what academic
health centers offer, in addition to solving the cost and choice is-
sues which face the Medicare problem.

I look forward to beginning our discussion of these issues today
and especially on the ideas of individuals who have thought about
this problem for a long time.

And with that, I would yield to the ranking member, the gen-
tleman from California, Mr. Stark.

Mr. STARK. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
This hearing is propitious. Every list of cuts in Medicare that

have been floated by the Republicans suggests that Medicare sup-
port for teaching hospitals should be slashed. We are about to slash
billions and billions of dollars from children's programs to pay for
tax cuts for the rich. I suppose one of the good things is that these
tax cuts for the rich will inure to many of the same physicians who
will be out of work when we close the centers of excellence under
the Republican plan to cut a couple of hundred billion out of Medi-
care.

Scheduling the hearing at this point allows us to express our
support for teaching hospitals and opposition to rather mindless
cuts in the Medicare program without understanding how it relates
to the overall medical delivery system in our country.

The issue .,of indirect medical education adjustment is not really
about formulas or regression analyses or whether we should have
4.5 or 7.7 percent. I might add that every 1 percent we cut takes
a half a billion dollars a year out of these centers of excellence. But
that is not the issue.

I think the issue is, say, that a hospital is performing a mission
in the inner city. It is no accident that two-thirds of our teaching
hospital payments go to disproportionate share hospitals. These
hospitals have the lowest margins of all hospitals. And I am not
willing to attribute that to bad management or lack of entrepre-
neurship or lack of interest in the profit motive.

I am willing to attribute that to a mission that is humane and
may not be understood by the majority, but it is a system that tries
to help everybody without regard to their income.

Along with the pressure that these institutions will feel with cuts
in Medicare spending, these hospitals are also under pressure due
to this push toward private health plans and contracting Medicaid
and Medicare to the so-called profit sector.

What health plan, what Humana, what Prudential, in its right
mind, if they have one, would sign a contract with a hospital whose
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costs are inflated because of the presence of large numbers of peo-ple who cannot and do not pay or who provide research in skillsthat the average hospital cannot?
Why should these private hospital plans contribute to the cost oftraining the next generation of doctors when they can get awaywithout paying their fair share?
Our unwillingness to require private health plans to contributeto these costs, which teaching hospitals cannot avoid, may meanthat the very children the Republicans are so worried about assum-ing the debt of future generations will wake up with no debt andno medical care either.
This does not mean that the indirect medical education adjust-ment or the direct graduate* medic',I education adjustment periodby Medicare cannot be changed. I, should be. And we Democratson this committee proposed such a cut last year.
The difference is, the cut was coupled with a program which as-sured every American health coverage, so that the debt and charity

care in these safety net hospitals would have been a thing of thepast.
Our bill proposed to require private health plans to contribute toa pool of funds used to support graduate medical education. Thebill reduced support for nonprimary care residencies and increased

support for primary care residencies.
Mr. Chairman, this approach is the right one to reducing Medi-

care's support for these hospitals, and is as valid today, even morevalid in the absence of health reform, than it was in the previous
Congress.

So I conclude with a plea, Mr. Chairman, that the debate centeraround these issues and the role of teaching hospitals in our healthcare system and the appropriate way to assure that all benefitsfrom them should be the central question and not ways to raise
money to give tax cuts to the rich.

Chairman THOMAS. I thank the gentleman.
Our first paneland I would ask the panelists to come upwill

be Dr. Shine, Dr. Heyssel, and Dr. Ludden.
And to provide an additional introduction of Dr. Heyssel, who isformer president of Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, is a fellowwho is somewhat familiar with that geography, the gentleman fromMaryland, Mr. Cardin.
Mr. CARDIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just really wanted to welcome Dr. Heyssel to the Ways and

Means Committee. I know he is not a stranger here in Washington.
We were very blessed to have Dr. IIeyssel in Baltimore heading

up the Johns Hopkins University Hospital for many, many years,and his visionary leadership in our State really, I think, added tothe reason why Maryland was able to develop such a successful
hospital reimbursement system.

He is a friend. He has helped me personally in developing my
own views on health care, and it is a real pleasure to welcome himto the committee.

Dr. IIEYSSEL. Thank you, Congressman Cardin.
Chairman THOMAS. Thank you, doctors, very much. And I willtell you that your written testimony will be made a part of the

iO



record, without objection, and you may proceed in any way you see
fit to inform this panel.

Let us start with Dr. Shine, and then we will move across.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH SHINE, MD., PRESIDENT, INSTI-
TUTE OF MEDICINE OF TIIE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
SCIENCES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dr. SHINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be with

you.
As I indicated in my written testimony, my experience or my

comments are based on experience as a trainer of cardiologists, in-
ternists, and serving as dean and provost of a medical school.

I currently serve as president of the Institute of Medicine, but it
should be clear that my comments today are personal comments,
although the Institute has studied a number of these issues and
concurs, for example, with the observations you have made about
the importan, e of generalism.

I want to go directly to the principal proposal that I would like
to make and to try to elucidate that in terms of the issues you
raise.

I believe we should immediately place a freeze, an absolute
freeze, on the total number of graduate medical education positions
funded in the United States and certainly the number of those po-
sitions funded through Medicare, and hopefully, in fact, all posi-
tions. I want to try to convince you that that is a sensible thing
to do.

As you have pointed out, the fundamental problem is both the
question of having an adequate number of generalists versus the
question of the total number of physicians, particularly subspecial-
ists, in the country.

I believe there is evidence that market forces are working on
generalism in a very effective way. Salaries for generalists are ris-
ing. As managed care increases its activities, they are, in fact,
scooping up generalists to a significant degree. Salaries for sub-
specialists are declining. And I believe there is very good reason to
be optimistic.

If you look at the data from medical students, you will find that
over the last 3 years medical students who have indicated an inter-
est in careers have gone from 14 percent of graduating students to
23 percent indicating an interest in generalism, and I think these
young people are smart. They know where the jobs are going to be.
They know what the market is doing. And I think they will con-
tinue to move into generalism.

The dilemma, however, is that in the absence of any limits, we
keep training more and more physicians, and that surplus involves
lots of people who become subspecialists for a variety of reasons.

Why will the market not work to control the total number of phy-
sicians?

It will not work for several reasons. First, because institutions,
as you have heard and know, can use resident physicians to pro-
vide care. At the present time, these trainees are a subsidized form
of service, and it is to the advantage of institutions to add more
residents under a variety of circumstances in order to get the work
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done. And so medical students and others are told that there are
good opportunities in these particular areas.

Second, in the absence of any limits, the number of international
medical graduates who come to this country has continued to esca-
late.

Now just to make this as clear as possible, between 1988 and
1994, the number of residents in graduate medical education pro-
grams increased from 84,000 to almost 104,000, 20,000 more each
year. Each of those residents represents 35 to 40 years of profes-
sional service. So in terms of the health care system, we add 4,000
residents a year, which is what we have been doing; you basically
are creating a cost center for 160,000 physician years.

Now one of the questions would be: Well, if the price comes
down, if subopecialists charge less or receive less, why will that not
ultimately decrease the supply?

Well, there are several reasons. One is that the pipeline is very
long. It takes 7 to 10 years for people to prepare.

But more important, practicing in the United States is very at-
tractive to international medical graduates, and over the same time
period, the number of international medical graduates has gone
from about 7,200 to over 18,500; that is, 11,300 more international
medical graduates have gone into residency programs over that
same period of time.

The effect, then, is that the forces are to increase the number of
physicians.

Let me just conclude by arguing that if you have a cap, if you
have a freeze, that it does several things for you.

Frst, it reduces the rate of rise of costs, 1Decause it is harder to
add more people. At the present time, if an institution has an ac-
credited program, it can add more residents.

Second, it has the effect that if one is going to have more gener-
alist positions in your program in a particular institution and you
are frozen, you have got te diminish the number of subspecialty
slots.

Third, we all believe that people need to have more training at
sites outside of the hospital, and we want to see the rules change
so that individuals can take care of senior citizens in the commu-
nity and so forth.

Right now, if you change the rules, that is dangerous, because
there will be the tendency to increase the number of residency slots
to provide high-tech care. In the presence of a freeze, if you had
a fixed number of people, you can use them in a variety of commu-
nity slots. They can do preventive care; they can work on Medicaid
and managed care programs and so forth without running the risk
that you will continue to escalate the number of individuals.

Let me just conclude by saying that I am concerned about the
issue of payment to these institutions. As you made reference in
your statement, as more and more Medicaid and managed care oc-
curs, there is going to be less and less support for this activity.
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And I do believe that if managed care organizations and other
payers were required to make some contribution to medical edu-
cation on a percentage basis, that that would have the effect of pro-
viding support and a level playingfield, so that one managed care
organization was not giving an advantage to another by virtue of
paying for some education. And I think we ought to consider that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement followsd
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TESTIMONY OF KENNETH SHINE, M.D.
NATIG.:AL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Mr. Chairman, L.adies, and Gentlemen:

My name is Kenneth Shine. M.D. I currently serve as President of the Institute of
Medicine (Institute) of the National Academy of Sciences. As Chief of the Cardiology
Division at the UCLA School of Medicine, I was Prtigram Director for a subspecialty
training program in cardiology. As Chairman of the Department of Medicine at UCLA,
I was th,) Program Director tor training in all aspects of internal medicine. including
general internal medicine. As Dean and Provost at UCLA, I was responsible for training
programs in all of the medical and surgical specialties. I helped to develop an
outstanding program in family medicine residency at UCLA. For many years. that
program was one of the few that was physically based at the core facility of a major
tertiary care academic medical center. As Clinical Professor of Medicate at Georgetown
University School of Medicine. I continue to teach and see patients with interns.
residents, and fellows. Although the lastaute and many organizations with which I have
belonged have issued a variety of statements with regard to graduate medical education,
my comments this morning are my own, and I do not represent any organization or the
Institute in making these remarks.

In many ways, the system of graduate medical education in the United States is
the envy of the world. This is reflected. among other things. in the large and lapidly
growing number of international. i.e., toreign, medical graduates who seek their training
in American teaching hospitals. The funding of this program has depended critic:ill !. on
medical education payments through the Medicare program. Such payments have been
critically important to our society in malty ways. ncy have provided salary support to
oung medical graduates. many ot shom now leave medical school with debts of
$100,000 or more--debts that havC the pernicious eftect ot encouraging graduates to seek
careers in highly compensated and technologically driven aspects of medical care. (Men at
the expense of the country's needs tOr generalist physicians. The payments allow
economically disachantaged and underrepiesented individuals to obtain graduate medical
training. Payments through the Medicare program have allowed hospitals to provide
outstiaiding care to Medicare recipients. to pmir and underserved populations. and to fit-
%cry sick patients with complex illnesses who require all of the technological and
personpower skills of these institutions.

But the reimbursement system has had a series of unintended consequences. It is
these consequences that I wish to addiess. I shall make the follnwing I ecommendations.

I) The number ot graduate medical education positions funded through DMIi and
IMF money should be frozen at current levels. It possible. the total number of
graduate medical education positions irregardless of funding sources should he
frozen at the sante time.

2) 1_nstitutions should be in a position to assign residents to activities in the Outpatient
or ambulatory environment at local :aid at distant saes. includmg community
health renters. community-based centets tot care of the eklerly. managed care
organizations, urban arid rural locations.

Within the reanbursement tormulas, some dfsincentives tOr subspecialty training
and increasing incentiues tor generalist or primary care training should be
included.

.1) Assignments fit residents should be based on the need toi experiences which otter
an adequate kilance betuseen generalist mid subspecialty care, preventive us well
as curative care seivices, ;Ind as part of ithillidisciplinary groups ol health
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providers, including advanced practice nurses, physician a.:cista..., and community
health workers.

5) Hospitals should be encouraged to develop alternate providers, advanced practice
nurses, physician assistants, and health workers to provide service in urban
municipal hospitals. rather than depend on GME to provide services.

There is increasing evidence that we are educating and training far too many
physicians fm our country's needs. Professor Weiner at Johns Ilopkins has estimated
that we will have an excess of 163.000 physicians in the period between the year 2000
and the year 2020, the vast majority of whom will he subspecialists (151.000k Evidence
for the surplus t,f physicians is already apparent in the number of subspecialists who are
currently being laid off by managed care organizations or who are being told that they
must he retrained as primary care providers. In some cases, no such retraining is
offered, but the effectiveness of training to turn a subspecialist into a primary care
provider remains in doubt. As the efficiencies of managed care are felt, requirements tor
subspecialists are diminishing rapidly. In this sense, market forces are at work and, in
many respects, these market forces arc constructive. For example, the beginning salary
for generalists is rising steeply as organizations bid tor their services. In southern
California, the starting salary for a general internist has risen by 35 percent to 40 percent.
Similar kinds ot changes have taken place around the country.

Market forces do seem to he having a significant effect t.pon the choices ot
medical students as the think about the kinds ot training find careers to which they
aspire. This is reflected nt the increase in the numher of graduating medical students
who, according 1.1 the Assifciation ot American Medical ('olleges, have indwated their
interest gencialist careers. hrom 14 peicent of claduating students indicating a generalist
interest tht cc years ago, the number has increased to 23 percent and is likely to continue
to rise as these students understand the Joh opportunities anti income possibilities

floweser, market torees alone will not soh,: the problem ot the mcreasing
physician surplus, and the current organizational structure of the IME and 1)N1E
programs base much to do with this problcm First the current hm provides that
institution inay add addmonal residents to accredited mograms in their own
initiatise. Under these cir;umstanc, . the amount of both DME and GME monies,
which they receive. is increased. Tlic effect is that public monies are used to subsidize
salary and support ot resident., who then provide services to patients in these institutions
Given the health care needs in large urban centers. hospi.als blase been rapidly adding
residents. In 198S-89, tittle were 54.273 total number of physicians.in graduate medical
education in the United States. 13y ly93-94. the number had risen to 104,159. an
merease of 20.000 physicians with an average increase ift 339 percent per year. Since the
average physician practices tor 35 )ears to 40 years. the Ohio of this is to add 140.000 to
1603100 physician years oh service to the nation's health care system which are costs to
be borne by the overall health care system. hven though ,ndisidual compensatimi
salaties or reimbursementm my decline in response to market forces. the addition ol a
large number ot ss no will he in surplus as a consequence ot a cost
reimbursement approach through the GNIE support, is illogiud. Although the number ot
graduates of American medical schools has been relatively constant (wet the last decade.
the number of toreign medical graduates in giaduate medical education has nwreased
trom 7.227 in 1988 to 18.59.5 ti 1094. This Is an increase ot approximately 11.3110
phsteians. accounting tor appi,,simatel hall oh the increase in total graduate medical
education positions. Which leads to thc see:md important powt. Although market toices
skill decrease reimbursement, so icag as Oleic :ire unlimited numbers of positions
available, international medical graduates still v.111 hind opportunities and incomes m tlw
I. :riled States attractise eno.igh so that they whll continue to till this rising number ot
Positions.

V. Increasing the supply of physicians has produced some marginal
irdistiibution plissicians to smaller kommunines, in tact. the need tor phssicians ml
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rural communities and underserved urban communities remains very high and is not
likely to he solved solely by flooding the market with physicians. Other strategies,
including professional, technological, and management innovations will he required to
meet these needs.

There have been many proposals by organizations to limit the number of positions
under graduate medical education. The most common proposal is that they he limited to
110 percent of the number of graduates of American medical schools. Such a rule
requires significant downsizing in the numher of residents at the present time. I strongly
urge the Congress to change legislation so that, at the very least, the total number of
positions supported using Medicare monies be frozen at the current level. The effect of
a freeze would stop this increase of almost four percent per year in the number of
physicians added to the workforce. If an institution wished to add a resident without the
use of OW: funds, they could have that opportunity, although I believe an absolute
freeze makes even more sense. Under a freeze, an institution could shift residency
positions from program to p:ogram, and residents could be assigned to multiple
non-hospital sites without incteases in the total number of residents.

This leads me to the second major flaw in the current system. The formulas for
reinthursement in graduate medical education lie predominantly on calculations and
services related to inpatient beds. This has two effects. First, it causes institutions to
keep a disproportkinate number of positions in subspecialty areas employing technology
on an inpatient basis. Secondly, it means that the educational experience is often
disconnected front the real needs of society and of the health care system. Medical
education iii ust move increasingly into ambulatory services not only at the hospital but
into the community. what) and rural. tor all segments of society.

The managed care industry emphasizes that it may take them 18 months to
prepare a physician, even those with generalist training, to practice appropriately in the
managed care environment. We must use limited resources in health care to provide
seivices for all elements ot society, including the poor, the elderly, and the underserved,
in non-hospital sites, with the extensive use of non-physician providers as part of a team
that can emphasize preventive services, consult with young parents about illnesses before
they make use of the much more expensive emergency room to receive needed came, and
to emphasize preventive programs. Under current circumstances, institutions cannot
construct educational programs for their residents based on either the long-term social or
professional needs, but rather organize these programs in order to meet the requirements
for reimbursement. Under circumstances of the freeze, institutions ought to he allowed
to plan resident educational activities based upon educational requirements for physicians
and the overall health care needs of the community in which they work. Under such
circumstances, residents might spend substantial amounts of time in neighborhood health
clinics rotating through managed cat e organizations and otherwise providing services that
are the most cost-etfective and useful way to improve health in the community. Under
these circumstances. it an institution wished to increase the number of residency positions
in the generalist or primary care specialties. it could do so hut only hy reducing the
number of positions at the subspecialties. A freeze would then begin to ameliorate the
potential long-term cost to society of producing too many physicians with public subsidy
and would create a set ot conditions in which the more appropriate assignment of
residerts. according to social and educational needs, would become rational for all
concerned. Indeed, one could support the arguments previously made that the formula
for reimbursement might he altered so that a higher premium is offered to institutions
that substantially change the ratio of generalists to specialists. Those of us concerned
about graduate medical education are also worried that residents have been added and
assigned according to the work needs of the institution rather than to the education
needs of a student. Under a freeze situation with some premium hir generalist
physicians in comparison to subspecialty physicians and increasing flexibility for
educational program directors to make assignments to a variety of training sites, this goal
ot emphasizing ecluedium versus service would. in tact, result in better service in the right
places. according to the laments needs.
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Let me conclude with ts., other obseivations. First, Medicare has heen a critically
important source of support for graduate medical education. Put all of society benefits
from these education programs. The entire health care system, including managed care
organizations, clearly require the workforce that is generated through these program and
clearly benefit from their existence and from their quality. Creating some form of all-
payor system. in which all insurers and managed care organizations, as well as Medicare
and Medicaid provide a small percentage of their revenues toward education, would go
far to both spreading the burden and acknowledging the responsibility of all public
concerned parties. Moreover, it would deal with an important problem for academic
health centers as more and more Medicare recipients are care for in managed care
organizations. As this practice increases, ,'-ect medical education costs are no longer
paid since these are included in the premium received by the managed care organization
from Medicare. When the managed care organization negotiates with a teaching
hospital. it is under no obligation nor does it ordinarily include in its rates any
consideration of the training capacity. Prudent policy would, at the sery least, require
such organizattons to include such support in proportion to their Medicare enrollees, and.
as I suggested, from a public policy point of iess. I believe the burden should be shared
in relation to all health care coverage.

I want to emphasi7e the fi.agile nature of our acadennc health centers at th-:
present time. These centers are truly gems nationally and mternatiimally. They are the
sources of the research that has fueled the biotechnology industry. the medical des ice
industry. and many other productive elements of our society, contributing mit only
diimestically but representing a large proportion of exports which contribute positively to
the trade deficit. They are important employers and they are critically important to
pros ide, on the one hand, the most highly specialist care for the 'mist desperately ill in
our society, and, on the other hand a very large proportion. pei Imps as much as 45
percent or 50 percent of the care to poor and underserved. As the piisate sector
organizes more and more health care into managed care sifter(' price is the
oserwhelmingly important factor in negotiating contracts with academie health centers,
income streams to these centers for both professional and'other sers ices are under
enormous pressure. Faculties in these centers organized practice plans beginning in the
early I970s, in which they accepted the responsibility that a stgnificant amount of the
money that they earned in billing patients would not go into salaries but would support
education and research. The Association of American Medical Colleges has estimated
that over S800 million per year in patient care revenues goes directly to the support of
research, and another SIM hillion or more goes for the cost of education. including
medical student intern residency and fellowship education. I heliese that this is a gross
underestimate. and that the amount of cross-substdy from patient care may be closer to
twice this amount. Whatever the figure, the development of increasing price competition
is rapidly reducing the amounts available to these academic health centeis tor research
and education. They are dossnsizing. They are developing a whole satiety of
mechanisms to accommodate to the changing health care delivery scene. But I believe
all of us should be acutely aware that they are at considerable risk in this whole process
for economic viability in genend and, more specifically, for purposes of this hearing. they
are at enormous risk when it comes to maintaining unportant educatamal prognims. I

believe that the investment of Medicare monies in medical educatitin is an excellent one
for our society and. if rationalized both in terms of numbers and tot =las by which the
reimbursement is provided, is critically important to academic health centers. their
educational mission, and their capacity to provide care in their communities. In the
current deficit reduction mode. I would remind you that these educatitinal costs for
Medicare represent less than a one percent insestment ot our trillion dollar health care
enterprise. Thete are many opportunities for improving this system. but I urge the
committee to carefully consider the potential lonoerm benetits to our society of
obtaining more value tor these funds rather than simply reducing the amounts ot money
available.

Thank you for allossing me to make this presentation.
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Chairman THOMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Shine.
Dr. Ludden.

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. LUDDEN, M.D., SENIOR VICE PRESI-
DENT FOR MEDICAL AFFAIRS, HARVARD COMMUNITY
HEALTH PLAN, BOSTON, MASS.
Dr. LOUDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

am John Ludden. I am senior vice president for medical affairs
at .he Harvard Community Health Plan (HCMP) where I have
pracciced psychiatry for more than 20 years.

HCHP, as you may know, is now a partner in what is the largest
and oldest HMO in New England, a nonprofit HMO. We have just
about 1 million members, and we have 16,000 physicians. And per-
haps most interesting to this committee is our long-term relation-
ship with some of the Nation's preeminent teaching hospitals at
Harvard and related to Dartmouth as well as to Brown.

I wo,i1,1 like to concentrate on about three different areas.
jne, I would like to review again some of the background of the

current professional education and graduate medical education
from the HMO perspective, to talk a little bit about the HCHP ex-
perience as a model of a teaching HMO and to add to some of the
recommendations which you have already heard for future action.

In my view, education is a classic example of a public good and
not a marketplace commodity. GME, as you have stated, is nec-
essary, so that our society can educate physicians for the future to
take care of our children and grandchildren. But this marketplace
is changing and has changed radically, and it calls for changes both
in how we finance GME and what that GME does.

And furthermore, to add to that difficulty, I would just like to
comment that changes in GME also require changes in under-
graduate medical education which are more significant and, believe
it or not, even more difficult to finance.

Well, as you have already heard, GME comes to us primarily
through cross-subsidies from service dollars that are received by
teaching institutions and physicians, and Medicare has been the
main focus for that at the Federal level.

As we compete in a marketplace of HMOs in a region like New
Englandand I think this is true in other HMOswe are increas-
ingly having difficulty doing what we, as HCHP, already do on a
voluntary basis, to support and finance GME.

We do not experience difficulty from our major teaching hospitals
in their providing to us cost-effective and high-quality care, some-
times at underlying costs that are lower than those of some of the
larger community hospitals; that is, until you add in the require-
ments that they face for medical education.

As you have already heard, the changes in the health care mar-
ketplace also call for changes in the supply and the skills of profes-
sionals.

Obviously you have already heard about the importance of re-
cruiting and finding and training more generalists. What you may
not have focused on yet is that physicians in the new world of
health care require an expanded set of skills.

HCIIP and other IIMOs have found recent graduates of GME
programs incompletely prepared for primary care practice. Because

t.)
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of that, the medical leaders at HCHP and Group Health Associa-
tion of America have fuc.used on a new set of competenees and
skills which are required, skills in cost-effective delivery, skills in
interpersonal care, and especially in teamwork and obviously in
providing effective care and in managing care and referrals. These

are primarily skills that can be found in ambulatory settings. And
we need to shift our attention away from the hospitals to such am-
bulatory settings.

Let me just comment very briefly on the fact that HCHP is a
model of a teaching HMO. We have put money into teaching, re-
search and community service from the very beginning of our 25-

year history, including a teaching center and the first ever Depart-
ment, cosponsored with Harvard Medical School, of Ambulatory
Care and Prevention, which we cofund with them.

We have developed new programs in primary care education with

the Brigham and Women's Hospital, sponsored primary care
residencies at other Harvard-affiliated hospitals, and have spon-
sored a psychiatry residency program with HMS.

We are looking to do this further, and we have presently been
required really by marketplace pressure to reduce our contribu-
tions, so that this year we will still be spending $2.5 million di-
rectly on programs for mostly graduate, but some undergraduate,
medical education.

Let me try to skip to just four things in conclusion.
First, you have already heard of the importance of allocating fi-

nancing appropriately to the sites of training, so that it can be fo-

cused on the new marketplace.
Second, HMOs and other organizations should he able to receive

direct credit or reimbursement for their ongoing expenditures di-

rectly in support of medical education, including GME.
Third, you have heard about the increase necessary in primary

care. I believe that financing should also be included for
nonphysician primary care education.

And fourth, such GME financing should be broad-based and sep-
arate from service delivery costs, so that in this competitive mar-
ketplace we can assure that education costs are quantified, justi-
fied, and directed appropriately.

I would be glad to work further with you and answer any ques-
tions later on. Thank you.

[The prepared statement follows:1
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN M. LUDDEN, M.D.
HARVARD COMMUNITY HEALTH PLAN

Introduction

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. 1 am John 1.udden, SID. Senior Vice
Presideiu Mr Medical AflUirs of the Ilarsard Communit health Plan OMB') {WI IP is apartner in the oldest and largest health maintenance organiiation (I IMO I in Ness England. Our,ocent merger with Pilgrim Health Care creates a heahhcare organization providing care and
ot erage to nearls one million members through 16.000physicians and i 10 hospitals in
lassachusetts. Rhode Island. New Ilampshire, Maine. and Vermont. There include some of the

nation's preeminent teaching hospitals, including Brigham and Women's ardl, Mar
ilitcheiick (Dartmouth) and Rhode Island flospital 1f3rown

I am pleased to has c the opportunits to testifs todas. and would like to:

reviess background on current issues in health piotssions education from the
I IMO perspectise.

describe the 11(111' experience as one model for a "teaching IISIO:* and

provide recommendations for future action

Issues

ducation is a classic exsunple of a "public good". (iraduate medical education is
necessars it our societ !she assured that future generations

of phsricrans %sill be as ailable andskilled at pros iding care for us our children, and our children's children.

But. as this committee knots,. that education nos% lakes place in a rapidl changing
health ,aic marketplace. 1 hat marketplace calls for changes in our current graduat: medical
education financing models, the suppls and skills of pht sicians and other practitioners that steeducate. and our educational approaches.

maneng (iraduate medical education has traditionall been financed partl through
cross-subsidies Irons serx ice dollars receised h teaching institutions and phs sicians. Medicare
has been the principal federal source astral financing for graduate medical education. slith
lunds 110 ing to and through teaching hospitals in the form of indirect medieal education
and direct medical education I I All f pas ments.

I his committee is nell anare that increased competition and the re:sid es olution ot
managed care me a significant, market-based success Story in health care. IIMOs like the IICI1P
arc proud of our role in that change. Big te must also recogni/e that our success in des eloping
market-based competition for financing and delis ering health care sers ices has some
consequences that base to he addressed. And one of them is that our currert service-based
mechanism for financing graduate medical education cannot stirs ive. It is increasingls difficult
tor teaclung mstitutions and phs sicians to pass along the extra costs of education to pas ors ast I their sers ice delis ers And HAI( ts that presentls trs. on a s Alma basis. to support and
finance ( All. lace the same problem -- a competitise market that limits premium increases whith
are the source 01 financing.

l'n4ssional sunph. :mud skills necded 1 he changes in the health care marketplace also
call tor changes in the suppls and skills of health prolessionals.

irst. I ssould relnkrcc ohm sou has e undoutnedIs heard from others. A.c need more
g..mcralist phs moans -- and non phs swian practitioners -- nho care lor patients on a long-term
basis st 101 locW. 011 pit ,,elithqi and health promotion
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Second, we need physicians with an expanded set of skills. IICI1P and other 11MOs
has e Ibund recent graduates incompletely prepared for primary care practice. Because of this,
medical leaders who are pan of the Group Health Association of America (GHAA) have defined
a set of core competencies for primary care physicians. Among the skills needed arc:

O Skills in the cost-effective delivery of quality health care:

o Interpersonal and teamwork skills;

o The ability to provide effective care to diserse populations;
o Skills in managing care and making appropriate referrals;

Educational models and sites: Finally, the graduate medical education financing and
delivers sy stem must adapt to this new environment and produce the physicians with the skills
necessary. The significant shifi in services from inpatient to ambulatory settings leaves residents

trained in hospitals ill-equipped to function as ambulatory care practitioners. Educational models
must adapt -- wit!) more education provided in ambulatory settings such as those available

through 11MOs -- and the financing models must adapt to make payments available to those sites

of training.

HCHP's Commitment to GME

Since its founding in 1969. Harvard Community I health Plan has been committed to
teaching and research. the IICIIP corporate mission statement notes: "Our strong service
program also supports teaching, research and community service."

ICIIP has been a national leader in defining the role of I IMOs in graduate medical
education. 11C111) continues its commitment to these areas through its financial support for
programs designed to develop innovative methods of delis cring quality care, and to training

Mture physicians. 1.0 me pros ide some examples: our growing participation in medical
education led to the creation of the 11CIIP Teaching Center and our co-sponsorship. with
larsard Medical School, of the Department of Ambulatory Care and Prevention I DACPL the

first medical school department in the country to be established and sited in an I IMO. Its

mission- the development of educational and research programs for preventive medicine and for
the practice of medicine in the ambulatory setting.

I ICIIP and the Brigham and Women's I hospital have jointly developed a new
model of primary care training for the practice of adult primary care internal
medicine. he program is specifically designed to allow each resident to achiese
the broad competencies required for successful and satisfy ing primary care

practice.

For 20 y lars. IC111' has also sponsored primary care residency programs with
the Cambridge and Mt. Auburn {hospitals. and in collaboration with four other

lars ard institutions, sponsors a psy chiatry residency program, w hich is now the

largest in the United States.

IICIIP has been exploring the possibility of establishing a more comprehensise
training program for primary care pediatricians interested in IMO experience. in
conjunction with Children's liospital and Boston City [hospital,

The IICI IP Foundation also funds several fellowship programs, including a
mental health fellowship, which focuses on applications of brief psychotherapy in
the 11MO ens ironment, and the Thomas 0. Pyle Fellowship, which focuses on the
appropriateness and effectiveness of medical care.

these actis ities have been supported through the IICHP Foundation. funded front
premium revenues. It was originally intended that the IICIIP Foundation would receive I I 2

percent of premium income. with about one-third of this percentage devoted to the development
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of teaching programs. flosses er as I noted earlier, the market limits the ability to inn ite such
financing. and IICI1P pros ides such examples.

One, time the demands attic marketplace base reduced the perce»tage contribution to
the I ICI IP Foundation so that it is well belons one percent. ss ith a consequent decrease in the
percentage set aside for teaching. In recent years. the 11C111' Foundation has receiveda
budgeted dollar amount. adequate to maintain ongoing programs, but no longer on a percentage
basis. In 1995. (IOW's Foundation expects to spend over S2.5 million on support for defined
programs in medical education these programs include graduate medical education hut also
include a growing commitment to undergraduate training and to innovatise programs focused on
the doctor patient relationship. nursing education, and. for example. the pregnant teen violence
ores ention program.

But, as san ins in health care costs become more and more a part a the competithe
marketplace. these contributions are questioned. As the market continues to force IICIIP and
other managed care organisations to become even more cost competnine. the impact on
programs for teaching and research Kill be dramatic.

Conclusions/recommendations

We seek a highly skilled nnork force of health professionals for the future, If v. e are to
produce that nnorkforec. changes must be made in our graduate medical education programs.

Allocation or financing site of training; GM financing should not :Malty s be directed
through hospitals. Financing should follow the resident and support clinical education and
ii mung in hospital and non-hospital sites, especially including ambulatory care sites. IMO. and
other organintions should receive direct credit or reimbursement for ongoing expenditures that
directly support medical education, especially including GME.

I he proportion of trahung slots for prtmars care should be increased: to improne the
imbalance betueen specialists and primary care pros iders. an adequate number of iesideney slots
must be in prtmary care.

uiatscing should be designated for non-physician primarv care. 1 he ENO community
rccogni/es the importance of non-physician practitioners in thepros ision of primary care, and
believes that some OW. funds should be designated to finance the education and training of such
practitioners.

1 on .rm tinancin should h brold-based t Manning for graduate medical education
must ultimately be broad-based. and separated front the service &finery costs. Such a separate
!inane mg system is required by the increasingly contpetittse marketplace. and necessary to
assure that education crusts are quantified and jusUlted.

Mr. Chairman. I uould he pleased to nn ork snub the committee aud tt..; stair as you
den clop proposals for changes in financing health professions education. and to ansuer any
questions that you may have at this time.

9
4.1
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Chairman THOMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Ludden.
Dr. Heyssel.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. BEYSSEL, M.D., SEAFORD, DEL.,

FORAER PRESIDENT, JOHNS HOPKINS HEALTH SYSTEM

Dr. HEYSSEL. Mr. Chairman, Congressmen, ladies and gentle-
men, I am Robert Heyssel. I was for 20 years president and CEO
of the Johns Hopkins Health System.

Chairman THOMAS. Doctor, I would tell you that the microphones

are very unidirectknal, so you need to get right in front of it.
Dr. HEYSSEL. OK, thank you.
In Baltimore, Md. I thank you for the opportunity to give my

view on graduate medical education.
In the mideighties, I chaired a task force funded by the Common-

wealth Fund of New York, looking into and examining the health
and the future of the academic health centers. Then as now, our

concern was the maintenance of the mission of education, both un-
dergraduate and graduate, and patient care and discovery in those
institutions, which I believe are the best in the world and really

the basis for our excellent medical care in this country.
A prominent part of that report, which was called "A Prescription

for Change," dealt with issues surrounding graduate medical edu-

cation. In preparation for this testimony, I looked at that again,
and there is very little that I would change, either in terms of the
findings or the recommendations with regard to graduate medical

education.
That was published in 1985, and not much has happened since

then.
There were a number of issues identified then which are with us

now. The first issue is cost and how those costs are paid.
Most of th^ direct and indirect payments for resident education

is from hospitals themselves, which in turn add those costs to inpa-

tient bills, Medicare, and where they can, private payers as well.

That source of payment is in jeopardy from both government pay-

ers and private insurers, as all payers seek lower cost hospitaliza-
tions and alternatives to hospital care. This is particularly true of
managed care organizations in this country.

Second is the issue of size and specialty distribution in graduate
medical education. As managed care becomes a dominant means of
financing and controlling the costs of medical care, we are probably

producing more physicians than the country will need, fewer gener-

alists, and more specialists and subspecialists of certain kinds than

we need.
Third is the issue of the con rol of graduate medical education.

As amply documented in the 1985 report, which incidentally I have

asked the staff to make available those portions of the report relat-
ed to graduate medical education, the control of funding of grad-

uate medical education is separate from the control of the length

of the training programs, the content of' those training programs,
and requirements for accreditation of programs, all of which are set
by RRC. and the Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Edu-

cation.
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This, in effect, controls the costs, the ultimate costs. And theyhave no responsibility for the costs or getting the funding. That isleft to the hospitals.
The issue of sites of education and educational support is also en-twined in that. As more graduate medical education is conductedin outpatient settings, as is necessary if we are going to emphasizeprimary care, payment through hospitals as the primary sourceneeds reexamination. In effect, I think we need to form some con-sortia between those organizations involved in outpatient care aswell as the hospitals.
Funding, then, should be broadened. All payers should contributeto a pool for GME. They, after all, also profit from GME. The train-ing of generalists, as noted earlier, is terribly important to man-aged care organizations as well. So there should be a pool from allpremiums or other sources, as well as from Medicare and Medicaid.There should not be an attempt, in my judgment, to set numbersof trainees by specialty, specified sites where training is conducted,or the mix of specialties in those sites. I think consortia, as I noted,should be encouraged. I think the marketplace is beginning to havea real effect on career choices of physicians, as was noted earlier,and will in the future.
Support should be assured for 3 years of graduate medical edu-cation, essentially the length of time for accreditation in primarycare specialties. Certain programs, such as general surgery, mayrequire longer than that and should be supported to first accredita-tion. And I think really support to first accreditation should be thegeneral rule.
For specialties or subspecialties requiring longei, I would suggestthat support would have to be found either from the individualsthemselves, which was true in the past, professional fees of spon-soring training programs, private scholarships, or other sources.And then finally support should be limited to the number ofgraduates in any given year from accredited medical schools in theUnited States.
There are many details behind ray comments, but I will be gladto answer any questions. Thank you.
Chairman THOMAS. I want to thank all of you for your succinctstatements, and obviously there are going to be a series of ques-tions from us. And we will start with the gentlewoman from Con-necticut.
Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. I think your recommendationthat we should limit the number trained is a very interesting one.Within that envelope, how has this issue of specialists versusgeneralists been working out?
I read something recently that indicated that the majority ofmedial: students now are looking for residencies in some kind offamily care environment or are interested in that specialty.Is that true? In other words, is the problem of too many special-ists and not enough generalists being addressed in the real worldout there?
Dr. SHINE. There are two answers to that. First in terms of thepercentage, this year, for example, approximately half of graduat-ing medical students selected residencies in areas which we wouldcall general areas. In fact, there will be attrition, because a certain

24
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number of those, even though they started in internal medicine,
will end up as subspecialists, and it is more likely that you will be
looking at something in the range of 30 to 35 percent of those peo-
ple ultimately remaining in a generalist or a primary care environ-
ment.

MrS. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. IS that higher than 5 years ago?
Dr. SHINE. Yes. And that is the reason that I made the point that

I think the trends in terms of the distribution are in the right di-
rection.

The dilemma, from my perspective, is that the absolute number
continues to rise so rapidly that even though you increase the pro-
portion who become generalists, the absolute number of subspecial-
ists just continues to skyrocket.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. Well, we looked at this issue in
the last Congress. One of the suggestions was for the government
to determine how many in each area should be trained.

I am very uncomfortable with that, and I am interested in how
rapidly you sense the market is redirecting our resources.

I am far more comfortable with the limit on the total number.
And I think that is interesting in the context of Dr. Heyssel's com-
ment that we should not reimburse for foreign medical education.

Do we subsidize foreign medical students in our system to the
same degree that we subsidize citizen education in our system?

Dr. SHINE. We do not subsidize at a Federal level the medical
students. It is the fact that foreign medical graduates, inter-
national medical graduates, who enter our teaching hospitals, in
fact, get treated the same way as Americans.

I would emphasize that I agree with you about micromanaging
the work force. One of the reasons why I am enthusiastic about an
absollite cap is it still leaves within the various organizations the
flexibility to decide how they are going to do the distribution. It lets
market forces work, but it stops the notion that we are going to
have a lot of very good, talented young people who spend long peri-
ods of time in training who are not going to have work. People
whose training is being heavily subsidized, as your comments sug-
gest, by the States, by the medical schools, by the universities and
by the Federal Government.

That is not a good investment of our resources if, in fact, they
are going to be largely underused subspecialists.

Dr. HEYSSEL. I would comment, I think in that regard that one
of the reasons it is important to limit the length of time that you
are going to support to first accreditation is that right now the pen-
alty for spending 8, 9 years or going onto a subspecialty career in
internal medicine is just not there.

There is obviously a lost opportunity cost, but it is relatively
small, and it is fairly easy to go on and get the training as a sub-
specialist.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. We now subsidize medical edu-
cation through Medicare. Should the subsidy situation be different
for foreign students being trained in our system than for citizens
being trained in our system?

Dr. SHINE. That is going to be hard to do.
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Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. What I am thinking of is, every
State university chargas out-of-State students more than they
charge in-State students.

Dr. SHINE. I understand that. The dilemma is a certain number
of those international medical graduates are Americans who went
overseas and are coming back. And the question is again: Does thefact that they got their education overseas mean that theyshould

Mrs. JOHMON OF CONNECTICUT. Well, I am looking at reallynoncitizen/citizen
Dr. SHINE. And then there is a separate question of the

noncitizen. And the dilemma there is that in many parts of the
country, those people are, in fact, providing care during their train-
ing which is considered very critical.

And second, there are some extraordinarily talented people who
come that way.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. But they are talented. It is also
a way of exporting a phenomenal level of achievement in American
medicine which is important. There ought to be concern among
Americans to be willing to train foreign mediLal personnel.

Dr. SHINE. Right.
Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. But I do think we need to look

to foreign governments for some of the kind of support that our
government provides to the medical training setting for foreign stu-dents from countries that can afford it. I mean, it is one possible
way of looking at this. I just thought I would get your thoughts onit.

Then the last question I wanted to ask, because my time has ex-
pired, this specific issue about having the right to move residents
through outpatient and ambulatory environments: Are you prohib-ited by Federal law, by Federal regulation, by tradition of
accreditorswhat prevents you now from having residents rotate
through those kinds of settings?

Dr. SHINE. The rules with regard to reimbursement are based
primarily on ratios that are connected to beds and which limit the
amount of time that the people can spend offsite.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. OK, thank you. That helps.
Chairman THOMAS. The gentlewoman's time has expired.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Stark.
Mr. STARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Ludden, in your testimony, you indicate that. HMOs have a

great success story, and I suspect that if you live in the Boston or
Cambridge area or if you live in the East Bay of San Francisco
area where you either have your institution or Kaiser Permanente,
that is true.

But if you live in Florida where you have IMC or Southern Cali-
fornia where you have had Paracelsus, the HMO managed care
community has some warts and marks that they might like to live
down. If they were all as good as your institution, we would have
a simpler problem.

But you have beenand you are today complaining a little in
your testimony about the fact, as I read it, that we pass money
through in graduate medical education, and you somehow have to
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pay this out of your pot, and because your competitors do not, you
are at a disadvantage.

Am I reading what you are saying right?
Dr. LUDDEN. Yes.
Mr. STARK. But I think you are wrong. You are a recipient of a

block grant, and that is a term you are going to hear more of, un-
fortunate:y.

In the adjusted average per capita cost (AAPCC) you actually re-
ceive funds the same as other institutions, because the way in
which we reimburse you through Medicare, we lump in your share
of the graduate medical education or indirect medical education, so
you are really receiving it in your capitated payments.

Now it may not be enough and you may wish it were more, but
the fact is, that is how the system is designed. And I just suggest
that we maybe ought to change that system for how we reimburse
managed care under Medicare, but I do not think that it is fair to
say that you are not getting the funds.

And I am also concerned that HMOs have to avoid contracts with
teaching hospitals, do they not? They cannot afford them.

Dr. LUDDEN. Have to avoid them?
Mr. STARK. Have to avoid them, sure, or price them so low that

basically you will not be very attractive.
Why would you ship out, if you were a Kaiser PermanenteI do

not know enough about where you would shipwhy would you con-
tract with Stanford or UC-San Francisco?

Dr. LUDDEN. We haveHarvard Community Health Plan has ex-
tensive contractsin fact, 30 percent roughly of the Brigham and
Women's Hospital is filled with Harvard Community Health Plan
patients every day.

Mr. STARK. You have a unique relationship there. But do you
send any to Johns Hopkins?

Dr. HEYSSEL. They should.
Mr. STARK. Of course, they should. We know that, do we not.

I Laughter. I
Mr. Cardin has informed me of that. But my point is, it does

seem to me that the stand-alone HMOs, Kaiser, cannot afford to
deal with Stanford, and in their minds, and I think rightfully so,
they do not, think they have to. They have a broad range of staff,
of specialists. And that does not help Stanford very much. As the
HMOs grow in our area, there are fewer and fewer, as they get big-
ger and afford more comprehensive staffs, who want to go there
and pay the higher rates that the teaching hospitals, out of neces-
sity, have had to charge.

How do we solve that?
Dr. LUDDEN. Well, I think a number of us were talking about

this requirement for really broadbased financing of GME; that is,
broader than simply even Medicare, but broadly across the popu-
lation, so that we can separate out the public good educational re-
quirements from the service requirements.

As I tried to say, Brigham and Women's can compete very well
on quality and cost alone, as long as you take out the requirement
that they also provide all sorts of education in the middle of it.

Mr. STARK. Doctorif I may, Mr. Chairman, just as I finishyou
are preaching to the choir.

4
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It has long been a mystery to me as to how Medicare got stuck
with supporting graduate medical education. It was an after-
thought, as near as I can read, in the legislative history in 1965.
But the fact is, we have.

And the idea that the cost, whatever that is, ought to befor the
benefit that the public derives, ought to be spread more fairly
across the spectrum, I agree with you.

I am not sure politically we would be able to do that. I mean,
we have a structure that is so historiceven with the new Con-
tract With America, I do not think we are going to be able to
change that, so we are going to fuss with it and adjust it. And
maybe we can do that slowly. So I think in the short time-5, 10
yearswe are still going to have to find a way to subsidize, sup-
port, reimburse under the structure we have.

Could we erase it and start over?
I would agree with you. But I am afraid that we are locked into

this, and we have to worry now about cutting too much out, so that
Dr. Heyssel's alma mater can continue to survive.

Dr. SHINE. Mr. Stark, I would just point out that that association
with Medicare does provide an opportunity, that as risk-based
managed care develops for Medicare patients, looking at the way
in which those organizations which choose to take care of Medicare
patients, choose to support graduate medical education, is one of
the things that I think the committee could look at very carefully.

Chairman THOMAS. The gentleman's time has expired. The gen-
tleman from Louisiana, Mr. McCrery.

Mr. MCCRERY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, gentle-
men, for testifying today.

Dr. Shine, I am intrigued by your recommendation to freeze all
positions in graduate medical education.

When I am home in Louisiana in my town meetings and the
issue of health care and rising health care costs come up, I often
have one or two lawyers in the audience, and they will stand up
and say: You know, the answer to the problem here is to quit re-
stricting admission to medical schools, and you need more doctors.
If you had more doctors out there, there would be more competi-
tion, and you would get prices down and costs down.

How do I answer them, and how does that gibe with your rec-
ommendation?

Dr. SHINE. I think there are three or four answers.
First, both the State and the government do not make the kind

of investment in the education of a lawyer that it does in the edu-
cation of a physician.

Mr. MCCHEHY. Thank goodness.
Dr. SHINE. Second, by virtue of the subsidy, if you will, for edu-

cation that comes through Medicare, we are using public dollars in
order to influence the work force. And the question then becomes:
Is the outcome one that you want?

Third, medical providers are, in and of themselves, cost genera-
tors. Whether you are in managed care or any other area, the fact
is that the more doctors you have, the more services are provided
by doctors, and they are the most expensive.

The issue from my perspective in this regard is: How do you
move the system so that, in fact, we are using a spectrum of pro-
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viders, including advance practice nurses, physician's assistants,
and others who are much more cost effective? That happens be-
cause you educate in a different environment, not because you edu-
cate more.

And finally, in spite of this incredible increase that has been
going on for the last decade or decade and a half, the supply issue
alone has not solved the problem of more doctors in urban America
or more doctors in rural America. I would suggest to you that is
not a numbers issue; that is an organizational and a management
issue. We are going to have to change the way we think about
health care in rural Louisiana, whether we are talking about the
use of teams of providers, managed care organizations that have
responsibilities in rural areas, the role of telemedicine.

There are a whole variety of issues. And I think the notion that
we are going to solve that by saturating the market has not turned
out to be true and will not be true if we just continue in the direc-
tion we are going.

Mr. MCCRERY. Well, I appreciate that answer, and I would like
to discuss it some more at a later date.

But it sounds to me as if one of the problems is government got
involved in the business and started directing resources in certain
ways and produced results that are not necessarily those that were
intended.

Arid I find thatand I do not know nearly as much about the
health care system as I need to, but the more I get into it and the
more I see Federal dollars being spent, the more I see consequences
and results that are driven by dollars, Federal dollars, more than
they are by the needs of the communities, the needs of the health
care system. I am wondering if maybe we ought to examine or re-
examine the whole role of government generally in the health care
system and in medical education, because it does seem to be driv-
ing the system more than it is helping society.

Since you mentioned rural health care and HMOs in the context
of graduate medical education, what is the role of managed care in
medical education?

Dr. SHINE. I think there is a potentially large role. You heard
about one program which actually is quite good, but there are oth-
ers around the country.

One of the reasons that I think that managed care organizations
would, in fact, be willing to contribute to the education costs is
that, as you have heard, our current system does not educate indi-
viduals in managed care environments, and therefore they are not
ready to go to work in those environments when they finish their
training.

It would be in the economic interest of Harvard Community
Health Plan or Kaiser to have those individuals, and therefore
there is an opportunity for those individuals to get more training
in those managed care environments.

That is beginning to happen. It is costly, because outpatient edu-
cation is costly. It is much less efficient to see a single patient in
the outpatient than it is in a hospital with a whole bunch of pa-
tients.
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I would like comment that I understand the issue of unin-
tended consequences. I used that term in my paper, because what
you have described is, in fact, unintended consequences.

I would emphasize, however, that these institutions are very
fragile. Right now, we know that they receive somewhere on the
order of $2.5 to, I think, closer to $4.5 billion in moneys that come
from the practice of their faculties. And those faculties agreed 15
years ago to use a certain amount of that money to do research and
to teach. Probably two-thirds of that money that they earn net goes
into teaching.

As managed care organizations put the squeeze on academic
health centers and those patient revenues fall away, there is going
to be not only the problem of what they will pay, but the fact that
faculties cannot earn enough money to subsidize the education.
That is why these GME moneys are absolutely critical.

My view is not whether they should be spent, but do you spend
them in the way that is the most sensible as far as our society is
concerned.

Mr. McCRERY. Thank you.
Chairman THOMAS. The gentleman's time has expired. The gen-

tleman from Maryland, Mr. Cardin.
Mr. CARDEN. First, let me thank the Chairman for holding these

hearings. I think they are extremely important and that the future
of the academic medical center is indeed somewhat suspect today
in the new competitive environment. We need to look at different
ways of reimbursing for graduate medical education. Medicare no
longer will be able to foot the full bill, and the marketplace is not
capable of dealing with these issues. And I compliment all of your
testimonies today.

However, it seems to me that you have acknowledged half that
problem, and that is that the marketplace does not work as far as
a financing mechanism for graduate medical education and that we
need a broad-based financial source. I agree with that.

In the bill that we were working on last year, we looked at a way
in which all health care plans, not just Medicare but all health care
plans, including the self-insured plans and the private insurance
plans, contribute to graduate medical education. We then pulled
these costs out of the rate base, so that all health centers could
fairly compete within the new market.

But on the other side of the equation as to how the graduate
medical education dollars should be used as far as training profes-
sionals for health services, there seems to be r -) agreement, and
some disagreement, as to what role government should play in
order to make sure that we have more people trained in primary
health care.

Dr. Shine, I am not that impressed by the increase to 23 percent
of medical graduates going into primary health care. The inforrna-
tion that we have seen is that we need probably 50 percent. It is
going to take a decade before we get the results of the people enter-
ing medical training today in the workplace.

And as all of you pointed out we need to look beyond just physi-
cian training, and towurd training of other health care profes-
sionals in primary health care.
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My question is, if the Federal Government establishes the finan-
cial wherewithal so that GME can be pulled out of the burdens of
the health centers in their rate setting, so they can use it through
a pooled source, do we not have a responsibility at the national
level to make sure that the training dollars are, in fact, spent to
train more people in primary health care?

Dr. HEYSSEL. If I could speak to that, Congressman, I have a
problem with setting absolute numerical limits on anything in a
profession which is so dynamic and is changing so rapidly over
time and where there are new entrants into the field in the sense
of providing primary care.

I do not know whether the number is 50 percent or not, who
should be generalists, or whether it is 40 percent or whether it is
70 percent in the long haul. And I do not think that any of us could
make that judgment with a great deal of certainty.

I remember when I first started at Hopkins, the Federal Govern-
ment had special programs to train psychiatrists and radiologists
because there was a shortage. It is the Federal Government who
decided that there is a physician shortage in the late sixties and
led to 15 more medical schools.

So I do not know how in a dynamic, changing society you can
make those judgments, and I think that the marketplace that is
now occurring, plus limiting the amount that you are going to pay
and the length of time you are going to pay, will, in itself, begin
to take care of the problem.

Mr. CARDIN. I agree with you that I do not know what the exact
number is. I disagree in that I do not believe the marketplace will
be the best barometer of who should be trained. If history is any
lesson to the future, we have encouraged the training of more cost-
ly health care professionals, and each one of these individuals have
been able to make a comfortable living under the current system.

Dr. HEYSSEL. Congressman, part of that is the absolute distor-
tion in the fee schedules. You know, not all people are really after
money. But if you come out of medical school with a significant
amount of debt, and you can make significantly more as a proce-
dural cardiologist or as an ophthalmologist or some other thing
rather than as a pediatrician, that is going to drive you a little bit
in those directions.

Mr. CARDIN. No question.
Dr. HEYSSEL. And if we change some of the incentives that drive

peopi to do those things, I think you would change very rapidly
how people behave in terms of entering the profession and doing
what they are doing.

Mr. CARDIN. And we have tried that. You have made some of
those changes.

Dr. SHINE. But, Mr. Cardin, if I could just comment, in 1978 the
institute issued a report recommending 50/50. So I come from a po-
sition where 50/50 made sense.

The fact of the matter is, first it, is clear that managed care orga-
nizations use far fewer physicians, so that if you do the calcula-
tions, the number of generalists we require in an absolute sense is
not 50 percent of the current work force, because, in fact, what is
happening is, their ratios are such that without much of an in-
creasewith some increase, but with nowhere near the kind of in-
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crease that you and I thought needed to be present, they, in fact,
are going to come close tu having the work force they need in terms
of generalists.

The dilemma is the fact that the subspecialists begin to grow.
And I would just remind you that in Southern California last year
at UC-San Diego they hired a cardiologist for $70,000 a year, a gas-
troenterologist for $72,000 a year, and a general internist for
$110,000 a year.

Now I believe my medical studentsand I still teach at George-
townare smart enough to know that. And I am less worried about
the ratio, although again the institute waved that flag going back
to 1978. I am much less worried about the ratio now as I am about
this enormous surplus of subspecialists.

Chairman THOMAS. The gentleman's time has expired. Does the
gentleman from Nevada wisii to inquire?

Mr. ENSIGN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I come from a little bit of a different background, and so I would

like to inquire just to try to learn this. I am a veterinarian by pro-
fession, and we work a little differently. The teaching hospitals do
get some governmental subsidies, but I do not think in the same
way that the practice of human medicine does.

For example, a specialist in veterinary medicine actually makes
less than a general practitioner. But yet we still get the best and
the brightest who want to be specialists simply because of the love
of doing surgery, orthopedic surgery, ophthalmology, whatever it is.

Using that as a backdrop, I just wanted to say that from my ex-
perience, residents and interns were slave labor. I mean, my year
as an intern, I made $14,000 a year and worked 80 to 100 hours
a week, the equivalent of less than $3 an hour.

As I recall, the institutions loved us because the more interns,
or more residents, they had, the better they did, because we were
very cost effective.

I do not understand why it costs more money per resident on
their education.

Do you understand my question?
Dr. SHINE. I am not sure. The fact is that there are a significant

number of institutions in the United States which are using resi-
dents in a way that is better than it was 15 years ago, but is not
inconsistent with the role you described for residents during your
training.

That is the wrong reason for having residency programs. Resi
dency programs should be first educational and second, they should
prepare people for the kind of practice that they are going to need
to use. And that means how do you help elderly people learn to
stay in their home, rather than take care of them in the intensive
care unit.

So I think what we are saying is that the kinds of changes we
want to see happen are ones which have less to do with the acute
day-to-day needs of the hospitals where the training goes on and
more to do with providing care outside of the hospital, providing
care for underserved populations and underserved areas and doing
it in a way that is sensible in terms of the long term.

As far as the subspecialist is concerned, what I am concerned
about is that we are already seeing underemployed and unem-
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ployed subspecialists. We had a recent situation in which several
managed care organizati3ns laid off large numbers of subspecial-
ists.

To have a system where you were trained as a subspecialist in
veterinary medicine and then find there is not any work, it seems
to me, is a tragic misuse of public resources in terms of what the
future holds.

Dr. HEYSSEL. If I could comment, that is the reason to limit
again the amount of length of time and support you are going to
give as well as limiting the number of slots you are going to fund
from whatever pool you get it from.

But I also cannot 'help but remark Dr. Shine, when you said the
Institute of Medicine liked the 50/50 ratio, it was also the Institute
of Medicine and the committee that I served on that said we need
4 beds per 1,000 population in this country in the seventies, which
number seems a little ofibase today given the changes.

Dr. SHINE. We guessed the direction but not the velocity.
Dr. HEYSSEL. That is right. [Laughter.1
Dr. LUDDEN. I just want to make the point that the HMO pri-

mary care practice frontline, it has to do with the skills and train-
ing, not the number of procedures or the number of services that
can be done by something which maybe used to be slave labor but
certainly is not now.

And that is a terribly important change in the way all of these
developments work, so that we concentrate more on putting to-
gether those skills. And that really is a different world than it used
to be 5 or 10 years ago.

Mr. ENSIGN. Right. Well, during residencies, your pay is very,
very low compared to what your services are worth, maybe not at
the beginning, but at least your latter couple years of your resi-
dency.

But it was lot,ked at as a tradeoff, that you are getting that expe-
rience, and you are providing a very valuable service, and you are
learning. That is the reason that you are exposed to the specialists
and the senior specialists, and that was a tradeoff in the
residencies.

I guess my whole question about this is, is it necessary to sub-
sidize number of spots, and how do you do that across the country?
Who gets what spots where?

Dr. HEYSSEL. Well, that has always been the dilemma. I guess
you could do it at the Federal level and apportion it some way. You
could do it at the State level and apportion it some way. And that
always seemed to me to get us into the problem ofwhat should
I sayindirect control of who got the slot preferences and so forth.

The other way you could do it is, we know how many medical
students are graduating every year, and we know how many years
we are willing to support their training after that in graduate med-
ical education. Why not give them a voucher that goes with the
student from this pool of money and let them apply wherever they
would?

Dr. SHINE. Could I just point out, in terms of my proposal to
freeze, I am talking about freezing in place; those institutions
would have the same number of physicians as an institution that
they have now. But if they want to add generalist positionsand

91-427 0 - 95 - 2
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many will, because they want to do more *-anaged care and Medic-
aid managed carethey would have tc ...otract them from their
subspecialty slots.

If they downsize, the total number of residency slots in an insti-
tution was diminished, you would diminish the total pool. You
would not necessarily go and let somebody start a new program.

Chairman THOMAS. Does the gentleman from Illinois wish to in-
quire?

Mr. CRANE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Ludden, in your conclusions and recommendations, you point

out that graduate medical education financing should not always
be directed through hospitals, and you go on to state that HMOs
and other organizations should receive direct credit or reimburse-
ment for ongoing expenditures that directly support medical edu-
cation, especially including GME.

Do you think that Medicare should pay any of these entities?
Dr. LUDDEN. I think that howeverI mean, we do get payment

from Medicare for those patients that we have. What we need to
be able to do is to focus our resources and use them in an innova-
tive way directly in medical education as such.

With the money that we have been able to put together over the
years, we have been abe to affect the training programs of the
Harvard and other related institutions in a positive way toward es-
tablishing more primary care and making the skills something
which are more nearly what we are going to need in the future, so
that it has to do with being clear on the spending side that HMOs
and managed care need to have the opportunity to effect that
change at the local level to make sure we get the right skills.

On the revenue side, which is a lot of what our discussion has
been about so far, I would favor a more broad-based approach to
financing.

Mr. CRANE. Dr. Heyssel, Dr. Shine, do you share the same view?
Dr. HEYSSEL. The view of a broad-based approach to support and

that the money should be able to go to a different entity than a
hospital? Yes, I do.

I would think that since hospitals are needed for treatment as
well as ambulatory care sites, that an organization that was pri-
marily involved in ambulatory care and a hospital could form a
consortium around that, where the money went to that consortium
rather than to the hospital alone.

Dr. SHINE. My view is that there is merit to moving it away from
payment supply to the hospitals. I would recommend that it 13e the
educational institutions that are responsible for education of train-
ees, and they ought to be in a position to determine the kinds of
sites, the contents of the education that is required, and they would
then be able to reimburse the players in the consortium.

In other words, what I am concerned about is that there are obvi-
ous exceptions, depending upon locality, but I am concerned that,
"a consortium" as to have some kind of a lead agent which is re-
sponsible for how the money is used, and I would suggest that it
should be the nursing school, the dental school, the medical school,
whichever is responsible.

Dr. HEYSSEL. I think there is a problem with that in the sense
that the residency review committees and others are, in fact, the

3
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ones who set the content of the curriculum, not the medical schools,
which I think is what Dr. Shine is referring to.

And I see no real problem with money going to a consortium that
is properly put together. My presumption is it would have to have
a board; it would have to have votes; it would probably have to
have a corporate structure of some sort that could receive funds.

So I see no problem with controlling either sites or the content
under that sort of structure with proper approaches. Medical
schools should be a part of that certainly.

Mr. CRANE. Thank you very much.
Chairman THOMAS. Does the gentleman from Texas wish to in-

quire?
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You all intrigue me with your differences, and I am amazed that

you feel the same way I do. It appears to me from what you are
saying, that you are saying there are too many doctors right now.
Is that true or false?

Dr. SHINE. I think we are at that point, and all of the signs are
that that surplus is going to increase.

Mr. JOHNSON. Then do you think we still need 229 major teach-
ing hospitals in this country? Anybody.

Dr. HEYSSEL. Well, I think 229 major teaching hospitals probably
overstates it somewhat, since the really primary affiliated teaching
hospitals in the United States number something around 115 to
130, I would guess, and then many others have smaller teaching
programs.

I think the question is whether we need to be training as many
people as we do rather than how many hospitals we have doing it,
number one, and, number two, the question of where the sites of
training really ought to be. And I repeat what I have said before:
I think those sites of training need to be broadened considerably
away from the hospital both for educational reasons and other rea-
sons.

Mr. JOHNSON. Do you think that some of these mobile hospital
units that are now being tested in the Southwest could provide
some training capability as well?

Dr. HEYSSEL. I think that training can occur wherever there is
good medicine practiced.

Mr. JOHNSON. Wherever. Especially with the ability to hook up
via satellite with a good doctor somewhere, it would seem to me
that we could make use of the really good guys in our country to
help train all our doctors.

But it appears to me that---go ahead; excuse me.
Dr. SHINE. One, as far as the number of hospitals is concerned,

the market is going to do a lot with regard to that. I mean, the hos-
pitals are consolidating. A lot of those hospitals

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, it will and it will not. Does it not depend
upon the educational institution involved?

I know the University of Texas, for example, does not want to
give up their two medical centers.

Dr. IIEvssEL. I would bet not.
Dr. SHINE. The point is that out, of that 229, I mean, we have

already begun to see consolidations. We have seen it with the Med-
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ical College of Pennsylvania and Hahnemann. We are seeing new
configurations taking place.

I think there is going to be a lot of pressure. And I do not know
what the number is going to be. It is hard for me to predict that.
There are going to be both political and economic forces that influ-
ence it.

But as Bob says, the issue from our perspective is how do you
get good training. If that is in a mobile unit, if it is a rural system,
if it is telemedicine, that is fine.

The one thing I want to emphasize, though, is that it is not nec-
essarily all going to be physician dependentthat is, when you talk
about rural sites, when you talk about urban sites, as well as the
rest of the system, managed care has learned to use a variety of
other providersnurses, physician's assistants, community health
workersand we have got to get away from the notion that every-
thing is going to have to be done by the doctor.

And second, we have got to have an educational system in which
young people learn how to work with those various players in a col-
legial way, how to interact with them and provide care.

And I think one of my concerns, which may be an implication of
your question or an inference of your question, is that while it is
true that I would like to have doctors learn from those mobile
units, I do not believe we are going to solve the Nation's health
problems on the basis of trying to maintain every local site as a

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, now you have gotten to the good issue. Why
is Medicare paying for medical education? See, that is the real
issue. Tell me the answer.

Dr. SHINE. I think that it is very clear that it is in the public
interest to prepare young people appropriately for careers in medi-
cine and that

Mr. JOHNSON. But think about Medicare. What is the Medicare
system for?

Dr. SHINE. It is for taking care of elderly patients.
Mr. JOHNSON. So we should train young people to take care of

young people, so the elderly can have medical care; is that true?
Dr. SHINE. No. What we need to do is to train young people who,

in fact, will be prepared properly to take care of elderly people. And
second, we need to do that under circumstances in which they are
being trained in facilities and in locations, both urban and rural,
in which they are able to take care of disadvantaged people, people
who cannot travel, people who have a variety of other medical dif-
ficulties.

Mr. JOHNSON. Right.
Dr. SHINE. And that is what we are
Mr. JOHNSON. And in additionexcuse methe gentleman over

here indicated there was some indecision or lack of precise designa-
tion by a unit here in Washington, for example, your institute, the
National Academy, I do not believe that any one person in Wash-
ington or anywhere else can dictate what is going to happen.

All of you seem to say that the system will take care of itself,
if you let it. It will sink or rise, whatever is needed. Is that true?

Dr. HEYSSEL. I think it will if the incentives are right. I think
Dr. Shine is absolutely right. How many teaching hospitals we are
going to have and how big or large they are going to be 10 years
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from now, I think is an absolute unknown, because clearly patient
care is shifting out of the hospital. It is shifting to simpler sites.
And there will be consolidations; they are occurring in many parts
of the country now.

So I agree with the point; I do not think in a dynamic situation
you can predict absolutely.

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you very much. I apprec'ete your straight-
forwardness.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman THOMAS. Questions? Let me try to pull this together.

I have a series of questions to ask.
Dr. Shine, I am really at this point not worried about unintended

consequences. My problem is that looking at the current picture,
one, in terms of the profile of medical graduate training and where
they are and who they are and how it is financed, that, we have
got a big enough problem with all of the knowledge that we have
without worrying about the unintended consequences.

For example, the gentlewoman from Connecticut was concerned
about the foreign medical graduates, and you correctly indicated
that a number of them are Americans who got their medical train-
ing overseas.

We also have the foreign-born medical graduates. And if we
begin to deal with that in terms of a limitation, you pretly well can
write New York City off the map, since about 30 percent of the
graduate medical students in New York fit the profile of either for-
eign medical graduate or foreign-born medical graduate.

In addition to that, I agree totally with my colleagues who have
said that it does not make a whole lot of sense to fund graduate
medical education solely out of Medicare, especially when you rely
so heavily on the hospital portion, which is a diminishing institu-
tion, relatively still significant but relative to the other changes.

So when we are sitting here trying to figure out a way in which
we accomplish a clearly desirable societal rolethat is, the training
of medical studentshow do we create or recreate a funding struc-
ture that does not put government, as the gentleman from Louisi-
ana said, in the role of determining who gets it, and where they
get it. You know, it is almost like an industrial policy for medical
education.

I am trying to figure out a way to deal with it.
You folks have offered a couple of solutions, and I want to ask

the relative importance of the options as you have presented them
to guide us.

Notwithstanding our desire to come up with a completely dif-
ferent way in which we fundlet us just assume we are going to
be living with what we have got and we can tweak it a little bai
1 understand the direct medical support. I do not fully understand
the indirect medical support, except it is another way to get money
based upon the patient profiles, and I understand the caseload and
the way in which you get disproportionate share because of where
you are.

If we could say that Medicareif we did not change anything
else, but we just said Medicare was only going to fund the 3 years,
and that is all that Medicare is going to fundare we a big enough
gorilla to drive the structure so that you would then, by virtue of
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only funding the 3 years, positively shape the mix in medical edu-
cation?

Dr. SHINE. I am going to let Bob comment on that.
Could I just, Bob, say that the proposal I made for a freeze
Chairman THOMAS. Well, I want to get to that.
Dr. SHINE. [continuingt Deals with the New York situation. I am

not proposing downsizing.
Chairman THOMAS. No, I understand that.
Dr, SHINE. But what I am suggesting isand I think you could

be creative; you could have a situation in which you have a freeze,
that you provide a certain amount of GME money, and that New
York City, for example, to the extent that those institutions began
to develop training programs for nonphysician providers in those
hospitals, may not lose the money; that is, that there be some re-
ward to them for making those transitions rather thanas you
know, they have added 3,000 to 4,000 residents in New York City
over a short period of time.

So I thinkI am very sensitive to that, and that is why you did
not hear a proposal from .me about limiting foreign medical grad-uates at all.

Chairman THOMAS. I understand that. But I have a multiple
problem in the area that you discussed, and that is the way in
which medical schools and the teaching hospitals operate, that not-
withstanding the economics driving folks to pick particular posi-
tions, in many situations, given the profile of the patients and the
very location of the teaching hospitals and the significant medical
and technical aspects involved there, it is a little bit like folks
going to college and wanting to take a particular course but finding
out it is closed, and there are openings in other areas, and frankly
you take what is available.

And many times because of the type of programs and locations
of teaching hospitals, you inevitably wind up producing a profile
which is not the most liesirable. And then you say: We also want
these same structures in these same locations to carry out the
health care professional training of nondoctors in a context of more
and more managed care, where frankly a lot of the training is more
interpersonal in administrative skills along with working along
with nondoctor health professionals in locations that are not tradi-
tional hospitals.

You cannot do that with where they are and the profile of the
patients that they have. I agree with ale idea of a freezing. I want
to pursue the idea of a 3-year limitation. And clearly we want to
release the money and figure out a way in which it finds its homeat where the teachingwhoever it is and whatever they are
doingis done best.

But we have got to do all three of these things and more. But
I cannot, in the timeframe that we are dealing with. This is where
I unfortunately agree with my friend from CallforniaI would love
to fundamentally change the way in which we finance it, because
it does not make sense. It is part of a historical anachronism that
grew up, because this was a device that was there, and we hooked
it on, and frankly there were political deals made between rural
and urban sites. That is where disproportionate share came from,
because you could pump money into the urban through dispropor-
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tionate, and you got money different ways for rural. That is all the
political history of where we are.

If we want to change it, we have to start with where we are. And
so if we put a freeze on the total number of folks financed, if we
limited the Medicare money to 3 years, and if we figured a way to
allow you folk to make the decisions of how you operate within
those two parameters, and we created a mechanism to allow money
to go where you folks, in your training and teaching and educating
capacity, decide best where it should be usedis that a big enough
change to have an impact on the marketplace, on the profile of doc-
tors and other health care professionals?

Dr. HEYSSEL. I think the 3-year limitation, if it were absolute,
would have a real impact.

I also, I think, said that, you know, there are certain programs
that really ought to go beyond 3 years; for instance, surgery, gen
eral surgery.

Chairman THOMAS. But can we not find a way to fund that out-
side of our payment, which then creates a real choice factor there
that if folks want it, they are driven to do it.

Dr. HEYSSEL. Congressman Thomas or Chairman Thomas, let me
give you a story; let me give you a story, though, which makes me
hesitant about making these things change.

For 20 years at Johns Hopkins Hospital, the hospital, unlike
most other places, did not fund fellowships leading to subspecialties
in internal medicine, in any subspecialty in internal medicine and
in some other areas.

And as you are probably aware, we have some of the largest
training programs in these subspecialties in the country. And
somehow or other, my colleagues on the faculty found ways to get
money for that, generally from their own professional fees, I will
say, more often than not.

To the extent that that is in jeopardy now, whether that would
continue or notbut I am just saying that there are always other
sources of funds for people to use, if they really are interested in
a particular training program. And they are; that is their stock in
trade and understandably.

Chairman THOMAS. No, I agree with you, because we have only
complicated the problem because the traditional source of funds
largely from that excellent faculty, making money in the fees and
the structureis less and less available because of the patient pro-
file in medicine.

Dr. HEYSSEL. Right.
Chairman THOMAS. The other concern I have is, you indicated a

structure that grew up at Johns Hopkins which was not driven by
government funding, but by a felt need.

Does it make sense to redirect where the money goes into the
system? That is, do you really believe we can get a top-down ref-
ormation, or would it go faster and would it be better if we did a
bottom-up; that is, we funded the folk who were looking for the
training and the assistance?

And you mentioned, I think, Dr. Ludden, a voucher where folks
would go where they believed they were being provided with the
best education and training for their particular interest. And I
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think today, clearly, it is a top-down structure. I think that has
also driven specialties.

My former business was teaching in college, and I always loved
to teach specific areas and narrow specialties. Graduate focus is a
lot more fun than teaching GE courses. And I think most people
get a satisfaction out of working in narrower structures. And they
bring people on, and if there is no limit to that, you wind up having
the structure itself specialized.

But if the students were looking with less of a reference to the
marketplace than perhaps we would liketo the degree that the
students are the ones who spend their dollars where they think it
makes more sense, I think you get a "small d" democratic struc-
ture, but also one that is more market oriented.

What is your reaction to that?
Dr. LUDDEN. I react very positively to that general set of ideas.

I think that anything that goes beyond your original statement,
which was let you gruys figure out what to do with it, which I think
is something that has been tried and does not work and just in the
ways that have been described here, that the kind of thing that you
are suggestingthat is, to have the funding follow the resident
would 1De very positive and would allow us to be able to work on
developing the kinds of innovative programs that are not just what
primary care physician spots are open next year, but what kind are
going to be open in 10 or 15 years.

Chairman THOMAS. And if you make it the 3-year provision, then
it is in part up to those folks to figure out how, if they want to go
beyond that, they have got to come up with funding to do that. But
we know that we get them as far as we think it is essential that
they need to go for society. And if they want to go for themselves,
they go beyonoi that.

Dr. SHINE. My response to your first formulationyou asked the
questionmy answer would be yes. I think the things that you out-
lined would make a significant and profound difference.

Second, I do have some concerns about the mechanisms with re-
gard to how you carry out the proposal you have just made in the
sense that you have to hold the people who are in charge of the
training or the education responsible for the outcomes of the edu-
cation.

And the question again is: If the financing is separated, you have
got to figure out how we connect these in terms of making sure
that the overall educational venture is, in fact, a satisfactory one.

I would just point out to you that if you have some flexibility
with regard to the rules about where people can train, a lot of the
things that are happening in the market now and are happening
with public policy will encourage, the "top-down" people to responoi.

In New York City, for example, the cuts in Medicaid are clear-
lythey are inevitably going to move to much more Medicaid man-
aged care. They are going to have to take care of those patients in
a much better way outside of hospitals.

If there were flexibility in terms of the ways to pay for it and
if those institutions in New York City had the opportunity, I would
be very surprised if they were not prepared to enter into a very ac-
tive program of residency education in Medicaid managed care in
the city of New York.
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What I am trying to say is, I think there is a potential synergism
that is both top-down and bottom-up in terms of what is happen-
ing.

But incentives right now historically have not been there. If the
incentives get changed, people behave differently, as you well
know.

Chairman THOMAS. Well, I think one of the more positive state-
ments that has been made is that I would love to have these struc-
tures that obviously have produced some of the finest doctors in the
world to continue to work more intensively with nondoctor health
professionals, nurses, and others, so that they are educated in the
same general structure working with each other, so that when they
move out into the health care world, there is not that historical
hierarchical relationship, almost dictatorial, because that is not the
case in the real world, and it would be very healthy, I think, to
pick that up at an earlier period in their development.

OK I appreciate very much your testimony. You folks are an
enormous resource for us, given the time and the history that you
have spent but more importantly your online observations of the
changes that have been made and your attempts to adjust in this
real-world situation.

We will be back to you as we develop some of these themes in
terms of trying to change the funding. It has to change. We want
to understand the changes and deal with the unintended con-
sequences as they come.

How far we can go is unknown now, but we have to move.
Thank you very mach.
Our next panelRuth Hanft, Stuart Altman, and Michael

Carterthank you for being with us today. Any written statement
that you have will be made a part of the record, without objection,
and you may proceed as you see fit to inform and educate us in this
area. And we will start with Dr. Hanft.
STATEMENT OF RUTH S. HANFT, PH.D., PROFESSOR, DEPART-

MENT OF HEALTH SERVICES, MANAGEMENT AND POLICY,
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
MS. HANFT. Thank you, Mr. Cha;rm.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subt... )mittee, I am pleased to be

here this morning to talk primarily t. it the direct support of
medical education through Medicare and her sources and also to
raise the issue related to the difficulty in supporting primary care
and ambulatory care education.

I am a professor at George Washington University. 1 wou/d like
to highlight key points that are in the more extensive tes.;imony
that I submitted for the record.

Currently the majority of direct support for GME in the United
States comes from public and private third-party payers, the pa-
tient care revenues that flow primarily to the hospitals. These reve-
nues support the salaries and fringe benefits of residents and in-
terns. They support stipends or salaries to the teiaching physician,
the supervising physician, and they support the various ancillary
services such as supplies, classrooms, et cetera.

Medicare makes a specific direct education payment to teaching
hospitals based on the average per-resident cost at that specific
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hospital in a base year inflated by the CPI, and there is a limit on
the average payment afler the fifth year of training. The formula
also includes the ratio of Medicare patient days to total hospital pa-
tient days. And in 1994, it is estimated that Medicare paid $1.6 bil-
lion in direct costs to teaching hospitals.

This is not the only Federal source of support. Federal direct
support also comes from the Veterans Administration and from the
Department of Defense in their support of the residents and in-
terns in the VA and the DOD facilities, and this is about 12 per-
cent of the total residency support in the United States.

A number of States recognize direct medical education costs in
their Medicaid payments and in their Medicaid reimbursement
methodology. States also provide additional support through appro-
priations to their university hospitals and clinics, which is a declin-
ing source of support. Appropriations to county and municipal hos-
pitals also provided support for residency programs. And finally,
title VII of the Public Health Service Act provides about $60 mil-
lion a year for special programs to support primary care education.

Private payers support graduate medical education as well. Al-
though this support is not directly identified, it is incorporated into
the cost or the charge base of the hospital. And as you have heard,
as discounting continues, this source of support will end.

The major problem is that there is no basic source of support for
education outside of the hospital, and as you heard from others this
morning, this is where the education really needs to move to sup-
port managed competition and the managed care environment.

The Medicare program at the moment, except where the hospital
will continue to pay the salary, does not provide support in HMOs,
in public clinics, or in other ambulatory care settings that train
residents and interns.

Thank you very much. I would be pleased to answer any ques-
tions that you might have.

[The prepared statement follows:]
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aSTIMONY OF RUTH S. HANFT
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

My name is Ruth Hanft. I am a Professor of Health Services, Management and
Policy at the George Washington University.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee. I appreciate the opportunity to
discuss the direct support of graduate medical education and the issues related to the
current methods of support.

The evaluation, structure and financing ofgraduate medical education is very
complex, involving all allopathic medical and many osteopathic colleges,
approximately 1200 teaching hospitals, over 90,000 interns and residents and
numerous clinics, faculty, and preceptors. It is also a cr ical component of the
provision of indigent care in the United States.

The major issues today include:
The size and cost of the enterprise
The appropriateness of the specialty distribution as between
primary care and other specialties
The mismatch between the structural changes in the health care
delivery system, the structure and locus of current training
programs, and their financing.

Structure of Graduate Medical Education

Medical education to the MD level is focused within and under the control of the
medical school; graduate medical education, in contrast, tends to be hospital-based,
with the direction of the program under a program director. The program director
may or may not be the Chairman of a medical school department, a faculty member,
the director of a hospital service or a designated attending physician at the hospital.

The accreditation bodies and processes are different for undergraduate medical
and graduate medical education. Yet the education process should be a seamless
continuum. Medical and graduate medical education are a cascade process for clinical
education, involving teaching physicians, chief residents, senior residents, junior
residents and interns, and 3rd and 4th year medical students. Frequently,
particularly in academic health center hospitals, other health professions students
participate. In each successive year, the medical student or resident assumes
greater responsibility for patient care, moving from observer to participant to quasi-
independent provider under greater or lesser supervision of a teaching physician. The
degree of independence varies widely and is dependent on the capabilities of the
student, the specialty, complexity of the case, philosophy of the program and the
teaching physician and in some cases the payment status of the patient.

Residents not only provide patient care while learning but they also engage in
research and teach more junior students. Teaching physicians simultaneously
provide education and patient care.

There are more than 6000 residency programs approved in the United States,
scattered over more than 1200 teaching hospitals, plus clinics. The majority of
residency programs are hospital based and have been so historically.

Residency programs are reviewed and approved by residency review committees
(RRCs) under the umbrella organization The Accreditation Council for Graduate
Medical Education (ACGME), a private sector organization. There is no one
organization that sets the total number of residency projrrams, residents, specialty
distribution or sites of training. The RRC's do not directly establish overall residency
numbers in the specific specialty but set qualitative standards such as volume of
clinical cases, type of cases, etc.

The number of residency programs per hospital varier: widely from one program
to programs in every specialty and subspecialty. Tlw degree of integration, with
medical school faculty also varies widely from programs with no medical school
affiliation, a declining number, to integrated medical school program that rotate

,
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among a number of hospitals M...st medical schools have multiple hospital affiliationsincluding affiliations with Veterans Administration (VA) hospitals Decisions on themix and size of residency programs within a hospital are based on multiple factors:

The decision of the hospital to have graduate medical education; the desire of thechairman of the medical school department or division or the chief of service of the
hospital to have or supervise a program; service needs of the hospital; clinical volume
required for accreditation and faculty availability to supervise the program

While most graduate medical education takes place in teaching hospitals, there
has been growing pressure to shift training to ambulatory care settings, and to
provide education relevant to practice in a managed care environment. It has
become increasingly difficult to provide appropriate graduate medical education
exclusively in the inpatient setting, particularly the tertiary care setting, for thefollowing reasons:

The shift of locus of many diagnostic and treatment services to
ambulatory care setting;
Increasing severity of illness in the inpatient setting which narrows the
scope of clinical experience
shortened length of stay
the rapid development of FINO's and other managed care arrangement.

However, the methods of financing graduate medical education have been amajor barrier to the shift in the locus of education.

Sources of Financing Graduate Medical Education

History of Support,

Until the end of World War II, thr majority ofphysicians completed one year of
internship and entered general practice. A numberof factors changed the picture
dramatically during the subsequent two decades. The advances in technology that
spawned new knowledge and specialties; the demand for an increased number of
medical schools and physicians which stimulated an increased need for graduate
medical educaticn, and the rapid growth of private health insurance that helped
hospitals expand training programs.

The growth of private insurance and the passage of Medicare opened a stream offunds that could be used to support hospital-based graduate medical education.
Hospitals incorporated these GME costs into their charge and cost structures.
Medicare, at its inception, included these costs in its definition of reasonable costs.
Two sources of funds helped to support GME; salarysupport for residents and
supervisory physicians in hospitals and payments for patient care services to
individuals newly covered by public or private insurance. These new sources of
revenue enabled teaching hospitals to expand their residencyprograms to keep pacewith expanding medical school enrollment, increase substantially the stipends paid toresidents, and pay faculty for supervision of residents. In addition, these funds and
physicians fees charged for services provided an additional steam of support forschools and faculty.

With the increased flow of third party payments in the 1970s, issues related tothe effect of payment policies on geographic location and specialty decisions of newphysicians began to arise, as well as issues of the equity of the financing as betweensites of training and sources of payment. Specifically, reimbursement from third
party payers has financed a greater proportion of the costs and charges for inpatientservices than for outpatient services. Until recent changes in private health
insurance policies designed to reduce costs, private hospital insurance rarely requiredcost sharing by the consumer. In contrast, reimbursement for outpatient servicesfrom third parties is usually structured to include deductibles (payment by the
patient before the third party will pay) and coinsurance (a percentage of the bill paidfor by the patient) and does not cover preventive services. It is therefore easier tosupport specialty training oriented toward inpatient care than primary care trainingoriented toward outpatient care.

4
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Currently, graduate ruedical education is supported through several
mechanisms with patient care support (mainly hospital support) dominating. The
mechanisms are:

Reimbursement from third parties for hospital care
Fees paid to physicians for patient care services in inpatient and
outpatient settings
Special federal and state grants for primary care training
State appropriations for university hospitals and city and county
appropriations for public, general hospitals.
Federal appropriations for Veterans A..-1ministration and Department of
Defense hospitals
Fellowship 'stipends from biomedical research sources, mainly federal.

CurrentYssteraLSupport

Medicare Part A pays for graduate medical education through a complex
methcdology that recognizes direct costs and provide an indirect education
actjustment. Reimbursement for both direct and indirect costs goes to the hospital.

Direct costs are calculated by multiplying the historic costs per resident in a
base year (increased annually by a cest of living escalator) by the number of full time
equivalent (1.-1E) residents. These costs are passed through as an addition to the
DRG payment. There is a further limit on the payment of full costs. Full costs are
paid for residents up to first certification in a specialty or five years, whichever is
higher.

The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) of 1986 (PL 99-
272 Sec 9202) called for several modifications of what had been an open-ended direct
cost pass-through for graduate medical education. These changes were basically
designed to limit the growth in cost per resident and to place a disincentive on
subspecialty training.

At first COBRA based the allowable cost per resident on the hospital-specific
approved per resident amount for the cost reporting period beginning FY 1984. For
subsequent periods, the per resident amounts were to be updated annually, based on
changes in the Consumer Price Index. The per resident amount is multiplied by the
weighted avenlge number of FTE residents working in the hospital to obtain an
aggregate approved amount. The law now allows the time residents spend on
inpatient care activities outside of the hospital to be included "if the hospital incurs all
or substantially all of the training costs in the outside seaing." COBRA also applied
two weighting factors - one related to length of training and the other to foreign
medical graduate (FMG) status.

The factor relating to the length of training places a limit on the number of years
a resident can be counted as an FTE. The limit is based on an initial residency period
plus one year, not to exceed five years. The exception is participation up to two years
additionally in certain geriatrics programs.

Medicare direct graduate medical education support was estimated at $1.6
billion in 1994. Graduate medical education costs are incorporated into the hospital
charge base. The amount currently paid by third party payers is unknown.

The federal government, under Title VII of the Public Health Service Act, also
provides direct grant support for residencies in general internal medicine, pediatrics
and family medicine. While this support has been important in the establishment of
family medicine residencies and ambulatory care training in primary care, the funding
is relatively modest. Appropriations for primary care programs were $63 million in
1995.

The Veterans Administration provides salary support for residents and faculty
in its own facilities. VA residencies account for 12 percent of all residencies. Military
medical facilities also provide support for small number of residents.
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State Su port

The states have considerable discretion in setting hospital rates under Medicaid,
including graduate medical education and teaching physician payments. Most states
include the direct cost of graduate medical education but not the indirect education
adjustment.

In addition to Medicaid payments, states provide support for undergraduate and
graduate medical education through a number of different mechanisms. The majority
(76) of allopathic medical schools are state schools.

States provide direct support of residencies through specific appropriations. The
majority of this support is for family practice residencies.

States also provide operating subsidies to their university hospitals. Sometimes
these subsidies are in the form of residents' salaries and fringes, sometimes they are
subsidies for indigent care. Some states deficit finance or make up the balance
between revenues and expenses.

Critics of current methods of graduate medical education financing have raised
three issues:

1. The total number of residents being trained compared to the supply need and
the number of US medical school graduates. There are approximately 17,000
graduates of US medical and osteopathic schools.and 21.600 first year residents in
allopathic programs, plus about 1000 osteopathic positions. The total number of
residents in all years of residency has increased from 74,500 in 1985 to 96,500 in
1993. Over 20 percent of residents are not US graduates.

2. Most critics observe that there is an imbalance between the numbers being
trained in primary care vs. other specialties. While the Medicare change to limit full
support to five years was designed to reduce the incentive for specialty training, it
has not yet worked.

3. Perhaps the most important criticism is the problem of supporting out of
hospital training.

Primary Care Residencies and Ambulatory Care Training

A recent Institute of Medicine (I0M) study contained a number of commissioned
papers on primary care residency and ambulatory care education financing. The
following is quoted from the document:

"There are several generic problems in financing primary care residencies
outside of the hospital setting. These problems may be of lesser magnitude in
support of general surgery or other procedural specialties where patient charges tend
to be substantially higher for services. The problems are summarized as follows:

- In the hospital setting, the resident and supervisory physician are paid
salaries from hospital revenues with education costs separately recognized by
Medicare and Medicaid and historically included in hospital charges. If a
personal and identifiable service i3 provided by the teaching physician, a fee
can be charged to the patient or insurer. Residents may not bill fees.

- In the outpatient setting not linked to a hospital (for Medicare) and for
outpatient settings in terms of other insurers, the resident's salary and
supervisory salary for the faculty must be generated from fees to the
patient/third party or from grants from government and/or philanthropy. In
the primary care specialties, the fee level, as noted extensively in the
literature, are substantially lower than for procedure-oriented specialties.
While there are two sources of patient car support for hospital-based or
hospital outpatient linked training, there is only one in the nonhospital
ambulatory care setting. Payments for physicians services as distinguished
from payments for hospital services historically did not incorporate education
costs since education was almost exclusively hospital-based in allopathic
medicine.
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The development of faculty practice plans has been on a
department/specialty basis similar to the organization of residencies, with the
procedural specialties able to generate substantially higher revenues than
primary care specialties because of the Medicare and private insurance charge
structure. The revenues of these plans flow to the department with some
small percentage flowing to the institution. Conceptually, all education, both
undergraduate and graduate medical education should be an institutional
responsibility. The organization of medical schools on a departmental basis
and graduate medical education on a specialty/program basis, combined with
the departmental flow of hospital and practice plan revenues leave the medical
school institution with a paucity of flexible funds. Institutions that do not
receive public appropriations, or where the appropriation is in the form of line
items, unless the institutional percentage of practice plan revenue is
substantial, have little ability to cross-subsidize. Where cross-subsidies are
endemic among the missions of a medical school, they do not operate on an
institution-wide basis in the medical schools for graduate medical programs.
High earning departments and specialties retain the majority of their practice
earnings for departmental and even division rather than institution-wide
goals."

In summary, graduate medical education was hospital focused for many years.
With the growth of technology and financing and the increase in the number of
medical school graduates, graduate medical education expanded in numbers and
specialties. Financing from Medicare and private insurance encouraged and
sustained the expansion.

Medical and graduate medical education needs have now changed with the
acceleration of the development of managed care and societal demands for primary
care. This requires expansion of primary care training sites, particularly ambulatory
care settings. There is a mismatch between educational needs to respond to
managed care, the changing delivery system environment, and the method of
financing graduate medical education.
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Mr. JOHNSON [presiding]. Thank you, madam. We appreciate
your testimony, and we will proceed with the other two gentlemen
and then take questions for the panel.

STATEMENT OF STUART H. ALTMAN, PHD., CHAIRMAN,
PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT ASSESSMENT COMMISSION

Mr. ALTMAN. Mr. Johnson, thank you for allowing us again to
come before this committee. As Chairman of the Prospective Pay-
ment Assessment Commission (ProPAC).

Mr. JOHNSON. It is always a pleasure to have you before us.
Thank you.

Mr. Aurm Ax. Thank you.
I want to switch the discussion, if you will, to where the dollars

are. I realize and I do not want to diminish the importance of di-
rect medical education and the discussion you had before about the
training of physicians. But most of the money that flows from Med-
icare for graduate medical education flows in two other sources.
One is what we call the indirect medical education adjustment,
which is about $3.8 billion a year, and the second is the dispropor-
tionate share payments which come from Medicare, which amounts
to another $3.4 billion.

You know, we have looked at this at ProPAC in all different
ways. And what just astounded meI was looking at the numbers
this morninga third of all of the money, of all of the Medicare
money, that flows to the major teaching hospitals comes from these
three sources: The indirect medical education, the direct medical
education, and the disproportionate share payments. A third of all
of their income comes from these three sources. So we are talking
about substantial amounts of money.

As you have heard this morning, there is no question that the
changing marketplace is putting our teaching hospitals at a big dis-
advantage;and we at ProPAC are very sympathetic to their prob-
lems. We do believe they should be protected.

But we are increasingly uncomfortable that Medicare now is
being asked to disproportionately keep this important engine alive.
And Medicare is under the gun. There is no question about it, that
its rate of growth is higher than in the private sector, and there
are all kinds of ways of looking for cuts.

And I support, and I know the Commission supports, moving
away from using patient care dollars to support this public good,
as Dr. Ludden said. So we have looked at what we would suggest
you do.

And in the short run, we believe that it is appropriate to reduce
the indirect medical education adjustment from about 7.7 percent
of every 10 percent of the number of resident interns down to 6.7,
which is a 1-percent reduction. That is $500 million, and then do
that for 2 more years to bring the number down to where our esti-
mates say it should be. So over a 3-year period, you would reduce
the Medicare indirect payments by almost 40 percent.

We support, though, moving away from this patient care empha-
sis and developing some type of pool arrangement, whether it is
through some State organization or community consortium that
was in Senator Dole's and Senator Packwood's bill, some way of es-
tablishing a separate fund.
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I want to make very clear, we do not support continuing that
fund necessarily at the current levels. I think the discussion you
had with the previous panel suggests that we may and probably do
exceed the number of physicians we need; we surely exceed the
number of specialists we need.

I personally might support a freeze. I think that is, in fact, gen-
erous. I think the number of residents could even come down.

I am rather surprised. If you look at the numbers, they have
been going like this, and then last year they went like this. So I
think if we went back even to 1992, we might be at a more stable
base.

What is important is that we take a hard look at what is the ap-
propriate role of government in funding this. Government does
have a role, but it should not beparticularly the Medicare should
not become the sole source of support. It needs to carry its share,
but not be asked to carry it disproportionately. And we at ProPAC
have tried to come up technically with a number that will allow
you to make the appropriate adjustments.

Just one or two more numbers. By the way, in my testimony, I
have given you a lot of information about the changes in the struc-
ture of the direct and indirect medical education, where the money
goes.

It primarily goes to about 229, 230 of our major teaching hos-
pitals. And these hospitals do disproportionately cover the number
of uninsured in this country, and therefore they do need to be pro-
tected. But not all of them. Some of them actually are providing
very little of such care.

So we would support again this phased reduction down tofrom
7.7 down to about 4.7, which would save the country, or use it for
other programs, about $1.5 billion.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement and attachments follow:1

tJ 9
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TESTIMONY OF STUART H. ALTMAN, Ph.D., Chairman
PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT ASSESSMENT COMMISSION

Good morning. Mr Chairman. I am Stuart Altman, Chairman of the Prospective
Payment Assessment Commission. I am pleased to be here today to discuss
Medicare's payments to teaching hospitals. During my testimony, I will refer to several
cnarts. These charts are appended to the end of my written testimony.

Hospitals with graduate medical education programs provide numerous valuable
services, in addition to the routine patient care they furnish. They frequently treat the
most complex cases and are the first to acquire and gain experience with new
technologies and procedures In addition, they provide much of the clinical training for
the next generation of physicians. It is not surprising, therefore, that they have higher
costs than non-teaching hospitals.

Over the years. the Medicare program has been an important source of revenue to
help these hospitals finance the costs associated with their medical education mission.
Many teaching hospitals also have been able to obtain higher patient care rates from
private payers to help fund their educational activities. This extra revenue from private
payers. however, is now at risk. Accelerating price competition is placing teaching
tIpsp:tats at a oisadvantage relative to other hospitals. since many private payers are
not recognizing the aeded costs of maintaining graduate medical education programs.

In addition to the added pressure on teaching hospitals from the move to managed
care in the pnvate sector. Medicare's risk contracting program may also disadvantage
these hospitals. Under current policies. Medicare's capaated payment amount, the
AAPCC. includes average payments for medical education. The capaated payment,
however, goes to the managed care organization, and there is no guarantee `hat they
will use teaching hospitals or. it they do. that they will provide the extra payments to
these hospitals This does not mean, however, that managed care pians must
contract with teaching hospitals or pay the rates that they did in the past. Managed
care plans and teach.ng nospaals should negotiate their best deals. The challenge tor
the Medicare program is to find a mechanism to take advantage of the competition in
the private sector 'Mlle appropriately recognizing the added value of teaching
hospitals We have suggested an approach that I will describe in a few moments.

The growtn ot managed care and increased competition in the private sector
complicates the decisions you must make to constrain the rapid incr( e in spending
for the Medicare program T he Commission believes that teaching hospitals furnish
many valuable services to society and that Medicare should recognize the value of
these services by providing some extra payments to these hospitals. Nevertheless.
there are concerns about the limas to which the Medicare program should bear a
disproportionate amount of the broader social responsibility for ensuring that the
important contributions of teaching hospitals continue. This is not to say, however,
that all the current teaching hospitals are needed or that there is not room for
substantial improvements in the efficiency of these facilities or the number and mix of
primary care and specialty physicians they produce. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that it is
time to reexamine the role Medicare has played in financing graduate medical
education and to consider alternative financing systems for the future.

I will begin this morning by briefly describing the important role teaching hospitals
play in furnishing care to Medicare enrollees. I will then describe Medicare's medical
education payment policies, focusing on the indirect medical education (IME)
adjustment, and Medicare's contribution to the financial welfare of teaching hospitals
Finally, I will conclude by discussing some of the problems I see with Medicare's
current policies and some alternatives you may wish to consider.

Payments to Teaching Hospitals

Teaching hospitals are an important source of Care for Medicare enrollees There
are more than 1.000 leaching hospitals. aoout 20 percent et all acute care hospitals
These hospitals are responsible for over 40 percent of all PPS discharges and half of

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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PPS payments In 1994. teauling hospitals received S34 billion in PPS operating
payments for the services furnished to Medicare enrollees (Chart 1) They also
received payments tor their capital costs. outpatient and other services they furnished,
and direct medical education costs.

Of these hospitals. about 230 are classified as major teaching hospitals. Major
teaching hospitals are defined as those with 25 or more interns and residents per 100
beds Mayor teaching hospitals represent 4 percent of PPS hospitals. but were
responsible for 10 percent of discharges and 17 percent of payments in 1994
Chart 1!

The Medicare program provides two types of extra payments to hospitals with
graduate medical education programs. First, teaching hospitals receive an adjustment
to their PPS payments to reflect the added patient care costs associated with
:perating an intern and resident training program This indirect medical education

aalustment accounted for about 5.7 percent of total PPS operating payments in
f.scal year 1994, or about S3.8 billion (Chart 2). As you can see in this chart, the
anCent of the IME adjustment stead,ly increased between 1989 and 1994.

'.'yed.care also pays teach,ng nospitals an additional amount, separate from the
PPS payments. for the direct costs of maintaining graduate medical education
;rograms. These payments (referred to as DME or GME payments) cover resident
salaries and benefits, the salaries of supervising physicians, office space, and other
overhead. These payments totaled about $1.4 billion in 1994 In addition to the
alowed salaries, physicians in teaching nospaals who directly supervise interns and
residents can bill. under Part 13 of Medicare, for the services furnished by the residents
:hat they are supervising

In addition to these Medicare payments based on teaching status, many teaching
hospitals also receive c.scroportionate share ho (DSH) payments, related to the
amount of care they furnish to poor patients (Chart 2) Teaching hospitals received
apout 67 percent ct the $3 4 billion yn DSH payments in 1994 The amount of DSH
payments also has nn:eased rapidly in recent years

Indirect Medical Education Payments

Medicare's IME adjustment is a major source of revenue for teaching hospitals.
More than 21 percent of Medicare's PPS payments to major teaching hospitals, and 6
percent to other teaching hospitals, comes from the IME adjustment. The amount of
trye payment depends on a hospital's teaching intensity, measured by the number of
.nterns and residents per bed Currently. per case payments increase about 7.7
percent for each 10 percent increase in teaching intensity This increase in payments
is substantially higher than the observed relationship between Medicare's operating
costs per discharge and teaching intensity. The most recent ProPAC analysis
indicates that. on average. a 10 percent increase in teaching intensity is associated
with a 4 5 percent increase in Medicare operating costs per discharge. This difference
between the observed cost relationship and the actual payments amounted to about
$1 5 billion in additional payments to teaching hospitals in 1994.

For several years, the difference between the payment increase and the observed
lacrease in costs has led the Commission to recommend a reduction in the amount of
Inc IME adlustment In ProPAC's Report and Recommendation to the Congress,
March 1. 1995. the Commission recommends a reduction in the adjustment from 7.7
percent to 6 7 percent for each 10 percent rise in the number of interns and residents
per bed This is equivalent to a 13 percent reduction in the amount of the IME
payments If enacted, payments to teaching hospitals would decrease about $500
moor, ProPAC believes that this should be the first phase of a three step process
whych will bring the teaching adiustment in line with the additional patient care Costs
IPachinq hospitals incur Vie chose this phased reduction approach to allow teaching
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hospitals time to make the ne,essary changes in the way they operate and to seek
aoditional funding. if possible.

Graduate Medical Education Payments

Medicare also pays teaching hospitals a share ot the direct costs of maintaining
graduate medical education (GME cr DME) programs. These payments totaled about
$1 4 billion in 1994 Direct costs include resident s salaries and fringe benefits.
sa:aries tor supervising !acuity. and institutional overhead that are not included in PPS.

GME payments are based on a nospital's per resident costs in a base year.
,.poated to the current year Hospital-specific per resident costs in 1990 ranged from
less than $10.000 to more than $100000 (Chart 31 Consequently, Medicare per
resiaent payments also vary widely across teaching hospitals. Payments are
somewhat higher if the res.dent is in an initial residency rather than in a second
residency. or in a primary care ratner than a specialty program.

One of the primary factors driving GME (and IME1 spending growth is a continuing
increase in the number of Interns and residents (Chart 4) Virtually all of the growth in
recent years is due to increases in the number of residents who graduated from
loreign medical schools. There are large differences across states in the number and
rate of growth of residents This increase in the numb6.- of residents is especially
troublesome in view of the growing concern that this country has an adequate supply
of physicians. but too many specialists and too few primary care physicians

Disproportionate Share Payments

There are now ar out 40 rnillic ri people in this country without health insurance.
Many of these ind:id4ais !ecei.ie hospital care that :s subsidized from other sources
of revenue. The hospitais with the largest share ot low income individuals qualify for
Medicare and Medicaid DSH cayments In 1994. Medicare DSH payments totaled
S5 1 billion. with 400L,1 tNo t.-;ros ot these payments going to teacrling hospitals. The
federal snare of Meu 'cata DSH payments was $10 7 billion and the combined federal
and state s-are was SIb 6 b.lson .h 1994 although we don't have specific information
on payments to teach.ng rosp,tals In addition, the private sector has shared in
subsidizing care to the uninsured through payments that are higher than costs. This
subsidy from the private sector, however. may diminish as competition intensifies.
Therefore. as Congress seeks additional ways to 'low the growth in Medicare and
Medicaid spending, it is important that reductions in DSH payments be carefully
targeted so as no: to further disadvantage hospitals that treat the largest number of
uninsured patients

The Financial Condition of Teaching Hospitals

The Medicare program has more lhan adequately compensated leaching hospitals
for the costs of treating Medicare patients. Since the first year of PPS. teaching
hospitals PPS margins have exceeded those oi other hospitals Further, over the
years the gap between the margins of teaching and non-teaching hospitals has
widened (Chart 5). In 1993. maior teaching hospitals had the highest PPS margins ot
any group of hospitals. 11 7 percent (Chart 6) In contrast, the PPS margin was 0.5
percent for other teaching hospitals, those with fewer than 25 interns and residents
per 100 beds, and minus 4 0 percent for non-teaching hospitals.

Total hospital margins, which compare all hospital costs and revenues, show a
very different pattern tChart 7, Despite Medicare PPS payments that are almost 12
percent above costs, the total margin for major teaching hospitals in 1993 is only 2 7
percent. the lowest of any group of hospitals (Chart 6) The reasons for these lower
total margins are difficult to disentangle One definitely includes the large amount of
uncompensated care many of these hospitals furnish Others Could include
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inefficiencies in providing sory ces and difficulties obtaining the revenue from private
payers (o support the extra costs of maintaining teacning programs. For smaller
teacning hospitals the picture is different, with their total margins similar to non-
leaohinv hospitals at 4 6 percent

Aitnoi-gn teaching hospital costs areihigher tnan those of non-teaching hospitals,
tne.r costs per discharge have not increased faster than those of other hospitals over
tne oast decade (Chart 9) As we have previously reported to you. the annual
.noreate in hospital costs has slowed dramatically recently Teaching hospitals have
hr.:con:led to the increasing cost pressures by Slowing cost growth to the same extent
as roin-leaching nospilals

.s important ro point out. Mr Chairman. that these aggregate PPS and total
-arg no uoscure t:..gnif,cant variations among teaching hospitals. Even though the
-Iggregate PPS margin was 11 7 percent in 1993. about 18 percent of major teaching
nosp.tais had negative PPS margins (Chart 10). This figure, however, is much less
than Pre 57 percent of nca-teacning hospitais with negative PPS margins. Slightly
ess t-ari 25 Percent 2' ro::^ rna:or teachino and non-te,ching nosatais had negative

1: arc.,15

Next Steps

As . nave cies:priced. a 1994 the Medicare program provided 85.2 oactin in direct
and indirect graauate medical edocation payments plus 82.3 billion in disproportionate
;hare payments to teach nu nospitals. These extra payments have helped many
major teach.ag hospitals ro avoid severe financial stress and to continue to provide
access to care tor Medicare enrollees. while maintaining their teaching mission
Accelerating price competition in the private sector is reducing the ability of leaching
hospitals to obtain the h.gner popent care rates from other payers that trad.tionally
nave contributed to ',lancing the costs of medical edcation. In addition. as
Medicare s risk contract.rg program grows. teaching hospitals may not be henefating

iritended from tne :rep pat education payments included in the capaated payment.

The grOwth 01 Inagerl. care in the public and private sectors and the increased
oompetition among iitsrers a-d providers will rnake your task of determining
appropriate Medicate toPco.es for leaching nospitais more difficult While I believe that
the reductions in the !eve: of the IME adjustment that ProPAC has recommended are
appropriate, it is likely that many of the institutions affected will have serious problems
adjusting to them But I have additional concerns that some pcacy makers are
suggesting even la,ger reductions c, reductions that take effect more quickly. The
Commission believes such Changes could have very seri.tus consequences for this
naton's teaching `loSC,talS

It appears to me 1"al Meid.pare increasingly is carrying a disproportionate share of
tf ie financial responsibility tzl trair.ng tomorrow-5 physicians, nurses, and cther health
personnel Some ot these Pests should be shared with private Insurers or financed in
a totally afferent manner

The challenge. therefore, is to find a way for government ard private payers to
share the responsibility tor supporting medical education. One approach that I believe
has merit was outlined in Dole/Packwood and other proposed health care reform
legislation last year This approach would create consortia of hospitals, medical
schools. and perhaps other community groups such as payers and purchasers
involved in graduate medical education The consortium would receive medical
education payments from Medicare and from pa" civating private Insurers and
distribute Worn as rcpropr.ate It also may be desirable ta inciude IME as well as
GME payments to vie cons._rtia c.us tne substantial Medicare Part B payments that
teaching chysicians receive lor directly supervising intern and residents The consortia
oc old r le the m.:eittivor. to tr lin more primaiv c.ire ann less iipecialty physicians
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They =lid also ensure that training moved out of the hospital and into community
,-.tes when that was appropriate Current Medicare policies, in contrast, provide
tnancial incentives to !rain residents in hospitals, rather than in primary care settings,
since !he hosprtal may lose its IlvE and GME payments if the resident trains in
another sae

Th:s approach has anomer advantage as well Since hospitais would receive
,dditionai payments from the cunsorlia to cover teaching costs, they could negotiate
;_iymeiits with manageo care plans for the cests of regular patient care cn art equal

!ti :-ner hospitals Such competition with other hospitals may aiso provide
"ie rhuus leacrre,3 hcs:Mais to improve their efficiency. For this to worK of

urse private payers wouid have to contribute to the funding for the consortia.
'..anutueo care plans. bo.voyer. may find this an attractive way to maiiee: their services

C;:rnmur, ty. if a is known Mat they have developed relationships wan teaching
ims I ceiieve mur the Medicare program should develop a demonstration

t.rt.c eut to trtner test M:s idea

A Sle'rcnstrat:on toso OOuld explore alternative ways to direct payrrents to teaching
under Medicare's risk contracting program As I discussed with you in my

rosu-many iast month. n,metous Yovenients are necessary in the calculation of
'iledicare s capaated payment. the AAPCC. to enhance plan and enrollee participation
and to achieve savings tor the Medicare program. There also are a number of ways
ma1 payments to teaching hospitals could be improved in this program. and ProPAC
.yould be p eased to work with you as you examine aaernative approaches.

' veuid ike to note. r owever. al providing a special pool to fund the costs of
ntelica' edacation shoo a t-Y:t acso t,acri,r1g hospItals of the responsiohly to control
:heir costs As I desct.t:,: I nce the Peginnmg ol PPS costs per case have grown at
about the syhe rate i ng and nondeach.ng hospitals. All hospitals, however.
need to acnt nue ) !rota., "-,,r f:rodUctivity and :educe their cost base and
Me-a care s ncia !!.,e to enco..!age this.

I!I Ci..tirman teacning I-.osp,tals perform many important social
fl t:On pat.ent care In tne cast. the Medicare program

cxc c.tly rs,..'ers --pro,lby have s,,bs;O:zed these activities As

comPelbon tnieoi,vaIe sectr..' creases. 1 s likely that the implicit subsidy will
diminish It is not appropriate far Medicare to cover an increasing portion of medical
education costs Neverneless you heed to proceed cautiously to avoid sudden
Med care ncilicy oranges Mal could endanger Ihe most important teaching hospitals:

f',)r the ..mg tern . I heiieye that we must aevelt-; rem policies to ensure that
pmnrams and crivate insurers continue to share the burden of support for

!ne ',cal edacat on. ust as they l!ave 'he past. We would be pleased to continue to
werk wan you and your stall as you su better ways to pay for the seryca. ljrni,her!
Cy r..r.aohing hospitals

corr.;2.0h:S 21 testi° :fly I wou'd be pleased to answer any que.,,tions
you may have
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Prospective Payment Assessment Commission

:nan 1 Distribution of PPS Hospitals. Discharges. and Payments by Hospital Group. FY 1994
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Prospective Payment Assessment Commission

Chart 2. Medicare Indirect Medical Education and
Disproportionate Share Payments. Fiscal
Years 1989-1994 (In Billions)
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Prospective Payment Assessment Commission

2

Chart 3. Per Resident Costs and Payments, 1990
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Prospective Payment Assessment Commission

Chart 4. Number of Residents. by Type. 1981-1993
(In Thousands)
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Prospective Payment Assessment Commission

Chart 5. PPS Margins by Teaching Status, First Ten Years
of PPS
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Prospective Payment Assessment Commission

.23iart 6 PPS Margins, Cr Hospital Group. First Ten Years of PPS In Percenti
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Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, sir.
Dr. Carter.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL A. CARTER, D.N.SC., R.N., DEAN, COL-
LEGE OF NURSING, UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, MEMPHIS,
TENN.
Mr. CARTER. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

committee. I am Michael Carter, and I am dean of the College of
Nursing at the University of Tennessee at Memphis. I am also a
family nurse practitioner.

The College of Nursing is a rather unusual entity in that it is
an academic-based nursing program and does participate in grad-
uate medical education because of a relationship with our Univer-
sity Hospital in Knoxville.

We prepare certified registered nurse anesthetists in this pro-
gram, and GME does pay for a part of that. And we began this cer-
tified registered nurse anesthetist (CRNA) program in the thirties,
making it one of our oldest programs.

I believe, however, that a number of changes are needed, for in-
stance, if the legislative intent of this reimbursement is to be met
in the future. As important as reimbursement is to us in the Col-
lege of Nursing, I cannot tell you the amount of that reimburse-
ment, and that is because the money goes directly to the hospital
for a variety of cost-related issues and not to the College of Nursing
for its budget. And yet I am responsible for paying for the cost of
that program.

I understand that the original aim of Medicare reimbursement
was to promote high-quality care for Medicare beneficiaries. In
1965, it was very appropriate that reimbursement be made to hos-
pitals, since that was where the education took place and particu-
larly that is where most nurses were trained.

But that is not the case today. Most nurses are not educated in
hospital-based nursing programs, but are educated through univer-
sities and colleges and therjore do not qualify for GME.

For example, we have another problem in that our CRNA pro-
gram in the past could perform all of its training in one hospital,
but we cannot do that anymore, because that hospital does not
offer all the services, and it is a major teaching hospital.

An example is that there are insufficient epidural anesthetics for
women delivering babies for our students to be trained in that pro-
cedure, so they must come to Memphis for part of their training.

The situation is far more complicated in training nurse practi-
tioners. We have offered a family nurse practitioner program at the
master's level since 1973, meaning that we could not participate in
GME for this program. We have graduated hundreds of these pro-
viders who are providing primary health care to thousands of per-
sons in the lower Mississippi delta area of this country, one of the
poorest regions in America.

None of the education of our nurse practitioner students takes
place in a hospitalnone of it. They are prepared in community-
based clinics in inner-city Memphis and in rural Tennessee, Arkan-
sas, and Mississippi. This also is where they practice when they
are finished.

J 0



There is not any form of reimbursement available to cover the
costs of educating nurse practitioners in these very rural clinics in
which they are often one of two providers.

We must change the current system if we are to meet the origi-
nal aim of Medicare reimbursement in preparing this work force.

To do this, I have two recommendations. First, I believe that we
should stop the current payment for hospital-based nursing edu-
cation programs, completely stop it. These programs prepare people
at less than the college level and are not prepared to enter ad-
vanced practice. They must go on to college, obtain a baccalaureate
degree, and then come into a master's program. The money needs
to be redirected to meet the needs that we have, and this means
paying for nurse practitioner, nurse midwife, and nurse anesthetist
training programs.

The education of these students often does not take place in any
hospital, and when it does, it takes place in multiple hospitals.

Second, I think that we need to pay the nursing education pro-
grams differently. Nursing education is organized quite differently
from graduate medical education and does not tie itself to hospital-
based educational programs. Our certification programs do not fit
that as well.

This money could pay stipends for students, cover a part of the
cost of the supervision of these studeqts, and to pay for the costs
of education borne by the primary care clinics.

I believe that if these two changes are made in the current GME
reimbursement system that the Nation would be able to greatly ex-
pand the critically needed number of nurse practitioners, nurse
midwives, and nurse anesthetists who, by the way, provide 85 per-
cent of anesthetic services in rural communities, and that these in-
dividuals would expand their role in rural and other inner-city and
underserved areas and would not add any new money to the sys-
tem to do that. Rather we would make much better use of the cur-
rent investment that Medicare makes in nursing education.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement follows:1
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Testimony of Michael A. Carter, D.N.nc.,
Dean, College of Nursing

University of Tennessee, Memphis

Good Morning. I am Michael Carter and I serve a:. Me Dean of the University
ot Tennessee College of Nuising. The College in coopelation with our
University Hospital in Knoxville. TN conduct a Master's degree program in
nursing that prepares Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists. We began this
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Chairman THOMAS. Thank you, sir.
Dr Altman, would you comment on the fact that he wants to

take the dollars out of the hospitals?
i have been told that some ;,he hospitals around the country,

teaching hospitals, depend on .3 money, have come to depend on
it---I do not know if that is rig er wrongand could absolutely
fall flat, totally go out of business, if this funding mechanism were
not kept in place. And I am not saying that it ought to be Medicare
n ecessarily.

Maybe you can suggest some way that government can, you
know, disengage itself, maybe redirect the dollars without it being
Medicare dollars.

Mr. ALTMAN. Well, first, as I understand his testimony, he is fo-
cusing only on the amount of money that is being used for nursing.

Mr. JOHNSON. Nursing. I understand that, but I
Mr. ALTMAN. And it is only what? I do not knowabout $200

million. I mean, I do not want to sneeze at $200 million personally,
but we are talking about a hospital industry that is consuming,
what, upward of $100 billion.

I do not think, in and of itself, that is a lot of money. And I am
not in a position to argue whether the hospitals should not play an
appropriate role. My sense is that they do play an appropriate role
in the training of some types of nurses. But I support his testimony
that nursing, like other parts of medicine, is changing and shifting
out of the hospital.

So I think it is deserving of a review. I am not so sure that the
hospitals should not get a share of it, but whether they should get
all of it or not, he may have a very good point.

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you. I appreciate that.
Mr. Cardin, do you wish to inquire?
Mr. CARDIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Altman, if I could get you to respond on one part of how the

indirect medical costs are handled? As I understand it, Medicare
figures in the IMC on a risk contract to a managed care program,
even though the health care plan may very well not be using aca-
demic centers.

Can we make some adjustments in that philosophymore quick-
ly than perhaps some of the other issuesto try to make it sen-
sitive to whether, in fact, the managed care programs, are using
the academic centers?

Mr. ALTMAN. Well, there is no question that the AAPCC includes
all of the payments that go in the Medicare program to the average
patient in a fee-for-servire environment. So it includes this indirect
medical adjustment.

You could make that adjustment. My own personal view is that
while you are taking this project on, that is such a small piece of
the total, I personally would do it differently.

First of all, you have got to be fair to the system. To the extent
that the indirect medical expense (IME) is being paid forcur-
rently it is being paid for by lowering the payments to the other
hospitals. The total is the same. The way the calculation is made
is that when they calculated the amount of the IME, they took it
out of the base, and therefore they lowered the average amount of
the average payment to hospitals. So in a strictly technical sense,
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a strictly technical sense, if you took the IME out, you should pay
it back to the other hospitals.

Mr. CARDIN. I am not sure I follow you there. The cuts that you
are suggesting on IME would not be redistributed to other hos-
pitals. You are talking about absolute costs.

Mr. ALTMAN. Well, let mewe have recommended these cuts for
a long time. This is about the fifth year we have recommended.it.
Up until this year, our recommendations had always been to put
the money back where it came from, to put it back into the average
hospital.

Mr. CARDIN. But not this year.
Mr. ALTMAN. This year we are cognizant of the special budgetary

problems that the Congress and the people are facing. And for the
first time, we said: If you are going to make a cut, this may be an
area to cut out.

Mr. CARDIN. Well, then you still lose me on how it works on a
risk contract.

Mr. ALINAN. Well, no. I think there is a justification for taking
the indirect out of the AAPCC. But I think the whole AAPCC
structure needs to be readjusted.

Mr. CARDIN. One of the concerns I have about your suggested
cuts, while they are logical in and of themselves, is 0-at we don't
have a logical system for reimbursing fm. graduate medical edu-
cation.

Therefore if you take the type of cuts that you are referring to,
whether it is fair or not fair, these facilities are dependent upon
those funds. And if we just try to make a system that is not fair
in the way it reimburses GME and cut the Medicare contributions
without dealing with the overall problems, then we run the risk of
really hurting some institutions that have a special role in our sys-
tem that will not survive in the competitive environment.

Mr. ALTMAN. Well, I do not disagree with that. We have tried to
find a number which we thought was apprupriate and balanced.
There is no magic number here. We think the payment is too high
to those institutions.

And I want to make one point. There are big differences within
teaching hospitals. There are some teaching hospitals that are
making significant money on Medicare and are making significant
money overall, and are treating almost zero, or very close t.o zero
numbers of uncompensated care patients.

And then we have otl-er:- that are running 20 to 30 percent
where their bottom line is zero I think we need a better targeting
of that money.

Mr. CARDIN. Absolutely, we agree on that. The formula that we
use, the built-in old distribution cost and everything elsk.. does not
make an awful lot of sense.

I guess my concern is, I am not so sure we should be tinkering
with a system that, does not work; we sl mild he restructuring the
system.

Mr. AL'I'MAN. Well, I would not. disagree.
Mr. CAR DN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ALTMAN. Except I would disagree a.iout changing the whol(

structure. The issue is, e hen you are dealing with the teaching ad

't 9
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justment, I just do not know exactly what to do, recognizing how
high it is

Mr. JOHNSON. Doctor, you did not really answer my questien
when I asked you ifand Mr. Cardin led into itif these dollars
are drastically reduced, are hospitals going to go out of business?

Mr. AurmAN. Oh, now, if you was just responding to
Mr. JOHNSON. I know. The nurse part of it.
Mr. ALTMAN. Now when we talk about the big issue, I do get con-

cerned. I mean, I am concerned about several of our major teaching
hospitals. I am concerned about what Mr. Cardin said. If we sort
of just reduce the amount of money at the same time that the man-
aged care world and competition is squeezing down, I think we run
the risk of some of these institutions falling into deep financial
problems. I do.

Mr. JOHNSON. We!1. I think there has to be some restructure, and
I think you are hitting the nail on the head about where to get
some of those reductions.

You also said the number of 229 major hospitals or 230. The
panel before you corrected me when I used that number, which I
got from you, and said 130 or so. Now

Mr. ALTMAN. Well, it is the definition of "major." You know,
there is major and there is major-major. You know, I mean
( Laughter. [

And then there is a major-major-major. You know, before you
know it, there is only Johns Hoplcins left. So what can I tell you?
[ Laughter.

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, if we can keep that one, maybe we will be
all right.

Thank you very much.
And Mr: Christensen, did you want to inquire?
Mr. CHRISTENSEN. Sure. I would like to get your opinions on

what your vision of a graduate medical education should be. For
example, what should the role of the hospitals in graduate medical
education be in light of the current budget constraints that we are
going to be facing in the next few months. What role should they
play?

Ms. HANFT. Well, hospitals have to play a partial role. A physi-
cian and a nurse practitioner as well needs some hospital-based
training.

The real problem is that the need is for training in HMOs, in
managed care environments, and in clinics. And we have a mis-
match of what are the educational needs versus the way the funds
flow to support that.

Some hospital training is absolutely essential, and hospitals, par-
ticularly large teaching hospitals, also have numerous outpatient
clinics as part of them, which are a major source of education for
both nurse practitioners, residents, and physician's assistants. So
you need some of both.

The problem is that the bulk of the funds flow to the hospital,
and unless the hospital is willing to support the outpatient training
in another locus by continuing the salary, Medicare does not pay
for it. And that is the fundamental mismatch that we have in the
fin an ci n g.
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Hospital training is essential, particularly fbr surgical specialties,
for real differential diagnosis of complex cases. So you need both.

Mr. CHRISTENSEN. Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. I agree with Dr. Hanft, that the necessity for hos-

pitals is clearly there.
As an interesting point, the hospitals that participate in GME for

nursing are not generally teaching hospitals. These are community
hospitals. And the nursing program may be the only educational
program that that hospital offers.

Those of us that are in systems such as mine at the University
of Tennessee, where there is a single board that supervises the hos-
pital and the nursing school, we are privileged to be able to do a
small piece of that.

And therefore I think that we need to look very carefully at how
that happens. But in the same way, the training cannot take place
in one hospital, which has been unwilling to share the salary for
that learner, that nurse anesthesia student, to be gone, so it is a
difficult question to look at.

Our hospitals, for the most part, do not operate community-based
systems, and in our State, where TennCare has become our new
managed care arrangement for our former Medicaid, most of the in-
dividuals participating are not hospital affiliated.

Mr. CHRISTENSEN. Looking at the contributions that teaching
hospitals make, which ones oio you think are absolutely essential
for us to preserve? Which ones do you think may be something that
we could streamline?

Mr. ALTMAN. Well, that is a difficultthat really is a difficult
question to answer.

Teaching hospitals play several very important roles. If you are
in a big center such as Boston or New York or Houston where you
have many, one or two less is not going to change the balance of
that city or the health care.

But you could have what might be called even a semi-major
teaching hospital in a middle-size Midwestern city, which is the
critical deliverer of care in that area and is where most or the indi-
viduals are trained.

So I get uncomfortable about using any kind of formula to decide
which one should go and which one should riot.

In this case, i do believe to the extent that there is this market
out thereit is not a market that I grew up learning about in eco-
nomics, but it is a market of sorts, and therefore I think that may
sort itself out, where the students want to go. If you reduce the
number of students, you reduce the number of residencies, there
will be a self-selection process taking place.

Plus I think some communities are going to hang on hard to
what even might be viewed from sort of the elite as second-rate in-
stitutions. They may be very important for their communities, and
their communities are going to support them.

So I really could not tell you which institutions should go.
Ms. HANFT. May I add one thing to that? If you look at family

medicine residencies, they are basically not based in what we call
the major 250 or 330 teaching hospitals. Most of those family medi-
cine residencies come out of the community hospitals, and many of
them are in smaller communities. That is one area where you cer-
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tainly would not want to upend the current, environment Those
residencies operate quite differently than the standard residencies
in the large academic health centers.

Mr. CHRISTENSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HOUGHTON [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Christensen.
Dr. Altman, gentlemen, it is nice to see you. Thank you very

much.
I just have one specific question I was going to ask before I was

crowned here to take the chair for the moment.
I am particularly interested in New York City, and as a matter

of fact, I am surprised that when Mr. Christensen asked the ques-
tion, you did not say immediately New York was the obvious place
where the greatest hospitals should exist and be protected. [Laugh-
ter.'

It, is not that I am parochial or anything like that.
But anyway, uetting to the thrust of my question, health care in

New York obviously is really dependent upon the Medicare GME
payments, probably much more so than the average.

So, you know, people like myselfand I know Mr. Rangel and
otherswould worry about the impact of this whole reformation in
freezing limits and limiting the number of residents, eliminating,
foreign medical graduates, limiting payment for the first 3 years,
cutting indirect adjustmenta big, big difference, because New
York is different than Chicago, Boston, or Houston.

So I hate to see just a scythe go through the whole process and
average it out where there is an undue concentration of teaching,
research and residency which has to be protected.

Maybe all of you would like to make a comment on that.
Mr. ALTMAN. Well, I have looked quite extensively at the special

interests of New York, and there is absolutely no question about
it, that for many of these issues there is New York and the rest
of the country. It is not even like: Well, there is New York and Chi-
cago 07 New York and Boston. There is New York.

And .t flows in several important dimensions. One is on the di-
rect side. The amount of payments per resident is the highest in
the country in New York. New York depends more heavily on the
number of foreign-trained residents than any other part of the
country. They receive a much larger proportionate share of the in-
direct teaching and the disproportionate share payments. There is
absolutely no question that if you look at the numbers in New
York, the impact of Medicare policy has a disproportionate impact
on the current delivery system.

I will be glad to share those numbers with you. You probably
know them. I am sure the medical

Mr. HOUGHTON, No, I would like to see them.
Mr. ALTMAN, And how you deal with that is a complicated issue.
I am not a big believer in aye/ aging. I do not think averaging

makes sense in this area. I think we ought to decide from a policy
point of view where you want the system to go. And, you know, in
defense of New York arid Boston and Philadelphia, the Nation
looks to them to train physicians that go out all over the country.

So I would not average at all. That does riot mean that those
areas are not going to be affected if you cut back and probably will
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be disproportionately affected. But if you average, it will be an ab-
solute disaster for them.

Mr. HOUGHTON. Sure. Dr. Hanft, would you like to make a com-
ment?

Ms. HANFT. Yes. I am quite familiar with New York, particularly
the role both the New York Health and Hospitals Corp. plays in
both care for the indigent and in their very large role in graduate
medical education, institutions like Bellevue and Kings County
Hospital.

I agree with Stuart that any of these changes will have a dis-
proportiohate effect on New York. But I would also raise the ques-
tion with New York as to whether they need the number of spe-
cialty training pvograms they have in the city, whether there can-
not be more of a collaborative effort across the number of medical
schools to share some of those residencies, rather than each one
having their own institutional spread of residencies through all the
specialties.

So I think there is some effort that could be made by the edu-
cational institutions in New York to begin to soften the blow over
time.

Mr. HOUGHTON. Well, in order to have that, if I could just inter-
rupt for 1 minute--in order to have that effort made, there has got
to be some sort of incentive.

MS. HANFT. YeS.
Mr. HOUGHTON. So it is either an incentive internally or amongst

the hospitals there or something which we do.
How would you suggest going about that?
Ms. HANFT. Well, as you will recall, some of the suggestions

made earlier to change graduate medical education was the devel-
opment of education consortia. And this is one area where New
York might be a pioneer by getting the Cornells and the NYUs and
the Mount Sinais and SUNY Downstate to really sit down and
begin to decide what kind of work force does New York need, and
how can they, as effective educational institutions, work together
to begin to phase down areas where they may be producing toe
many specialists and to be able to establish the kind of training
sites needed for managed care for the community health centers in
New York and for the other service providers in the city and the
State.

You couldRochester has done a very effective job in outpatient
training, for example, and in the training of family practitioners.

Mr. HOUGHTON. Yes. That would not have any impact on a dis-
proportionate share of funding or something like that because of
the unique nature of the city.

Well, look, the time has gone on, and I really appreciate this, and
maybe we can get some other figures from Stuart on that.

Mr. ALTMAN. We will be glad to get them for you.
IThe information requested was not received at the time of print-

ing. I
Mr. HOUGHTON. That would be great. And I really appreciate

your time.
Mr. ALTMAN. Thank you.
Mr. HOUGHTON. And we will have the next panel. Thank you so

much.

9
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Now I would assume that Messrs. Munson, Jacott, Schwartz, and
Anderson will come to the table.

Thank you very much, gentlemen, for being with us. I am sorry
I am the only one here. There will be others appearing in and out.
You know, this is a rather peripatetic place.

But Mr. Munson is the executive director of the University of
North Carolina Hospitals and speaking on behalf of the Association
of American Medical Colleges.

Maybe you would begin.
STATEMENT OF ERIC B. MUNSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, UNI-

VERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA HOSPITALS, APPEARING ON
BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COL-
LEGES
Mr. MUNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As you said, my name is Eric Munson. I am the chief executive

officer of UNC Hospitals in Chapel Hill where I am trying to run
a hospital that the basketball team can be proud of. [Laughter.]

I am also representing today the Association of Medical Colleges,
and I appreciate the opportunity to testify on potential changes in
the Medicarc program and their effect on our Nation's important
teaching hospitals.

Specifically I will comment on two Medicare payments to teach-
ing hospitals, the indirect medical education and the direct grad-
uate medical education payments.

Second, I want to call your attention to an issue of urgent and
increasing concern to teaching hospitals, specifically the Medicare
average adjusted per capita cost calculation.

Academic medicine and teaching hospitals are in a period of ex-
traordinary and tumultuous change. My colleagues and I have en-
thusiastically engaged in this revolution in health care delivery.
Further, we are part of a national movement to getting costs under
control, improving the quality of care, and maintaining an ever-
expanding access to care to all Americans.

My written statement inc;udes just a few examples of' the strate-
gic initiatives some of us have undertaken to meet these national
challenges.

The teaching hospitals are complex institutions. We have addi-
tional responsibilities in society that make it harder for us to com-
pete in an environment where price is the only driving force.
Teaching hospitals certainly provide patient care, but our care is
frequently delivered to the most seriously ill, often using more so-
phisticated technoloa, and to the most disadvantaged persons in
our society.

Everyone of us has an anecdotal experience of an immediate or
extended family member who has benefited from having been re-
ferred to one of our country's many great academic medical centers.
Your story may involve cancer or organ transplantation or hemo-
philia or cystic fibrosis or a complicated behavioral problem. We all
have our stories, and we must I.:member these stories when we
think about tinkering with the public program which has enabled
most of these stories to have happy endings.

Teaching hospitals are also on the cutting edge of research and
technology. We provide the environment for the conduct of clinical,
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biomedical, and behavioral research and the introduction of new
technologies.

To some degree, that is one of the historical purposes of the IME
Medicare adjustment. At UNC hospitals, for example, we have a
major lung transplantation program, and we may find the cure for
cystic fibrosis one day soon.

Our research moves from the lab to the bedside and then into the
community. I understand that today's conventional wisdom is that
we are too expensive. We also know that in today's scientific age,we are priceless.

Teaching hospitals also serve as sites r the clinical education
of all types of health care professionals, from physicians to nurses
to allied health professionals. At UNC hospitals we have over 400
residents in 20 specialty and subspecialty training programs. We
have 460 more students learning everything from physical therapy
to cancer prevention to rehabilitation counseling.

We are working hard to increase the number of primary care
physicians we train, and we have decreased the number of spe-
cialty positions we offer.

We learned just this week that 59 percent of the 170 UNC grad-
uating medical students have selected residencies in primary care.

We continue to operate the country's finest demonstration of dis-
persed medical education through our Area Health Education Cen-
ter. Through the area health education system program, students
from all four North Carolina medical schools received training ex-
periences all over the State.

Not only does this program foster exposure to primary care prac-
tice models in rural North Carolina, it also sustains the practicing
professionals who serve as clinical role models in these remote set-
tings.

All these additional responsibilities define today's teaching hcs-
pitals, but they also make our care expensive. Some policymakers
and many payers expect teaching hospitals to be able to isolate the
costs associated with their academic mission from the costs of pro-
viding care. We think that is pretty difficult.

Teaching hospitals finance these additional activities through a
complex and delicate system of cross-subsidized revenues derived
from patient care including payments from the Medicare program.
In particular, teaching hospitals, including UNC hospitals in Chap-
el Hill, depend on DGME and IME payments.

In 1993, UNC hospitals received about $20 million for these two
categories of payment, enabling us to fund, for example, an ex-
panded breast cancer treatment program, losses in the Southeast
United States' finest burn center, a new laboratory for gene ther-
apy, a new training program in emergency medical services, con-
struction of ambulatory primary care training sites for our primary
care trainees, and placement of clinical work stations in the offices
of rural primary care providers.

Increasing competition is making it more difficult to maintain
our contract with society. In a marketplace where puUic and pri-
vate insurers are not required to support their fair share of these
responsibilities, the Medicare program's historical explicit pay-
ments to teaching hospitals take on crucial importance. Reduced
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Medicare support will make it more difficult for teaching hospitals
to sustain their role in society.

On this point, I find it paradoxical and even pathetic that the
new crop of publicly held managed care companies are so eager to
hire our product, specifically primary care doctors, but they have
no interest in talking about the costs ofproduction.

Medicare and Congress, on the other hand, have recognized from
the beginning that in order t.) ensure quality care for the next and
expanding generation of sea ors, Medicare has a responsibility to
help pay for the next generation of caregivers. Now, in my view,

is no time to flinch on this contract.
I would like to now end my ^omments by turning to the Medicare

AAPCC methodology, which Representative Stark alluded to earlier

on and explain how that poses a threat to the future of teaching
hospitals' ability to carry out their responsibilities.

In some areas of the country, as in California, Oregon, Min-

nesota, and Florida, this threat is real and immediate. In other
areas such as mine where Medicare risk-based contracting is not

as prevalent, the urgency of addressing this problem is only coming
to the attention of teaching hospitals.

One thing is certain. As time passes and Medicare enrollment in
risk-based programs grows, this problem will only increase in mag-
nitude and become more difficult to solve. Failure to address the
way in which DOME and IME payments and the disproportionate
share payments are incorporated in the AAPCC calculation poses
a threat to the financial status of teaching hospitals. Modifying this
aspect of the calculation would at least partially ameliorate the
competitive disadvantage that teaching hospitals bring to the nego-

tiating table.
I urge you to address this issue in the context of the Medicare

reform package currently being developed by the subcommittee.

The AAMC staff would be happy to work with the committee to
remedy this situation.

Before I close, I would like to make a personal biased observa-

tion. Our country's teaching hospitalsI have worked at threeare
a national treasure. They are also fragile. In this era of competi-
tion, greed, and return to shareholders, I believe that i.hose who

champion education, research, and public service, the very domain

of government, will be smiling when the last chapter is written.
Thank you.
IThe prepared statement follows:I

',1
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TESTI:JONY OF ERIC B. MUNSON
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES

Mr Chairman and members ot the subcommittee. 1 ani Eric Munson. Ex.:mice Director ot the Universq) of NorthCarolina ilospnals in Chapel Mil Tlw AssOCIatIOn of Amencan Medical Colleges [AAMCI uelcomes the opportunit,
to testa, on me Medicare program s current law and policies relating ni Part A payments tor graduate medical education
I he Asc,s.sation represents all 4,1 the natant. s I 2i accredited medical schools. approximatel% 2051111MM teaching hospitalsihat participate in the Medicare pn(gram. [he lacult, or [hese institutions through 92 constituent academic soc tea%members. and the more Ulan 190.11151 men and uomen in medical education as students and residous In 1992. nonfederalmembers or the AAMC s Council (it reaching ilospitak (Cal HI accounted tor 9 percent ot the nation , hospitals. hutmeans 2 million (r almost 2i1 percent ot all Medicare discharge,

leaching hospitals are airong o.11 nail.in :sst ....mtples enterprises r...cs ale important eemponent, or the nanon'Icahn aie s stein
pi,. tile all les els sd patient care troll, promos to [enter, ser, ices-olten to the most disads =aged members'octet,
sees e as priittao sites ;or the clinical education or healtn professionals

including ph,sk tans. nurses and allied health
ra,lessionals. and
;rot ide the en, lionment tor the condi:a or clinical eimitedtcal

and behatioral research and the intioductidn or newtechnologies

rhe health care del:serS ss sten' is ri Is Ine as h.qh and prison: pa \ ers stnagg'o: to control health care expenditures.
and academie medicine is tesponding piuntscl, to (he changes in the ens irosinfent deadline hoqpitals. facult% practiceplzr, and medical schools hate recognized toe need tor change 01111111 then (tun organizations and are actively epgaged01 helping isl reformulate the twain( sees ice debit er, cs stein, find sk.ss in reduce the rate ot increase in health care cogs.impr A e aceountabilu%. and maintain sir improt [he quallt, tir clinical sent( e Teaching hospitals are stutheng wa,s lodelner services more efficiewly ihn(tigh partnerships Scull other tioaqh care organizations and are seeking ressarraileemems s lIt pa,ers of Nei, Ices Med1611 6111011. once sir conjunetton Is nth teaching hespitals. are \corkingaggressts els to nurease the number ot geneialtsi pmsicians. [demi!,

nen communn, based %nes tor phys(cian education.
enhance the currlimluni I.. reflect NO nen knot( ledge and neu dells er, paradigms and assure tbe s lathy sit biomethealand nehat total resear.II

I,' a emple .9 the Vain mots. ot North Carolina Hospitals. e ale engaged in a 11..trither .d strategicseek to balance our traditional. statutor, public mosion with the cOnteinporaty. market drisen mandate to be anmexpensit r provtdei of health care set, ices Some of .iur strategic thinaines include
Cspandine id neltisntkil trriniai4 .arc prot ide IX through contracts and acquisition. tor hi qh sell ice del:sets needsand I esidenth tranung sites
nem ork 'ag ugh other f(rociders to Cast .2 ss der net tor s ar1011% managed :are otlenngs.
collabor sting u irhi out Medical ...hool lacanS s011naeile sell primar, si.cOridatt ierrials and quateruar,mart ice, n( those purchasers ot care moth long tertil :111111IIIIent5 to set,: slur market area. ailsl
marketing specific product lines sueli is lung transplantation is regional and nanonal hi eis a Centers istLxcellence

Woh regard to graduate medical education. Ao are changing the blend ol residers:, training pestilent as atlahb b,1115.0
Opp011enntes and decreasing the number of speciali, sioLs We continue to operate the countr%finest dethonstration ot dispered medical educanon through ocr Area Dealth Education li,stent I Alf EC I The AllECprogiam pros ides all 1(iiir of North Carolina s nudical %Limo!

ittlertis u Mt [raining experiences throughout the stateNot oril, dots this program foster exposure
to primar, care practice nu(dels in rural N(rth Carolina it sustains thepra dicing professionals semi: as the clinical role models in these remote health care settings

Wilde 1st:Panne all ol these strategic ininaIts es Ise 0111111U: tO people ri Nonh Carolina as the court of lastresort the place to 55 hich the sickest patient, .ire sent the piaci: to V. ine ;wrest patients are sent the place touhere (he cure tor ci slic lihresis mat IsZ found
the rlace u here teenage mother( go for education and hearth care Weknim that 1.51.15 cr as ennonal v(1,14411 is, 15e ale 1,4, expensit e. %se knots also that ni I.slaS s..stitiihuc age. 'AC arrpriceless

'..t,t1Cl. ',het r the marker 0 tapidl% changing trimi one tased on lee ler sell 1,1 to managed care paymentsnaligements. St Issuis (this ersit, Health Scien.es I ..II1Cr is transtoi,illne usd1 Into a MOP: et tecose itistitutrun throughsinactural change Die lle.illti 'NAL:M.0. Center has consolidated the clinical practices ot us tacult, info a stngle unq to
promote adminvaratice efficienz's and alto.s the racults to des elop and market product lute, to health care purchasers
It is do( consolidating [he watt I% reorganized fa.:ult,

practice group (soh the hospital into a single promater structure thataligs pin si, tan and hospital incentis es and
I emits rapid and adlereill reseOnses to changes in the ina:ket Soon. thisless emit% sc ill oterge isitbi ither health care pii, iderc in the

V. hi, blase strong primas cern has.% and broaderieographic co CraCe nii, !no,' ,III Ide lii I lealth Science, Center with access to a sufficient bast ,rf ei. "'led hs es.and Is, a nelUoti ot pros tiers uho can Not
Italllitie opportunities tor both medical studcws and res.:iits

In Karts Is CAS. lid I on etsiis oh KaIssas Sleds. al Center is cones wearing ts,r rnstOrtha health. but kcepuip peso,
!seaman through (he tonic:ten:1 of communn, tocused neru ono( K I rat pqned u nh sniller health systems and tuo Blue1 10, Ws tosill .orp,r11,011 hill Operates a IND in a Isso gale med and sec', Ins Itod tnictiailsr isiss 10 htlief
71,, .01'1111111111n l 1sledn.,1 I eaer al,. has formed the lashauk Minn, e unit semi) suburban arld!Ural hopdals Miles ,1 the medua, center

Mese es annles are ttpical ot its, a.(totts that teaching hospitals
and teaching phs.ictails are taking around the nation toadapt to the nest and rapidl, marketplace Academic dud:, eie is prepared and is Wing to !tiro the deliver,
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system c nos minerals es But in a comm.-five ens ironment based on price. teaching howitals and medical schools face
special challenges because these complex organizations have unique nusstons that. of necessity, add to their costs The

costs of these additional missions are borne in Our current system by patient care res enues. including paymentsfrom the

Medicare program. through a system of cross-subsidization Patient sers ice revenues have supported graduate medical
education and other academic actlsities. and pay meets from paying patients !lase supported charity care patients

fhe Prospecuse Pas meet Assessment Commission (PrIPACh. in its March 1995 report to the Congress. notes that as the
,ompention among health care delivery providers intensifies. the traditional patterns of subsidies across payers and

pros iders a Ill change (page 51 As the oserall costs of medical care luxe risen private health care payers ruse

adopted payment systems-such as capitatton. aggress!, e contracnng and dtscounting-that restrict their payments to cos er
,mly goods and services they belies e are necessary and ot identifiable. narross ly defined henet it to their enrollees. These
types ot payment arrangements increasing!. do not recognize costs associated ssith the education and research nussions

of teaching hospitals

In the nosh!. price computtise ens Iron:nem. there is pressure on pris ate payers to as otti pay mg higher patient care rates
to fund the additional products of teaching hospitals that go beyond direct patient care The AAMC believes that teaching
nospnals. urns are eager and willing m compete m the inarketplace. will at ome time m the short term future no longer
be ahhe to 'inake up the shortfall- ii tund the costs associated unit their academic missions through higher charges to
patients Res enue dain from hospitals helongnig to the A.AMC's Council of F.:aching Hospitals show that private and some
public payers support about two-thirds to four-fifths of these additional costs primarily through Increased charges for
services Muses or. as ProPAC notes, increasing 5,,nireCtIon Ifi the pris ate sector ts making it harder for teaching
tacilutes to obtain the higher payment rates needed to cos er the added costs in their graduate tnedical education programs

t page

In the absence of a marketplace a here all insurers or sponsors of patient care programs support their fair share of the
academic nassion of teachmg hospitals and teaching physicians. the Medicate program's historical. explicit payments zo
teaching hospnals in support ol thi ir added responsibilities take on crucial importance bs en though Medicare payments

support only a portion. beta con slur-tat ond tie third-of the costs associated aith the academic mission. teaching
hospitals rely heasib on the Esc., Medicate payments unix an educational WTI the direct graduate medical education

DGM L pay mem and the indirect medical education i IME1 adiustmem Reduced N:edieare support all make it Mote

difficult tor teaching hospitals to sustain their addinonal missions

I he A.XNIC belies es that Conpressional decisions im Medicare pay mem pollss should be made in the context of their

impact on the elllne he.11th care s!...1e111 l'roP M.' indicated m its starji 1995 report

Medi, J:e spas men( policies be coriu,ts rtst mmi incest ot .hange, hs.carring III the illtont Inc and dchsers of health afe
Amone she most significant ot these a the ;rmsth ot sahiiiated payment methods and managed care techniques In die prisate
insurance market Important iactors contribsong to these deselopments include sonsmonts rn payments 'torn private payers
and increased .0,1,Ni:tun among pros Ida, and payers -page a.

While the academic medical community understands the Federal gosernment s need and conunitment to reducing the
budget deficit. and the grouth in Medicare and Medtcaid expenditures. teaching hospitals and teaching physicians ssould
he particularly hat med by reduced Medicare support lust w hen tiles are undergiung mann change I am pleased to appear

beiore you today to comment on three issues relating to Medicare Part A payments of crucial importance to teac'eng

h.,spitals
the tole ot Medicare pay mein. tor DGML in %Ippon ot residency traisstrt.
the Importance in the Medicate 1111-. adiustment to the financial s lability ot teaching hospnals Mot
the methodology tor calculatinc ilie as erage Alustcd pm capita cost I AAPCCi. the :ate that the Medicare program

pay, i, risk contractor Woo,

ce under Wenn), tr.:urnstaines Mesa three issues uoal.t ho miportant. but they take on especially critical dimensions

it Ihe chitrei,t ells tronele".t For e sample sshne titaits in t,p,s.11, It, challge Medl.arr payments would affect both teaching
and imisteachnut hospitals. substantial reductions in IMF and DGME payments uould harm teaching hospitals
dispr.psnionatels . sertously threatering then financul stability and affecting access to care and qualny of care receised

by Medicare beneficiaries and other patients .Addttionatly . tall= to address the scay iii ulna! DeilcIF. and IME pay fitents

and the disproportionate share payment ate incorporated in the AAPC(' calculation poses a threat to the financial

status ol teaching hospitals

1 Inge the members 01 this subcommittee to consider catelully 0.. Medicare pay mein policy recomniendattons Teachung

hospitals and teaching physicians Ma% .io,. al toles to mit health care delis ers sy stem. and they could be damaged sec etely

antes,, changes are crafted caretulls and are based ail :swims e imderstanding ot the so, ice, education and t match

miss, ,iis .i/ asadenu, medic me

Direct Graduate Medical Education Payments

Hospitals that mmliii health professionals hase multiple Infiction, lit addttion to pros 'ding mcdt.al to individual

patients these hospitals or, ide the resouices lor the clinical education 1.1 physic mans, nurses. ond allied health

prolessionals pros ide this Mrmal esper tentialls -based cluucal training. hospitals incur costs beyond those necessary

lot patient care 1 hese added direct costs us hide salaries and fringe henet its for trainees and the laeulty aho supers Ise
them the salaries and benefits of admitusualis e AO clerical stall in Me gtaduate medical education office, and allocated

institutional ost. 1,1s. NU,II I. OM, I.-
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Med 'al ktinCalililiLE.1)ILICE11

When Congress established the Medicare program in 1965. it acknowledged that educational act!, Hies enhanced the qualst)
of care in insututIons and recognized trie need to support residency training programs us help meet the public need tor
full) -trained health professionals In drafting the initial Medicare legislation. Congress stated

Educational actismes enhance ihe quants oi care in art institution and a is intended. until the communtts undertakes lo hear such
education costs in some other a as, that a pan of the net cost of such actis Hies rincluding stipends ot trainees, as sell as
ennipensation or teacher; and other costs; should home to an appropriate extent I, the hospual insurance program tijouse
Regal. Numb-sr 213 r9th Congress 1st Sess 111911S, and sautratginal Number 404 Pt I 149th Congress 1st Sess 35
091,5

Similar!) in the regulations goserning the Medi...are program. the Secretary ,,t Health. Edwation and Welfare stated

II is reolgnieed that the costs ol such educational at:ion:es should Iv borne 1, the communox lltmeser mans communities
nace not assumed responsibtlos tor imancing these programs and o necessars that suppon be prosided 1, those purchasing
health care Until communities undertake to hear these eosts. the program sill participate approptia:el to the support ot these
acttsttres i42 C F R Section 11; 85 [Mullah section 403 tell

Thus. since its inception (he Medicare program has assumed some responsibility tor graduate medical education costs.
making separate payments to teaching hospitals tor these costs If there is a, ever an assumption (hat the 'community
would take responsibility tor its share of these costs, it certainly is nut occurring in the current competitive environment

Until the mid 1980s. Medicare paid for its share ot DOME costs based on the hospital's historical and reasonable costs
as determined by an audit Reimbursement was open ended in that a proportionate share of 'reasonable and allowable"
DOME costs incurred every year was 'passed throug'o" to the Medicare program DGME payments sere also open-ended
in that there was no restriction on (he number of )s ars that Medicare reimborsetnent would pay fer support a resident's
training

In Apt ii 1910s. COligress passed the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act ICOBRAi ot 1985 i P L 99 2
which dramatically altered the DOME payment methodologs The legislation changed the DOME pay ment methodology
from one based on annual historical DOME costs to a prospecti, e per resident amount The Medicare program nos pay,
as proportionate share of a hospital-specific per resident amount based on auMted costs I win a base sear and updated for
inflation rather than on the basis of DOME costs actually incurred Tuday . a hospital's DOME payment is calculated by
multiplying the hospital's fixed amount per resident by the current number of residents and then multiplying that result
by Medicare's share of inpatient days at the hospital Other legislatise and regulator) changes !lase been made smce
COBRA. but the baste methodologs foe calculating the DOME pa)ment remains the same

In addition to changing the payment tnethodology. COBRA placed limns on the number of resident trainee years for winch
full Medicare payment would apply In a subsequent change. Congress chose m restrict full support to the direct costs
of those residents within the minimum number of years of formal training necessary to sans() du edia-:auonal requirements
for initial board certificatton, up to a maximum of (Ise years The foe-year count would be suspended, however, for a
period of up to two years for training in a geriatm residency or fellowship program Pay mem for residents beyond either
the period for initial board certification or the ft, e-) ear level are reduced hy 50 percent

The change ni DOME payment methodotogy required by COBRA. whiA the AAMC did not oppose. terminated the
previous open-ended comtnitment to financing graduate medical education Although COBRA limits DOME payments
it still acknos ledges thc historical scope of direct graduate medical education costs. including the salaries and fringe
benefits of residents mid super, ising facult) physicians and insttitittonal oserhead costs

PrOptIsals.labstlIgedleal41111:111a.for.DQME Coo

Since (he implementation ot per resident payments in 1989. polies maker . have proposed changes in the methodolog) to
encout age residency training in generalist specialties and in notiMospital-hased settings rhe AsSoulatIon recognize, that
Me piesent s)stem has not produced the number of generalist ph)sicians that society may need in a reconfigured health
care s)stens A 1992 Association policy statement calls tor

an metall national goal that a maiorm ot gtaduating medical students he committed to generalisl careers ifamils medicine
general internal inedleine and general pedtainc, and that appropriate efforts he made 1, all schools so that this goal can iv
reached sc ohm the ..honest possible tune

The policy docuntent s foundation rests on the implementation of solunary prisate sector initiatises Among them is
aeatine and maintanung incenti, e programs aimed Jt tndts idual medical students. testdent trainees. and practicing
physicians as the hest methods ot Inducing career choices m certain specialties Idle Association s policy statement
stronel) endorses that private sector organizations and go, ernmental bodies should win t !pettier in partnership to el inlinate
the ittarns barriers that exist to meeting the need lor generalist physicians

With respect to the tole ot the f.ederal gosernment. the AAMC jnItc> statement recommends that ilie Medicare program
and other third-partv pas ers should adopt other reforms in ph)sic tan pay trent designed to compensate generalist physician%
more cqttumahls hr teduc nig the marked disparit) in income expectations stemining trOni our current system of physician

mere A second recommendation is that patinent methods tor financifit Mc direct costs of graduate medical education
should not create nor perpetuate barriers to shifting the balance between generalist and lion generalist training
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Appropriate t ra inIng ever menses in .unbulatars communlis -based nail- hospital settings are essential to produce competent

phs moans As hospitals encourage shorter stass bs more asutels ill patients. wanting in ambulatory and lonst-wrm care
settings is needed to supplement tlw educational experience pro, Med in hospitals to assure that residents tecenc
comprellensise clinical tranung

he nation s medical school, has e implemented programs hi MI:lease the awareness and attractiveness of generalist
medicine New clerkships enmnasize more experience in ainhulatars senings Courses SS all a minas Ire IOLUS base

been added during the pre-clinical sears and new curriculum strategies. sushi as primars care tracks and sompetencs -based
surneula. are being de, eloped and implemented Role modeling and memortng opportunities are being pia, hied throuen
s lasses. formal mentormg programs. iir the assignment in ads mars and the des elapment at prunars care interest primps
Schools has e cons ened prunars cafe task torces. appointed new Associate Deans tar Primars Care. and desehiped new
departments of famils medicine and di, mons ii general internal medicate and general pediairiss

rhe AASIC is pleased to report that medical schools ettorts. in combination with nurket fortes. hal e heen rewarded as
medisal students interest in generalist prastice sontinues to increase Although data on medhal students sareer shows
tram as recentls as the graduating class of 1989 show a declining selection al the generalist specialties, mare recent data
signal that medical school graduates sonnnue ta notice the shanges in the health care enoronment In 1994. the
percentage ol medical Khool graduates indicating them imention to pursue certification in one of the generalist disuipline,
increased again Of graduating medisal students. 22 8 percent indicated an intent to choose J generalist career in 1994
compared a Id b percent in 1942 and 19 percent in 1901 In addition. results trom the National Resmencs Mats hing
program I NRM Ill. released on March 15. 1905. showed that medical students matched into tanuls medicine residencs
programs at the highest rate in the NRMP 43-s lW bistors Os et 2081 graduating seniors tram I S inesacal schools.
or 15 4 percent at those seeking first-sear reside:1,s liositiam. matched into a tanuls medis nie residenss Th.s compare,
to 14 ti percent of all C S senior, in 1094

Personal ineentis es such as loan tarps eons,, tax benents mid other indusemeots such as narrow ing the income gap
between generalist and non.generalai phs %loan,. are more liken 10 result :.; gteaier !lumbar, t s medical schaal
graduates entering the generalist dewit,lines It moneur, incenti, e, lie I. he pros hied dies should he mmed at
num 'dual, not nospitah, and their sponiored reuidems pt pants Ihcre arc SHICIS 01 federal!, sponsored stuosni

10.111 lellaS ment programs Mat sould he holstered

Our presen: ss stem for graduate medrcal education has mush hi saminend a ' he A ANIC apptes taw, the need to studs
different pas tnent polies optIons How es er. it is important to now that mans options arc interrelated in sometimes
unexpected was s that. if adopted. sould result mc unnuended sansequonses. such as the need for a regulators meshanism
rhe need for re examination notwithstanding Congress should caretulls sonsider change, in Medicare pas ment pohcs
that would reduce the program , current loci 01 support tot DGML. and set fail to encourage the attainment of desirable
public polies goal,, such as an increase ni the number ot generalist plissistans rMs is particulai Is true in light ot
diminishing support tram other pas ets and the present unlikelihood al establishing oil all-paser tund lor graduate medical
education

In addition to proposals to shill tha balance of generalist and tiongeneralat phssicians policy makers As.; ha, e expressed
interest in limiting the , anation in hospital specific per resident amounts Mans at these proposat, arc intended to lima
the growth in Medicare expenditures .Xnuing the more ftequentls mentioned proposals NA Inch seen; to ha, e captured the
attention ot some polies makers are

encouraging the des elapment at non, hospital hased amhulatars training sites hs allowing entities !her than hospitals
to teems e Medicare DGMI: pas men!, and changing pas ment rules tor tile I SI I adiustment.
weighting payments by specialrs to en outage training in the generalha specialties.
constructing a national as erage per resident pas ment inethodalogs that would teduse the satiation In hospital spestfis
per resident pas merits. and
limiting pas ments based an certaln tspes ar a del tiled number ot residents

hack 01 these proposals and their potential impast ,at graduate medwal edusation is dissussed belaw

hnrouniving the deielopment Of 11,1 hmpiat haled ambuhiron Inuning We, Int reasingls . sate tha; was deltsered III
hosputal inpatient setting is nes, tieing Phoskicil In clintss. ambulators %urgers senters continuums Malth centers. and

other alternate sites AS health maintenance orgallaations and other !antis of monaged sare tells ers ss stems command
a larger share at the health care delners market. medisal educators hose resogi ied that II phssisian, are In practise
applopriatels nu these settines. it is important tor them to be trained in similar settings

Change, are needed to ensure that miming sites shasen bs residenss program direstors are sele,ted because flies Atd !
appropriate edusational experienses not because thes are more easils funded Some shanges in Medicare 1101,11. funding
hou'id he considered to encourage ri-sn len5m twining in non hospital. ainhulatols sites I he lass regardine

DGMI_ pas merits 5 sery explisit ti st oing that DGMF pas ments Inas Iv Made old!, to hospitals on Illeolllem hand. liii
lass and unplementIng regulations allow hospitals hi i ecetse DGSIL pas mons tor the training at residents in hon-haspital
ambulatar, settings isubject to certatn requirements) Although! an amhulators site Inas not at present recelve a Medis are
paytnent direstls for any DGMF costs it might ins ur. nothing m die laIa presents It from negaimatine lot a pas mem nom
a hospital for the residents that the nail hospital site aisepts

!he AMC helteses that the Mustang lor graduate inedisal education should support resrdents and program, in the
%Tomah'', and inpatient tramme muicm 11111 Alt 1110,1 J11,101,11441 lot 111C C.111,11101111 needs 01 the resident- 1 he

Assosiation belies es that tsledisare IICMI pasinents should be Illadt 10 the nuns that uhuis the cost Resipients oi
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ly nwns ,ouid he teaching hospitals. medical schools. multi-specialty group practices or other organizatIons that incur
till1111.: ....SIN (he AAMC strongly encourages the formation of formal associations. or graduate medical education
,noura. it assure the continuity and soordinanon ot medical education and to serse potentially as the fiscal intermediary
it ifsd. pay inems across sanous training sites Howes er. the AAMC does not support payments being awarded
'deem to training programs. since ultimately the orgamlation ot which the program IN a pan must determine the
ot.A.Lat,onal sommument to graduate medisal educatmii

tin AAM(' Arges ( \ingress to consider moddy mg the statutory tequuement that onls hospitals may receise Medicate
DOSII- nasal-rm. and to permit other entities to teems e the payment it they incur the cost at training A payment
niem.moloes would hdse to he des eloped hosed on the sosts ot training at those sues To esplore the issues inherent in

Jun :a :Pr AAMC would support an effort to design a research and demonstration protect to encourage the
'sant 0, new integrated training sues And or GMla consortia I nder the protect. the Administration could

:sp..... A usf mottsior [lie woo ot allow mg non.hospnal sites to resets e DOME payments if they run the training
moet (ow ..nd incur the sacs

{fosses,. staling residency training to non.hospnal sues may At:gamely impa.i the loci of a hospital s IME payment
Mans p u.s makets belies e (hat the IMLadiustment in the Mesh:are inpatient PI'S senses as a canteen:Ise to conducting
era& ire inc.h.a: education in non-hospital. ambulator. sites They argue that the current rules goserning the count of

hiwpgal tlaiilees for IME pay mon purposes pros ide an 'menus e to keep residents in certain areas id [he hospital
llospitals itO a!tossed to count only residents in the PPS.related OMB of the hospital, or its outpatient deparunent If a

1,14,1131 sends a resident tor a training espertence rotation to a nursing home or a Jun. in a natal area, for
esampe. she hospital 1111* tier 6.11.111t the tune that the resident spends in these settings Mr IME payment purposes

The A.A'slc on.ourages the efirnination ot harriers to graduate medical training in noin-hospnal. ambulatory settings and iu
Inndt And rural sites while maintaining the current alstltlItlotlat PPS payment structure The Medicare IME
icbilmniAnt.which compensates teaching hospitals tor their higher operating costs due to sesenty ot illness, the pros isson

.t A broader scope and !neater intensus or sers ices. and [he presence Id phstclins-in training is inpatient.based To
Address this apparent barrier to des eloprnent ot noi.liospital Ambulatory training Congress sould. I 11- es,ample. allow

to :stunt hospital sponsored laid:ems in non-hospital :IC1111101 tar [ME pas mem purposes To maintain the
budget neutrality at sus h a change in the counting rules. Congress could require a freeze on the number of Inpatient
residents that the hospital sould count for IMP p.o mein purposes. setting a :dint on the aggtegate pa the A.V.1(2

uld pleased io work ...id, the committee malt to des clop this proposal Wilber And t Immolate other budget neutral
P"hes aNnusis

Moo:name P.orle nr .:ne..i.tift I of se, mil sears. some poi,. s makers isis e proposed sihiniies 111 Med.:are pd.ments
sor misd I ,,wts that are intended to pros We in, on. es to encourage the training al generalist ph. ss,:ians and a eliminate
the. an.,,,orl ii hospital.spec it. per resident An.sunts dditiotiilIs (hese propwals would reduce the Medicare program
role in GM!: Wilding

Tor esamp:a. Slcd.:are ()GAIL pay merits ..ould he based on a pm iesident amount that woo:d then he 1...righted based on
the spec lalts area that a resident is pursuing Thus. the Medware program would make a higher payment Mr a resident
in a generalist specialts than tor a non.goneraltst resident Such a proposal. if adopted, would replase the current hospital
specific Medicare payment methodology S1. oh a m stem hosed on lesser multiple rates Thus. a hospnal s total direct GM la
pi.ngr is sad be based no( on its ,osts. hut on the specialts mis id its trainees Some policy .111111\ its Odic% r that these
:sr.: of proposals would no. onls eliminate the sari loon in direot GME pay Indus, but also would ofter incentty es to
prodo.e more generalist phssLions The proposal would attempt to accomphsh this policy goal Isy pay mg relausels
ded aindun.s tor veneraltst residers ie. And substantial!. less Lin arable payment amounts for all other residencies

the Ass... lation opposes proposals that are ntended to stimulote the produstion ot generalist phy sicians hy weighting
DGML molts Iss specious miliougii the .\ vslo strongly supports more indis 'duals entenne generalist practice. the
As..s.,alson does not belies c that itcs pbsposal wo.ld a.luese it. inn:Ad:ad ohie.fise os en.ouraging the training of mor

rtols,,I, to sieuelli Med...ite DOME payments by special!. would line a negatise (Meet on inosi
ii,wpiul. DOSII Payments. dors:Winh on the iid.pital sspestalis usia 'i reside:11 11.1111,,

;dde.,..nalls data on ..1Teel chokes 01 medi.al ...hoot graduates indis ire that medical students selestion of ft...Wen.s
propaiti. affected not hs Medisare (summits to hospitals. hut lw market conditions and personal sunabilits to

pArti.ular up:stalls At present. More ale more generalist training positions ottered to medical whs.1 graduates thdn
mete are interested students to sil: (hoot I he 1.,k at nand is not to 111.rliale the rniirhet I generalist training posnions
Put t. os.reAe the ailta:tdetloss at Ole [mining positions alreads as adahle

In g, \Loa lDsu t teport to the ( suiercws. the in Pa.ment Res cit ( oitunission PPR( i son.lude.l that weighting
lit, \it hosimiais us unsla's"aisIa' s'ainiUU5ii''i uuids'aiel that °Wu' u.S a.deads 'U." usTa

iota( e.meraiist training slots and sseiclildie wonld ha,. hale .111 hospital nianaiNment s .ind resides,.
decimon making

,t1 Tuts's- tip manfss", suPPIs prem.( e In tn hoth federal and pris ate payers to constrain the growth in heal::
..are ospendsiutes. And changes 111 medi.al .are delis ens hos, tensions tor residensy and tellon.hip
training I rogsanis At the sante tune. the Asst.'s anti re.ognizes the hustratton of gas eminent poliss makers us assuring
,ss cess to .01 apptiip11 Ile st, tilts mis plissMalls I hi A AAR oeporis suatemes to deselop addition
e. net iat rIssi. 05 loo ss Cr 1i, 1 I `pos.1 V. Medi. ye DOM! pas smins based on spo, Lots if en,cied is A,1

'no ide to the notability ot (hill ttuidin \nom( rosideno prop-Jou. sequin: sontinuin ellort and stable
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support It haute generations of Americans 'ire to has e appropriate access 10 well trained phs sit tans. ste mint Ina1111.1111
and strengthen our medical education ss stem. includit.g us residencs training component

./parur [me a .Variondi Aerage Pat/Ile/It Affifilfla (or DG141' (ff.!. Last sear. during the &hate rise: comprehelisoe
health care retorm some policy makers recsnnmended fix: development of a national aver sge per resident pas mem
methodologs with pas mem adjustments for regional Mffarences in wages and or wage-related costs In some instances.
the proposals excluded certain tspes ot costs, such as direct co erhead costs or allocated institutional os erhead costs Mese
changes were suggested m the contest of 3 package of proposals for .gtadUate medical education retorm. includ.ng an all-
pas cr funding meehanism that was to he separate from pas meets Ion patient care setrides

1 nc AAMC supports the continuation of the current Medicate per resident pas Ment method based sor hospital spec:IL
costs fhe AAMC helleses that a nutional as erdge pas mem method IA ould fad to reemmire structural factors di a
Iceliluratelr alteci a hospital s per resrdent costs fhe or erall finaneurg of teaching hospitals and medical schools Own
o miser; triv historic WretnnstaMes. which hare led to cenam Cr W.. esp.:culls facults supers isOr \ Costs, being borne
sariahls ts the medical school or teaching hospital the di, ersnx OI support tor the costs ot taeults is prof-alls the most
mosonrin reason tor Me rariation in Medicare per resident paS menus Addmonalls . there are legitimate differences in
educational models depending on the spemalts and the institution Wide x amnion in per resider:: alumnus C sis:s amone
hospitals in the as alahiltts and amount ot support trom non hospital sources including Licults practice earnings and slate
f lodal goseinment appropriations WhIle suUlle proposals would adiusi the Medicare nalonal as etage per resident

pas merit lot differences ill S ages and other wage-related cOstS. (PM Other strileWral faCtors Mild not he reflected rn . the

national as erace pament meth, st-log!. t.rrinie inappropriate %%Inners and losers

ast sear at as Januar. 211.1494 meeting. ProP AC discussed tecotnmendattons on graduate medical educatioo fmancmg
tor its March ;944 ;quirt Commissioners ics 'ewes) a stall anarssis of graduate medical education costs and pas intents
and noted the somplesuis of the dem-Mums:1 ro these pas mem, to hospitals Chau-man Smart 11 Altman. Ph D . cauturned
mose w prefer movtng to a national as grain: pas mem merhodolog> for residencs costs relthOut incorporating a nurthe

adiustments in the pas meta ss stem Pointing to the comnnssion &crest year experience with the prospectise pis mem
scram rhe I irst atiempt hs the leder at no% e:11,11cie to standardize pas mons based oir national as crages-De Altman nosed
ho, num admit:mons had heen added to the PI'S ret the rears to achiese pasmeto equax ProPAC's preluninars
anal, srs ii graduate meths al education costs found slenin.ant relanonshrps net. een per resrdern costs and hospital sire.
is shate a tell nine equisalent residents in die roupatisot setung. us share ot .rosIs faculis plisssians salaries.

ow rapiti. region. 10% a:10:1 In .1 metropolitan statists al area. and area wages

I he ; It N. also supports the current methorloloes hecatise it re:ogntres all tspes it costs. snciudIng darter and fringe
benefit. ot Ci Lis ults ss ho stleersir., the resrdents three, os erhead crisis. such as malpractice costs, and the salaries and

nelas it Annals:rause and jells a! support statl to We graduate medical education office. and ali. sated insultutronal
0% et:wad costs such as SOsts IOn inarnienance and nt,:itie, The A MC oppose. pnrrri.rls ii erjude senarir is per ii

lit 'MI' c""'hh as to' s4Persucion cods .rr ss erheau costs. trom the ...kulatron rat the SledIcae per resident
amount I he AAMC the ler el of pits meni should recognize all is pes ot costs. tit, Iodine direct osethead cosis
such as malpractice costs. and -lencal support I he current method recognites the do eo itx in how graduate medical
education is organited and financed Further. ample la.:ultx supers ision is necessars to monitor appropriately residents
der elopment in an ens ironnient of rapulls changinr, patterns of practice Graduate medical educatton in all specialties is
based on the premise that residents learn hest hs parricipanne. under supers isimi. in the dax .tordas care of patients
Supers ising phssicians must lud,re the clinical capalsiirties ot residents. pros Me residents w ith the p, rtunities ro eve t 5 Ise
provtessis els nreatet Independen.X. and e0suie 1110 ihe :are of Niients is not ..oinpronilscd I his supers-ow.*
responsitrilas requires substantial time and commitment and must he compensated

MC helloes that. w ahin these polls, parameteis sonskletation should he risco to changes that would ensure
r.Urnahle econonmalls justified pas mems ittlIte naming sees The S A NW intends to pins.: the de% c101,1111:11t

he Imam e pas mull proposals that would resarore the significant dixerrais across 111.41111M its that paints ipate in graduate
medical education 1 or example. me suggested allotnatire has been to de% Clop .1 inerhoduloel "hal par s hespnal sre,h,
r.i.s.ehin .1 pas merit corfidor. such as wIthiti irk_n standard des lawns ti the aseraee per resident amount The AANIC
wi.111.1 he pleased to share ollr pas ment p .s proposals %kith .1111/4011111111Ice members .--dstolt and III. the administr anon

as the p11, ipinuiris MC refilled

I anrne I'asinerur Bawd on I'errarn Ape., or .1 lb-tined .Vurnber of Reillfrfif Lducaturn in rhe practrse ri iii ii II.

includes Isoh traderrnaduale medical education in a meducal school and graduate medical edmatroa in a teaching hospital

or other chilical soe Because mediLine Ins ors es a UnIlliser 01 different %per ialties each specs:Its alea has developed its

ors n restdems training period Ifie AAS1C helloes that the s amide length oi tranung tor 'rash spec malts de., is
apporpi late anJ in the natusnal interest. hut terOetilles th.li Mediu are pamieni pelt ws must he halamed Sonic poll,

lluter` Pl"Posed ullPostirg additional limns oh the knoll ill lime tor which the Medic rre program should pros klc
os suppoi

I uncials the Nledicare program hrints the numher ol sears tor which it xx 111 pros dr lull suppott Conine, has
restricted toll support m the direct costs ot those reradents sr ibm the nummurn number 01 xi ars or tornial naming

essarx cueds the educational requirements lot !natal hoard ,ertiftcamm. up to a maximum of tire scars

Xs noted earlier the limn is v. aned lOr a must of up to iii, Seats for tranung ri geralrh. resit! 1155 or
!norm Pcsincm lot restdents hesond either the per iod tor moral loard certificatu n or the ti se sear les el are reduced

pefient

iO
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yAsic- t.etteses that arts tur(hei lunitation on NI- .are support tot graduatomeoual education should nor .0e
.; huhu 5 it ineonsistent ith adequate minimal remdenc training hot esampla. some has e suggested that the Medicare
la 'gram should p3S 'nit through the pertod required lor unital board certification tn 3 spectalt" or pas onls fOr 3 three-
s,: ;unit. rc!iardless ot the specialia Because (he Initial skills and techniques needed las different specialties require
dulerent lengths ot training the AMC hellcat:. !hat support through initial board eligibtlits is an essential Intntnium
!ranting yet ..x.1 that envy paltelq ser,1,e pa er should help finance

In as V.art. I :49 IspOrt. PPRC also repaLted as UM, Ise the options ot pay ing onls tor primal's .:are positions or only
he the iirst 1.iree ears of ;raining r page Ws. While the commission uris aslure On the need to increase the propormtn

fenerahm concluded that the nation tsiuld continue to require skull-Hauled ph)st, tans in all spesialite,
am! that 'us h a piths, %souk! 11,1 I,: satlitietitis neklbie it changes el the health needs ot the population called tor
phs . I . st ,:ralties that required more dun three sears of training

It hoah.! ne !to!...al that tc.s nig mils through the period prior to initial is.tard eligthilits or pas ing tor three sears regardless
4ould testill in a potennal InteraUton ith other areas ot Medicare pas mem policy . notahls in the Part ft

...mar 'nem It Medicare Part A payments were limited to the mutat hoard eltgibtlits required to become a conlpelcill
tact fl,Cer. ads anced residents could he thought et as phractans III the earl sears ot practice fahtlse sets lees could he
irr !led trom the or. stc ian component co Meoicare Cmisequends tI reSIdents hen end Initial hoard ells:Auras or bestnid

Int:, seats could not he counted tor Part A hospital Ns:items. then indr. Omits in residencs sears uhtch uould not ise
icludeti in a hosynal s pas ments should or could be allossed to bill under Barr B rur ser,rees rendered

Y. long ago as I976. the Institute ot Medicine tIONII. tit a stttd> ti Medisare and Medicaid reimbursement policies
;I:Commended a similar paymcni method. called the .untlicd method of pas ment. for certain institutions Under this
tomu-si licensed 1.1is smarts-both teaching phystcians and house orficersosould be allOsked to bill tees ter screw:es
tendet:fd The 1.0M report aim, maintained that hethei the teaching ph> small or the house of item delis ered the sets t.c
stimdd rue arfcsct the lead ot pas n.ent tor the sers ice pros hied Residents uho had not completed the first, ear ot post
MD lilt itaintlig Itir the se,cma seat based ttn state lice:inure I equiremems) uould be paid tin a Part A basis to the
trosimal Such proposals la.se question.- .a a! the role I supets misti in graduate snedual education If polica
it.akers consider imposing :untie! retain.. -is ttil rantnellis hes ond the curtent Its e y ear Or initial hoard eligthilit pesiod
iltinti Itte potential impact on :otal Medicale pasinents. Including Part II pas went, also should be understood

Anothe !orosa! made bs some r makers is to Irma Alt:do-ale DUO.. painent tuns to graduates et U S medical
"4,"Path- sch"'is Iltes I'm, I.' c:ro"ing sonsensus that I S medical and osteopathic schools are training an

ade,mat. numbet t phasicians hn our nation.and that an escesise nunthei or foreignmained pha stctans are en,crIng
resicen, pro.cr..n. in the I S uheie the are sufff.ried ff patient sets he fent:nue:, 'minding IedIcare pa:.:nents

. be tintieistood (hal tor .,ine hosrtals. Mrs. residents pro, ide a large proportion of patient >vim:es. the
untnediate ehnunatton on Medicare support tor internationat mesh,: ri ,trduares risiGsr "could cause suls 'antral access and
"era ruohicius tor Sledicare enrollees (Me oI the issues 111.11 if alls) make, uould need to address in enagtmg suit

:haripe ,could be the implernerration ot a process ard a nine table ''ill It p ittegt ...:ess 10 sets ises ,Ould Ilot be ledit,ed
. . a gradual n311,111011 perysl ...ie.-Mate permanent replacement tinkling utatill he needed

ienarle hospitals ard !Ilea in.micar tall to modify programs. personnel and se!, tces ns title itiaitnlai'tctc access to patient
,are

tht!.! in.To, it . all. d nie nuke, uauld lunn Medt. Ire 116511. pa> [nem, to a tel numher
rest,le ts rine r.s. liniti pas ;nem to the current number ot residents !II the tralttilig ssstelll More
odgressise tiptittns 'talent re to I la,: III ay...negate ltntttt tti the total number or postmtns. tor esample the number ot I S

oraduates plus some additional percentage Poitss inakers should understand that thi. latter ttroposal requires the
establishrnen of regulators mechanisms to allocate the runditre antra. training instituttons

t;i.hhaie tiled, !I edlts.Ithfli tests u1,011 I Rion\ tragd: ,.j nmlitple insututrourd ,patiartres. arch, 'duo'
goal. fot,,fotte componsation and petsonal it ilatise 11 .s a sstem that could be easra damaged armless Ann shanges

art mend!' craned intl are based on an esiensisc undetsi aiding o' It h doe nature ot the it...o.nine hospitals to uhich
It is -.... led and ibe nature tn graduate medical edusantm aselt

Indiret t SI edical Education (IME1 .djustment

lInt l'aliC!Ic .41114ILLent

Stt tliet:ftt ft. f the Niedi...ite ft pc.11, pasnien: ,sstein PPSI in ItIn 1. I ligtess has reso?nized that the
.n1.1.! d sinsstotts ot leas nine hospitals Ina tease inelt tont, and has ,liffpleiliCtIted Mesh.are inpatient r.,!.,,,,,B...t.tetichinit
hot mt., unit ti.. tinittre.i Illetit..11 ctIthotti,11 .1511 i dlUs1111e111 A 5511 behest., that the Psil achirstment is an
Hilportail! estutls ta.101 that Ie, tyill/es the ads/111,11.11 tole, alld ,.st, .1 lea...huny hospitals Mplule its 1.&el has led titans
to behene 11rat 'his ad rament compensates hospitals 'Mel tor graduate ttleillsal edr4ation its purpose is Enoch broader
lioth :Ile 11 u,e Vi as nd ',leans the `sonait 1 inan,e I owaluttes, oemitied or, r.strou.de belunj
adiustme

th ,.01 0 ,,tded at tut!, ot at.. a It, ot the lilt, ta 01,01..111011 %Nisei% !,.

h Ot lines, ot patients legulf Ille the sr...Ian:co 'insist's and itraintent piogiams
us ! the addvtonal .o,ts jun i.ite,i ugh the teaching oi resit:errs site adman-nent for onekh..al eduean, .

l 01, I 00, 10 atsount ii a ifultater.tt ta,10r, Nhlth 111.1, os1s 1:t teaslutte hoitals .,touse
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The 1S1E adiustment should not be ...infused ir nit the Medicare pasitsent tor 0351 caws Payments for Medicare s share
of the direct costs of graduate medical edu..auon programs are separate trom the PPS

Since the incepoon el the PPS. the IME adiustment has been reduced tame from its original level of ti 59 percent a
eduction ol 30 percent,. and the caecutise and legislative branches have proposed further reductions in the level of the

IML adrusimem These proposals have been based on calculations using a sanely of regression models. more =rent
data, and dtfferent combinations or sariables In January 19119 the General Accounting Office tGAOI issued a report that
estimated the size of the IME adjwtment using various regression specifications and called for a reduction in the les el
of the adiustment Es ery scar 5:nee 1989. ProPAC has reconunended a gradual reduction in the lorel of the adjustment

In resent years. however. Congress has indicated that the les el of the IMF. adiustmeot should reflect the broader mission
and overall financial stabil:Is or teaching hospitals to assure access and dual* tit care for Medicare beneficiaries end other
patents Stnularls. ProPAC has recognized that the financial success or failure of teaching hospitals could affect access
to care and dcalits or care, and in making its recommendations has tried to assure rough tustice ainong hospital groups

Rough 11.stice- refers to polies objectise of assuring ['oughts comparable total margins tor teaching and non-teaching

hospitals

While l'PS operating margins' for teaching hospitals ate on as erage higher than those lor nonaeaching hospitals. teaching
hospitals total margins have remained comistentls lower than non-teaching hospitals' total margins As analszed hr
ProPAC in its lune 1994 report anJ shown in Tabk A below, data front the ninth.sear of PPS 11992-93). the most
complete information public!) asailable. show that average PPS margins for non-teaching hospitals were minus 6 4
percent. but total margins were plus 4 7 persent Major teaching hospitals. however. posted PPS operating margins of

0 ant hut their average total margias were substantially lower at 3 0 percent The average total tnargtn ter all
hospitals was 4 I percent

Table A
PPS Operating Margins and Total Margins. by Hospital Group. PPS 9

II
Hospital Group PPS Margin Total Margin

li Map. Teaching 1
R 0'7 3 0'1

I Other reaching1---- 1 .2 2 4 I)

1

Non-teaching I
-6 4 4 7

SoLINT ProPAC analssis of Medy'ar: Con Report data trom the Health Care Financing .Admmisiration

more recent Prol'AC analssis of prehminars and unpubltsheo data dont the tenth-sear of PPS ,I993-94) shows the
sante relationslop between financial margins and teaching status Major teaching hospitals [hospitals with resident.to.beil
ratios met. 25 t which are underrepresented in the incomplete tent 1-sear database. had PPS margins of elm II 2 percent.

hut reaorde4 as rtragz total margins ot plus I h percent Other Ica, him: hospitals. those 151111 IREs of less than 0 25, had
as etage PPS marguts of minus 0 li percent and total margms sri p' is 4 4 percent Non-teaching hospitals had the lowest
l'PS margins at nunus 5 9 percent. but posted the highest total margins at plus 4 ft percent

[he .\A2lQa Intgaslahllalassis.ot Redlicinglk UAL Aslallatnleut

The AMC Is greatls concerned that some polies makers has e concluded that the IML adjustment could be reduced
substatutalls is ithout threatening the financial viability of teacning hospitals The AAMC does not agree with tho
perspectise and belies es that a t eduction ot the ISIE adwintela nould seriousls undermine the financial dabilits of
teaching hospitals While a resiew ot FY 94 financial data swotted hs ol hosnitals belonging to the AAMC's Council
of 'leaching 110st-utak tC01-11) suggests that some teaching hospii .1s are perfonning Weil financialls . a closer eaartunation
reseals that their total margins !use been rel...oelv stable tor three sears and are comparable to the total margins of non.
teacteng hospitals Increases in tile aN crap: PI'S margin has c ontributed to stable aggregate total margins over the

1.0,51

PPS IllarFln, '.11 (1115 proup ol 4I teashini, hospitals all hut IS ol which ate 'mays teaching' hospitals, ha:teased in

444 Stator teaching hospitals arc defined as those has mg tesident-to-hed ram, of 0 25 or greater Aserage PPS

margins tiKreased tivnt 3 -0 percent in 0192 tti II 75 percent in 1994 Of the 91 hospitals. 16 tiff percent) reported

tosser PPS margins in 1444 than in 144, While V7 I,. onals had [legato e PPS margins in 1992. only 15 hospitals had

PPS margins less than zeta m 1994 More unportant1). nowev ea the as erage total margin tor Ow group has remained
Intl 5 stable I hetween 4 60 and 5 12 perceliti tMer ale threc-ear period

- _ . -

Pv 111, o.nym lelaord in PPS menue .1/12(. 1. mem .15ne pnrnem 1511 nn nen/ .50he1 an.1 Stip, Rev! 11neaw !Inn,
nxv a ..,emnrd .osm 1m PP, 'deem Sc PPS ninvin adlaungn n, sOt, MA16..ne mum., ind ,ouls 55.,sate.1

a.mo trinn.11 ntuanon PP'. etemn nempt ,im umn ..me ,Mler rnepnel linaw t r. rmem, 1. ru, or then mu.eis annu

nule menhl want Saul, ne mmnr. t/xn p,otne Itetelort lot 51nIram mown! Ivrelytann are len thar. the Pr's

ran m knalnn
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-1:1 :n the 1511-. adiustment ccoulcl Instaiddalls harm te....nine h.o.pitals um the 'rough nOtige that ha,
neen a,tues ed 'AIM the surrent It't el of .hc IM1. adatstment acerage. PPS nhirgitts .alhulated cenhout ihe 15.11 I
1)S11 pacment adjustment, hut utili mit Mt ...Mier and hieh eml siagc renal disease ti-S111)1 um: r.,)nlent, ale
rink], SI 'fe petcent kite 1101' adithiment make. a ,ignifth Int contribution to reducing cccii ccould lt.cct bee. large
1",c, ttic1c4.1111' lit,: cragc PPS mat gm 1 'ft rlus Ii 9n perceni 1 he addnion ol (he 1)511 pacinent to

inarpm cahsulatim. most.. 'i-c a. crape PPS margin to plus I I -IS percent It the IM1 adlustment is tcduord how
, ii p.n. CM. as pinposcs1 icc rice Repulthth 11..use Busied alternatne nudger 1,1 IA 95. the Je crag,: PM,

11.ile171 Anld.1 hail iinni a posinee I I 75 cc J IlJgatiec I In relient ictlintion ot i N petccmage c nIlls

innt, (Ai! 1. the Ajusucleia zit per, ,:rd lice unr.,, Pirate ra;N: total
11,44`,:lAge loul 11141141n lo 'MI Itom 5 I [mum, to s rdt.:ent a de. tease l! pereell'ae-e

Venn!, 51 pei.ent lhoP.NC. s cccctircrrceccclalccrt It I y On And 4 pet. era 1111 Iced, Acerote lid 111.1117.11, ctccul,i
ne le And t relse111. tc,pcsin el> I he cal: 111..I1 -11 accume. ..11.0ve in the h 111eln int]
1411'. 1111:1 11411/1,` tit Th'dt41, 1 4',111,111

lessloo.ri 111,111,1.4,S eNicIld114: :Medicaid ,11 t,itodel population...Much pit.% intlel Ili., hale tecil cAlegnruts,
nAinn ni 1411,111, ..inlIedled cent! lasorahle . lunge, ni pal. mem 1141\ 13. itcece

71 -: 1 de curro,,d total margin, ditrtim this 1,c1 ns1 I icc cccl re, curl, mandated mnin ed,r,cl
at alialt.0 1,11 dIlp:orollItnlatC %hal, ha, moderated cctll fee cm el: Illic patlelli uI Addilidn the
contrated 41 ....Ill ill managed eat.: at Calmemeat, ditch clicil Ut in1 iceopnile the and tfiller cEtct.r.cl L.AIS

hosinlaie Ansi pressrun he 11111d 1..111; Neel, 1, stre1,1111t hinll cosi tcrtlarc sell tee,, alfe.ilenteAelling hocreilale
:11,01.73: stAin117,

I lie I \II tenlei ail illifun1.111l ccitccrS lactot lit the NI:diire PP% ortrremalitlic teaclung hovtlalc tot the Nehe;
' Incut a, a feclill ol lite see eine Al their patteins 'core ,c; alei rice

-. .1 , c. in. ccii program, ccc hospitai 'Tetanal: ccts I as1 cc', come polls, maker, atgued 111,1, Ill .1 relotIlled
CIA!: ,,,'cccleicr in cciirslc more 111,11,1:ludic ,coind hase health insta.w..e _met age and .11 eld11,11 All peeets
Icirlcu:e I. 3 wad I.T patient At, asso,iatcd ccluc the a.adcmi. .i..a cirtitthant redu.dion in Medicare IN11

A ',Id he !wanted Mile 5,ff later ii the ntfent Ie el cll ihcII vas mein, conch nistl.e atTeats to lhice her.. ed T.:31111M I IIII111111 Maki Is ctocc mg ma) mr the creatnat oi an hcijd
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Average Adjusted Per Capita Cust lAAPCCI

AN the delivery ss Stern mos es toward ,:apitaled pas meets for CO, ered Imes. separating the pas mem tor DOME costs and
tor potions care costs attrthutable ot the spimal role, ot teaching hospitals Itont patient care rec enue becomes necessars
The AAMC helloes that the current method of cakulaung the Medicare AAPCC. the rate that the program pass to risk
contractor IIMOs, results in a pas mem svstem that creates an uneven plasing field between reaching and non-teaching
hospital,

I he AAPCC calculation includes all Medicare tee-tor-service expetklitures. speciticalls the DGMEpayment. the IME
pas ment and ihe DMI pas mem these pas ments are mtended respectisels lo COW:Male hospitals tor specific nnssions
(graduate Illedtal education). or for pro idylo sets ices to al,pittal patients who ate iaiserels iii or am- of low-income
st,iltteeoll01111c Status

Once these pasments have been included in the A mac(' and paid to an {IMO. there Is no assurance that these dollars are
used tor the purposes intended it the Congress thus. teaclung hospitals are at J tollipetitive disalsantage when the)
attempt to colliraa with IIMOs because the HMOs recen e the sante AAPCC amount regardless ot 55 ith cc; 111 the FIMO
has a contract Teaching, hospitals hase htgher patient care costs associated A ith their additional missions 50 Medicare
pas ment ssstem recognues these nigher costs through the hi i and the DS11 adjustment, and the DOME pas mem

ProPAC recent!) noted this prohlem in its March 1095 report to the Congress

Medicare s capttated gasmen! under Os managed care risk contracting program does not atipropilaiels distribute paiments tot
the costs of leaching programs or of taring fOr a disproportionate share ol imi.inconte patients The copitated rale retleas the
extra Medicare pa...mews presided to teaching and disproportionate share hospitals in the tee tor serstce sector, regardless su
whether Meditare enroilees recelse t are ill thine hospitals he rclationahrp bets, ern HMOs and Me loat.hitig and churnimillostate
share hospitals In their service Men v.orranis ;untie, esele,,,,Nges hu

the AANIC belies es that the Ils11. DS11 and OWSlli payments should he excluded troth the calculation of the TVsk
pas men( rates and paid 10 3 teaching hospital directls 55 tien the Medicare IIMO enrollee actualls incurs a bed das in the
teaching Dula) Sunpls put. if the !codling hospital pros ides the set-slice. it should receive the IML.1.).91 and or DOME
pasittetas dire ads whether the vets Ice Is presided to Medicare kenetioaries under the pyospeeme pa) me, stem
ihriaign ith risk contracts

the AAMC urges the Congress to address thls IllethodolOptal isslit ill an urgent manner as part 01 its package of
proposals to reform We Medicate progranl The AsstMation reeogilites that while this problem is more prevalentin some
parts ot the countrs than in others. it will be increasingds dthicult tsr resoke as national enrollment in Medicare risk-based
HMOs grows In addition. the Congress should require ProPAC. sts part of its anals Nis. b. des clop methodologs tor
remos Inc these costs trom the calculation ot the AAPCC and lor pasing them ditectls to teaching hospitals st h.nn sers;:es
are delis ere I tO Medicare 11MO patients the Assoc tetiOn is pleased ;hat ProPAC has started to anal) re how the
Medicare program pass risk contractors and the deficiencies ot the AAPCC inethndolog) the AA:siO believes th,rt
modticIng the AAPCC calculation would Jt least Pattlall Cinelistrate the competitive dumb antag: that teaching hospitals
isrin,, to the hegettahhg table, ternnse barriers to expanding IMO use -among Meds:are beneficiaries and strengthen the
existing. risk-based coordinated -are program

Conclusion

1 he AAMC regrets that the possibilns ot establishing all paver minds bq the spe..ial missions or teachnig hospitals and
medical schools apparentls lias dmunished lit he past sear M the same time all es idense indicates that the health care
delisers ssstent wUl continue to emphasise price c,npetition challenging the financial s tabulas id teaching nospitals and
ieacitsne plissit UM I he AAMC is deepls concerned that the tundamental structural changes no, ,ccurring In me iiealth
delis ers ss sten. us ill undermine the alsthis sit academic modicito ta adapt to the nesk ens volution and b fulfill its unique
trtsssi,uis

Seadenin medicine consists of .1 disersc group of highh complex instnutions pros Wine the ens itotiment and ressturter
It Illedltal edasailon and reseat5 11 lor the nat:n and pros lump hot! bast, and femurs patient careso. lie rhe sullen!
erno- , n he es..,:voximng national polls les in light sit limited public ters,Urt es plates Illese 19,1101111%C, and their 5001
actis mes at risk it their spectal cotes and nature arc not appreciated

N.1110;1.11 pilics on health care &lasers and pas meth must 1i:cognac the unique characteristics and d.scisits ot teatime
li-spitul, and teaching lilts sic CMS Str that dwir tundaniental musions can he preserscd Reductions in Medicare pas ments
to teaching hospitals and teaching phssicians will undermine the abilits ot these institutions to fulfill their multiple
responsthilines at the same time tires ate struegling to adapt to a new deliver) enctronment Aeadelm, medicine supports
those chances that asslile the ittosIsitill ud hieh qualit health tare 1.1 a cost effective delis ers 'silent. a s arrant research
capabiltts and th:capaczts to edueme ontstandtng practitioners Academic Institutions need the undetstandmg and suppcm
id %octet, b, tullill their obltgaiioni the AAN1C looks forward to working is ith the members ot the comnintee and their
stall to meet these common g.ials
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Mr. CHRISTENSEN Ipresidingl. Thank you, Mr. Munson. And Dr.
Jacott
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. JACOTT, M.D., UNIVERSITY OF

MINNESOTA, MEMBER, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Dr. JAcurr. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. I am William Jacott.

I am a family physician, and I am associate provost for the aca-
demic health center at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis.
Today, however, I am speaking as a trustee of the American Medi-
cal Association.

As we have learned by the discussion this morning, graduate
medical education is really a complex system. Any discussion of
GME involves those issues such as the physician work force plan-
ning, quality of care, charity care, and specialty choice. I will focus
today, however, on financing mechanisms that you, as a committee,
will be examining. I want to offer you a structure for analygix this
complex issue. I will discuss several principles that the has
endorsed and a suggested first step for implementation. These and
other guiding principles are further elaborated in our written testi-
mony.

There are no easy answers here, but there is one overriding
goalfor Americans to be confident about the training and edu-
cation that their physicians receive. But to do this, we must ensure
stability and accountability in funding of graduate medical edu-
cation.

Our first principle, one mentioned earlier and several times, is
that all third-party payers should pay their fair share for GME.
That is all third-party payers, private as well as public.

You have heard in testimony earlier today about direct and indi-
rect payments to hospitals and especially to those large tertiary
care institutions affiliated with medical schools like ours at the
University of Minnesota. Right now, Medicare is the single largest
payer for GME. It pays about half of the total cost.

Private third-party payers often do not pay their fair share to
support graduate medical education, education from which they
continue to profit. Hospitals negotiate discount contracts with cer-
tain private third-party payers and they do this to maintain their
market share. But because these contracts rarely include provision
for paying a share of the hospital's GME cost, the costs get shifted.
The discount contractor provides no GME support, but benefits
from medical resident service.

The AMA believes that there should be some kind of accountabil-
ity and fairness here. We think that there should be explicit and
unifbrm contributions from all payers for GME. And one way to do
this is to require all payers to adopt an approach that is similar
to the Medicare methodology for determining their share of the di-
rect costs of GME.

Our second principle: We should continue the current system of
linking GME payments to patient care services. Many GME pro-
grams are moving to alternative sitcs fbr delivery of care and edu-
cation. We ought to have the payments in those cases follow the
patients and the resident physician w1 is providing that patient's
care. And that means if the patient gets his or her care at an am-
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bulatory clinic or a nursing home or a rural health clinic, then that
facility should receive the payment.

This has the further benefit of encouraging physician training in
"nontraditional" sites, a subject that was discussed earlier this
morning, with decided emphasis on primary care. Physicians in
training benefit because they are better prepared to practice in any
evolving health care delivery system. Patients benefit because of
the increased availability of care.

The National Resident Matching Program just reported on March
15 that over half of medical student seniors have chosen primary
care as their initial training. Some of these students, however, may
later choose subspecialty training. But it is clear that student
choices are responding to the marlcetplace. And GME training op-

* portunities ought to support these choices.
The AMA recommends that HCFA revise its regulations govern-

ing Medicare direct medical education payments to teaching hos-
pitals. There are some wide variations in claim costs, largely due
to the imprecise nature of regulations currently governing what di-
rect costs are allowable. More parity in payment needs to be devel-
oped. All payers, including Medicare, should be assured that they
are paying legitimate GME costs. This accountability is only fair if
we expect all payers to contribute their fair share to the costs.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the AMA believes that the changes
I have articulated today arc warranted in order to control GME
costs. We want to stabilize GME funding so we can assure a qual-
ity national physician work force for our patients.

We appreciate, with your approval, Mr. Chairman, the oppor-
tunity to supply additional comments for the record, and I would
be pleased to answer questions.

Thank you.
Mr. CHRISTENSEN. Thank you, Dr. Jacott. Your full testimony

will be submitted for the record.
(The prepared statement follows:1

::1
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financing of GME costs of non-f&-ral hospitals to the degree that state Medicaid programs
actually contribute to the financing of GME costs Although exact figures are hard to obtAin.
the federal government, in the aggregate. finances approximately one-half of the total direct
costs of GME in the country

The methods of financing GME largely dictate the current nature of the GME system As

noted above, the great,majority of GME costs arc financed from hospitals' patient care

revenues; thus, programs tend to he hospital-based Over the years, thc allocation of these

funds has been heavily influenced by program di-a:tors, service chiefs, and department

chairs, who have been primarily interested in providing resident physician coverage for

increasingly specialized impatient services. As a result, the GME system became heavily

oriented toward inpatient-based. highly specialized training in tertian- care institutions. The

current methods of financing GME have made it difficult to establish primary care GME

programs in settings other than hospitals, such as non-hospital based ambulatory settings and

rural health clinics.

Improving GME Financiu

During the past decade, government concerns about the long-term financial integrity of the

Medicare program and attendant changes in the financing of health care in both thc private

and public sectors have focused a great deal of attention on the financing of GME. The
sequence of events that led to this situation reveals the compelling reasons for reform in

GME financing. In 1983. the Congress, prompted by the need to control the rate of growth

in Medicare expenditures. reformed Medicare policies governing Part A payment to hospitals

and introduced the Diagnostic Related Groups-based Prospective Payment System (PPS) In

constructing thc DRG ni*ment methodology. the Congress specifically excluded the costs of

GM!' from the calculation of the DRG payments. Under PPS, teaching hospitals received a

separate payment, the Direct Medical Educalion (DME) payment. to cover Medicare's share

of the institution's medical education program costs. It should be noted that the DME

includes not only the costs of GME, but also the costs of nursing and allied health education
programs With respect to GME, hospitals arc allowed to claim costs in three major

categories -- the salaries and benefits paid to resident physicians. salaries paid to faculty for

supervising resident physicians and administering GME programs, and general overhead

allocated to GME programs There is great variation in the costs claimed by individual
teaching institutions for DME. and this is largely attributable to the accounting method used

to determine GME costs. Although Medicare's standard cost reporting mzthodology is still

used to calculate an institution's medical education costs and the amount of the DME. the

1985 Comprehensive Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) modified the payment

methodology to limit pay mem for GME costs lInder these new rules, the GME payment
amount cannot exczed. on a resident equisalent (FTE) basis, an institution's FTE
amount for EY 84. corrected for inflation

In addition to the DME pay ment. teaching h 'Taal% also receive a second payment --the

Indirect Medical Education Adiustment (IMEA)--not receised by nonteaching institutions

AlthoJgh many analysts has e treated the 1MEA as though it were solely due to the costs of
medkal education. this is not the case When introducing the PPS. the Congr:ss stated
clearly tluit the IMI-A k as intended tIt to seise as a prixy for an intensity -of-illness-factor

liii ,ould riot he incorporated into the DRG pay mem and (21 to cos er the cosh of medk
edikation that wuld nit othou ise he identified and Ilk Wed III the DME I he academic
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community has acknowledged that th. IMEA is not in any way an educational adjustment

equivalent to the DME.

Medicare's new payment methodology for physician services. the Resource-Based Relative

Value Scale (RBRVS). t'sti had an important impact on discussions of GME financing lot

several reasons First. because the IMEA payments were explicitly identified. Congress skas

able to determine for the first time Medicare's contribution to financing the total costs of
medical education conducted in teaching hospitals. Second, by mistakenly identifying the

IMEA as though it was dedicated only to medical education costs. Medicare's contribution to

financing these costs was exaggerated As a result. RBRVS has had the effect of making

medical education costs, particularly GME costs, a hiehly visible target for those seeking

%says to control Medicare expenditures Ykithout seeming to cut services to beneficiaries.

Those interested in dec 'easing the amount Medicare pays for GME have justified their

position by referring to tile language of the original Medicare legislation. In the body of the

Igislation. Congress stated that the costs of the sem ices provided by interns and resident

physicians could be claimed by hospitals as a legitimate inpatient expense. However, no

mention was made of the many other costs associated with medical education programs. In

the Conference Report accompanying the legislation. Congress acknowledged that hospitals

incurred additional expenses by sponsoring medical education programs. hut stated that

Medicare should pay its fair share of those .:osts only until the community des eloped an

alternative %say of pay ing those costs

The Social Security Advisory Council tin 1982), the Inspetor General of the Department of

Health and Human Sera ices fin 1984) and official% of the Health Care Financing

Administration (in 1985) hase all stated that sufficient time has passed for alternatise sour,es

of funds to he Identified to cover GME costs. To date, however. Congress has rejected the

notion that Medicare should discontinue paying GME costs At the same time, Congress has

expressed concern that the policies goveining Medicare payment for GME may he no longer

appropriate and should be exannned

Coincident with the intioduction of the Prospecuse Payment System (PPS', major changes

also occurred in the financing of health care service% in the private sector Due in large part

to the kontinaed gross th of aggregate healti. care costs. businesses and other third party

Nyois hase des eloped more aggressise strategies for controlling their okan expenditures for

health care Central to these strategies ate efforts to negotiate discount:. in the prices

pros iders are paid for delis ering ser\ ices to plan henef iciaries in order to maintain Ilcs lii

share in this inereasingl compeuthe environment. hospital administrators has:: been \snug

to pro\ ide discounts, even though doing so has clearly eioded their operating margins Since

GMT had been largely linanced flow hospitals' discretionar\ reaenues. the narross ing

pc' aing mit Oils ha% e been perkehed as a threat to the continued tinanong of GMI: costs

In its report, -The Financial Status leaching Hospitals Elie l'ilderrepresentation of

Minorities in Medicine' ( lq90). the C:hhcil on Graduate Medical Edusation (COGML)
dosumented the des limne Om Ming U1,1112111, of the nation's teaching hospitals floysesei. the

data presented in the report clearly demonstiate that this decline is due primarily to a dechm:

in non Medicare resenue maigins I he decline in non Medikare revenue margins is due

lot gels to isso lators Ii deep diss omits sicgohaisd as ith some payors, atisl (21 the grossing

umompensaied cat' burden being t,,ine las tea. hine hospitals Nes ertheless. and this is

parhsulatly important. teaching hospitals hasc generalla done beher than non teashing

IJ
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hspitals undei PPS. plimaril hr- 'use ;4 the Medicare IMEA mments redeised
teaching institutions sshich !lase been used to 'disci these cost,

Rational let.orin ii GME tinancing nil occut ',ili !. it there is construdise dialogue on
important GME issues alittn11t thenlbirs in the medieal profession. government oftleials. and

lepresentanses of business and the insuraike industr lhe MA xould like to use this
pportunns to articulate ',set all goals to' (NE linanong reform and propose a set ot

prineiples that can serse is a tramessork to guide discussions or GME linansing retorni

he AMA helloes that ret'nrm sh"uld adnese long term stable funding ot GNi I'. to email':
that all graduates .it I S medical s...hools %kill he able It, obtain. at the set:" least. (; \11-

leading to eligibilm Intl initial tumid seititication and iesult in mocased ae,ountahilM lor
the total numher and specialt nu, ni GME positions. the appropriateness ot the site ot MI
training. and the appropriateness dt both the soment and length ot training requirements

the AMA heliese, that thew goals san hest he ajneved ii discusslons of GNU maimng

ILIttfIll are guided its Ihe rollost mg set ol prin,Aples

Principle 4'1 \it thild tint, lauis should n.inti, nt.tic csnlisilb and In a Unittnin

it a in the linalLing ot
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shate ot the direct costs of GMs We recognize that an all-pay or system for financing GM1-sas controt ersial *sus argued in the context ot comprehensite health system retorts last
year Ifiit it is equally clear that prisate payors are not pay uic their fair share to support asy stem aom hich they eontmue to profit

h 111.1 he irtually nspossible to develop mechanisms ensuring that all pay ors contribute to
GME as long as indisMual teaching hospitals are free to negotiate payments for patient care
sery ises o ith mdisidual payors ss ithout any restrictions. As a means of maintaining 'market

teaching hospital execuSses hase demonstrated a sillingness to pros Me discounts to
paors. st 1111 the consequence of duninishing

sometimes quite stgmficantly the
institutions opetatmg (flat gins Gien past cperienec. it is thlcult to behese that teaching
hospttal es.ecuttces would be silting to Yolimiarily negotiate separate GME payments or
altos a portiOn of the it negotiated pament to he designated for GMl ui orde, to complwith this principle Accordingly. we belicse that a new approach to financing GME is
IleCsksl

Medi...lin could make its participation in GAIL financing in indisidual hospitals contingentupon the participation all paors whose henefictartes are hospitaltied in teai:hing hospitals
1111, appto.4.11 aould place on te-tching hospital execustes the responsibility for obtaining

s.111"u` l'a:".1s their agteement paiticipate in GMI: tinan,:ing as .o condition of has mg
their Knetistaries use the .et Ks, ot the intittition 4l111,e thl: CJILars- methodology isould
hc ti-ed to th.ulate 1,tli 11.11e 01 1h,- 111,h11111011,. (il I. costs. there sould be no
resitinctieht lot ploton;:ed neFotiation on the teinis '1 the pay mem

Principle ./2

..nitiion that the linathing ot GNI!. ...ontuttte to be linked to Ow
i rmictIt s.its. ss.ilk,,. 1115. Am A ,..onsidered ilic ptoposals adsamed in recent

111,11 Alle1-11,111ce 001.is 11.111d, Isielltli10.1 (0 ..oser Gml the intele,tin idaindine lternatise
CIMI. 13111,1111,!. c.111 be tia,:ed direstlt to concerns about

i!ie continued Medtsa e Part \ Inv., I mid to pay medical education costs 'I hc most
ttequentb. mentPmed alternalose sources if lunds that inii,ht litt asailable to I111.1nce GMF

general tax re\ :Antes medical s.hool budgets and iacult practice plans rhe AMA
y G MI- costs shoal. to IN: paid tr.ini [twenties Intended to CON CI"

11 p.111,-Iti Ili
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to cover the other direct GME costs. Others hase suggested that resident phystetans should

generate their own income by billing for their services. The AMA also rejects these

arguments. Resident physicians act in the capacity of advanced graduate students and should

he treated accordingly. Under many
circumstances. giaduate students receive a stipend and

their tuition is %salved if they provide services as a teaching or research assistant Since most

resident physicians pros ide patient care services and teach medical students and other

resident physicians, it is appropriate that they receive a stipend and not pay tuitton to the

teaching institutions with which they are affiliated Such a mechanism ssould raise the total

costs of medical education, leading to rising debt liads for young ph) sicians entering their

practices

Another important point regarding the patient sers ices ROMs for parnent is that payments

for these services should go directly to the tacilit ss here the training takes place and si here

the patient is provided the sere ice Gisen current trends, including the delisery ot hers ices

in ambulatory and primary care settings, and the consequent emphasis on primary care %%Mini

the GMI: system, it is absolutely essenfial lhat pa)mein ascrue to the facility sshere the

patient receives services. The
AMA continues to support initiatives to develop new

methodologies for the costs incurred in physician training in "non traditional" sites and

encourages medical education to be pros ided in settings that U ill hest prepare physician- .0

practice in any esohing health care deliser sstern (Li g . nursing homes, outpatient singety

or ambuiaton care settings. rural settings. and homeless shelter clinics)

Principle #3

While recommending that GME financing reform focus primarily on the methods of

financing direct GNU: cost,. vs e recognite that this is not the only policy issue related to the

topic or GME financing Certainly, the financcal iability of major teaching hospitals

partisularly those vshich secs c a disproportumate share of uninsured patients, is a legitimate

issue tor concern. In this regard. the AMA recognizes that teaching hospitals ale parficularl

concerned that Congress might
legislate decreases in Medicare IMFA payments iind thus

further decrease their operating margins llossever as noted preemusty, the MO COGMI:

report documented that recent decreases in hospital operating margins are rooted primarily m

decreases in non-Medicare revenue margins
The AMA therefore hehese, that it 4,

inappropriate to focus attention solely on the Medicate IMEA I he financial status ot

teaching hospitals will remain unstable as long as hospital administrators L mmue to gran;

disc, to Cen.1111 prisate pay ors v. ho do not Lontribute their lair share to the Imani. mg 01

GME. and until goserimients deselop a more equitable icily to coen the Lost, of

uncompensated care

Me AMA helloes that efforts to relimo GME financing should not he hut deacd tn the

immediate debate hs attempts to resolse these very complev issues of tins ompensated care

and the effect of discount contracting on the I iitamcs vi stability of sonic teaching hospitals

Sush an approach ssould ;nesnahl lead to prolonged discussion thai \kook' ette,iisel

any attempts to deal \kith the ser101.P. piohlems lasing GMli

Principle #4

he AMA smrongls supports the principle that should tests,: the tegulations e,ieintiw

Medisate 1)Mi paMetlis to chniln.tte the cschioldmars 5,111,tilon in (MU Vost,

suireticls cIsts.iffloIlr teashine hopitals I hi. ,111.111011 in i.tttttil o-1, ,t IMO; .
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tentold difference can be traced to the imprecise nature of the iegulations governing the

determination of allowable ONE costs tinder existing Medicare tegulattons. individual
teaching hospitals have an inordinate amount of discretion in determining how costs are

allocated. hank ly. the degree of variation that exists undermines the credibility of teaching

hospitals and the medical profession on GME finamang issues. In order to incorporate the

Medicare approach for financing GIME into 3n all-payor system, the methodology used for

claiming GME costs must be refined so that all payors. including Medicare. can be assured

that the) are paying only legitimate ONE costs This ac,,suntahility is a fair expectatiim if

we are to expect all payors to contribute fairly to the costs of ONE

In its first report. COOME noted the result, of a Congressional Budget Office survey

indicating extreme variation in claimed GME cost, by teaching hospitals and recommended

that this issue he studied in more detail. Further analysis indicates that the variation in ONE

costs within this group of institutions can he explained primarily by two factors: (I

sanations in faculty salary costs. and (21 allocated overhead costs. Within each of these

categories, the degree of variation cannot he explamed h ariation in the size and scope of

the instituni ONE programs or the nature of the teaching hospital.

During recent years. discussions aimed at determining way% for controlling the total costs of

MIL generali assumed that limitations would he placed on the total number of ONE

positions mailable in the country Although ill founded. these discussions have created a

certain anxiety about the mailability of ONE positions for all graduating students of V S

medical schools Indeed, in order to avoid this situation several professional organi/ations

recommended in the nnd-I98()% that graduates of foreign medical schools he denied access to

(NE in this country as a means of controlling GME costs. It ts now apparct.t that ttinil

(Mk costs can be decreased without cutting positionsprovided that steps are taken to
eliminate inappr..priate ditterences in faculty salarrc costs and allocated overhead costs

claimed hy sonic teaching hospitals.

In this context. the AMA recommend% that IICFA ressrite existing regulations to define more

precisely the faculty salary costs and general oserhead costs that may he allocated to ONIE.

More specifically , tegulations should be promulgated to limit faculty salar) costs to the nme
faiculty are directly invoked in the administration of ONE programs or in the supervision of

resident physicians under circumstances in which no separate bill is submitted for

professional sers ices either by the physician or the hospnal. oxerhead costs

should he limited to those associated with direct support of GMI.. program actisines

(leneral overhead costs should not be allocated to ONE As noted previously, all payors

should then adopt the Medicare regulations in older to ensure consistency in determining :And

auditing ONII costs and to fairly distribute the shated burden

We also recommend that annual surveys continue to document the loci ot salaries and

bencnts paid to resident physicians in order to ensure that unreasonable variation in salaries

does not des dop among teaching hospitals Similarly. annual surveys should hc conducted

in outer to document the v.111., n in faculty and oserhead cosi., among leaching hospital,

I his should not be construed to imply that satiation% are not warranted, sites and needs vary

and a St Paul hospital \sill 111 pa the s:1111e !acuity salaries as is ill a New York City

I hospital The results of these surseys should Ss. made available to payors who ate

siitiihsiitiisi' to the tinancing sit OMI

91-427 0 95 4
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Principle #5

In order to prevent inappropriate growth in the number of GME positions. the AMA feels

that revisions must he considered in the procedures for adding new specialties and for

extending the length of training required for certification in existing specialties. During the
1980s, the number of resident physicians in GME programs increased by greater than 30%.
During the same perkxl, the number of I.' S. medical school graduates remained fairly

constant. We conclude that the marked increase in GME positions was largely due to the

proliferation of new specialty residency programs and positions. This trend bas clearly
increased the costs of GME in this country

At present, decisions regarding specialty training issues are controlled, for all practical

purposes, by the specialty boards and the ACGME. In some cases, changes in training

requiremems have been initiated by a specialty hoard, and in some cases, by an RRC. As a

body prnnarily concerned with GME accreditation issues. the ACGME has not been charged
is t h the responsibility of balancing the interests of the specialty oriented organizations with

the concerns of government, business, other interested parties, and the public. As a result,
the specialty orgameations hase been free to increase training requirements, thus increasing

the costs of GME, without concern as to the impact of their decisions on the system as a
k hole

Voluntary accreditation and certificatton remain an important feature of the GME system in
this country To mmntain this important characteristi., interested parties and the public must
he assured that there is accountability for the decisions made by the RRCs and the specialty
boards In its first report (19881. COGME recommended that the parent organizations of the
ACGME convene to develop specific ways for dealing with this issue In addition. COGME
iecommended that the American Board of Medical Specialties bring this issue to the attention
of the individual hoards. To date. these boards have not dealt with this problem in a
satisfactory matmer.

c'orislmjiion

Die AMA has considered the issues surrounding financing reform in GME and has

developed goals and a set of principles to assist the national debate on this issue. The AMA

believes that such rctorm is k arranted in order to control the costs of GME. to stahilue the

funding of GME, and to improse the accountability of die GME system to society so that
national physician workforce obtectis es are achieved and maintained

The AMA otters the above articulated principles as guidance to the Subcommittee and
Committee in their evaluation of GME financing We thank the Subcommittee lor soliciting
our thoughts and reci mmendations on this highly complex issue ot financing graduate
medical education We look forv,ard to working with other alfeeted organuations and hope

that is e can be a continuing resource as the Subcommittee and lull Committee develop tiler
proposals
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Mr. CHRISTENSEN. Dr. Schwartz.

STATEMENT OF SEYMOUR I. SCHWARTZ, M.D., FACS, CHAIR-
MAN, BOARD OF REGENTS; AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SUR-
GEONS
Dr. SCHWARTZ. Thank you, Mr. Christensen.
I am Dr. Seymour Schwartz. I am professor and chair of the de-

partment of surgery at the University of Rochester Medical Center
in Rochester, N.Y. S am appearing today as chairman of the board
of regents of the American College of Surgeons with its constitu-
ency of over 60,000 surgeons.

In that regard, we are pleased to have the opportunity to offer
this testimony, and we will focus our remarks on the issues of Med-
icare payments for direct medical education costs, but also on phy-
sician work force requirements and controls.

It is our feeling, strongly so, that the Federal financial support
for graduate medical education must continue if our Nation is to
maintain its preeminence in producing well-trained, highly quali-
fied physicians.

The College strongly believes that all Federal, and as was stated
before, all private health care financing programs should partici-
pate in the support of this system.

Reductions in Medicare payments to hospitals and physicians
have already been implemented. This has been compounded by con-
tinuing payment decreases by private third-party payers and an in-
creasing trend to managed care.

As a consequence, teaching programs have become increasingly
dependent on Medicare support, because they are less able to com-
pensate for any funding shortfalls through payments they receive
for services provided to non-Medicare patients.

This is more of a problem for specialties with longer training pro-
grams, such as the surgical specialties, which already receive re-
duced financial support beyond the first 5 years of training.

Proposals have been made to limit Medicare direct graduate
medical education support to the first 3 years of residency. I was
pleased to hear from Dr. Heyssel that he modified this proposal
with respect to the 5-year surgical program.

The College opposes these proposals. It is felt that the specialties
with thc longest training programs are just as critical to the health
care needs of our Nation as those with a shorter program. Also, the
quality of programs that train our medical and surgical specialists
are as important as the quality of those that train our primary care
physicians.

Recent studies have concluded that the physician work force
problem is not so much that of undersupply of certain types of phy-
sicians as it is of an oversupply of physicians in general. We agree
to that, and would also point out that the larger problem is a poor
geog-raphic distribution of all categories of physicians.

The College believes that Congress should focus its attention on
policies directly aimed at controlling the size and specialty mix of
our Nation's physician work force, rather than on indirect efforts
1,0 achieve these goals through mechanisms of program financing.
We also feel that such policies hold the promise of reducing total
Medicare spending for direct graduate medical education.

L.,
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We also agree that broad goals should be set regarding the num-
ber of generalists and specialists to be trained, but would empha-
size that quality should be the major determinant in deciding
which residency programs should be funded and in how residency
slots should be allocated.

Actually the number of residency positions in surgical programs
is determined specifically by patient mix and volume that ensures
that training criteria are met. This has limited the number and the
size of surgical training programs. The number of physicians
trained in surgical specialties has remained relatively constant
over the past decade. In the academic year of 1982 to 1983, there
were 21,000 residents cumulatively in all surgical specialties.
About 10 years later, 1992 to 1993, the most recent year for which
data are available, this number is essentially the same.

Now I would like to emphasize that in general surgery for the
same period, the number has decreased steadily from 8,683 to
7,788.

There is a growing sentiment in the medical community that the
number of residents should be constrained. However, Federal phy-
sician work force controls may be viewed by some as not in concert
with the current efforts to reduce bureaucracy.

We would submit that a mechanism is in place. That mechanism
is the residency review committees for the various specialties. They
are encumbered at this time by the feeling that they not have
the authority or the antitrust immunity required to impose limits.

We would suggest Federal endorsement of the residency review
committees as the body to address the issue of numbers.

I would point out that even if we accept the physician work force
controls as a possible solution, they in no way address the persist-
ent geographic maldistribution of physicians. And as has been
pointed out several times already, it seems that current market-
place pressures may be playing a positive role in alleviating or cor-
recting this situation.

In Southern California, for instance, medical and surgical spe-
cialists are finding that there are simply not enough patients to
maintain their practices, and some of these are relocating to small-
er and at times rural communities. Some have even become pri-
mary care physicians.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the College, I would like to thank you
for the opportunity to express our views on these issues. I would
be pleased to answer any questions.

IThe prepared statement and attachment follow:I

_
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STATEMENT
of the

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS

to the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
U.S. HOUSE OF REPnSENTATIVES

presented by

Se)mour I. Schwartz, MD, FACS
Chairman, Board of Regents

RE: Graduate Medical Education

Mamh 23, 1995

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am Seymour 1. Schwartz, MD,
FACS, Chairman of the Board of Regents of the American College of Surgeons, and
Professor and Chairman of the Department of Surgery at the University of Rochester
Medical Center in Rochester, NY. I am pleased to appear here today on behalf of the
College to provide our views on Medicare funding fot graduate medical education. In
particular, I intend to focus my remarks on the issues of Medicare payment for direct
medical education costs and on physician workforce requirements and controls.

First of all. I want to stress that federal financia! support for graduate medical
educati, n must continue if our nation is to maintain its world preeminence in producing well
trained and highly qualified physicians. Further, the College strongly believes that all
federal and private health care financing programs should fully support this system. We are
very concerned, for example, about reports that Medicare IIMOs may not be passing on to
teaching institutions the federal funds they receive to support graduate medical education.

We arc aware, of course, of the budgetary pressures that Congress has faced in recent
years and the reasons why entitlement programs like Medicare make attractive targets for
spending reductions. However, you should be aware that, because of reductions already
implemented in Medicare payments to hospitals and physicians, compounded by continuing
payment decreases by private third-party payers and the increasing trend toward managed
care, teaching programs arc becoming even more dependent on Medicare financial support
and are less able to compensate for any funding shortfalls through payments they receive
for services provided to non-Medicare patients. This a particular problem for those
specialties with longer training periods, such as the surgicA specialties. which already receive
reduced financial support from Medicare beyond thc first five years of training.

Proposals have been made that ttould further limit Medicare direct graduate medical
education support to just the first thrce or four years of residency training. The College
opposes such proposals. Generalist physicians cats not meet all of our nation's health care
needs. Those specialties with the longest training periods -- such as neurosurgery, which
typically includes seven years of residency training -- tire just as critical to the health care
needs of our nation as those with the shortest residency training. Furthermore, the quality
of programs that train our nation's medical and surgical specialists is as important as the
quality of those that train our primary care physicians: both types of programs should be
funded for their full residency periods.

In an effort to increase the supply of primary care physicians. proposals have also
been made that %%mild use money saved lw hmi:ing Medicare support for specialties with
longer training programs to increase the amount pi ovided to pri in a Ty care residency
programs. As we have noted in past testiloon! the College has long doubted that paying
hospitals more to establish primary care resitleocy positions will do any I ing to influence the
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career choices made by indiv;.lual medical students. In addition, mam residency positions
in primary care training programs go unfilled year after year. It makes little sense for a
Congress that is concerned about budget savings to increase federal funding to encourage
hospitals to establish yet more residency positions thai are likely to remain unfilled.

Indeed, recent studies of the nation's physician workforce have concluded that our
problem is not so much an undersupply of certain kinds of physicians as it is an oversupply
of physicians in general, as well as a poor geographic distribution of physicians. (A paper
is attached that more fully outlines some of the issues associated with policies directed at
increasing the supply of primary care physicians.) It is the College's view that Congress
sh,suld focus its attention on policies that are directly aimed at controlling the size and
specialty mix of our nation's physician workforce, rather than on indirect efforts to achieve
these goals through program financing mechanisms. Such policies also hold promise for
reducing total Medicare spending for direct graduate medical education costs.

The College agrees with proposals that have been made that isould limit the total
number of physicians being trained, perhaps to I ll) percent of U.S. medical school
graduates. We also agree that broad goals should be set regarding the number of
generalists and specialists to be trained. We do believe strongly, however, that quality
should be the major factor in determining which residency training programs will be funded
and how actual residency slots will be allocated among each specialty.

In the surgical specialties, the number of individuals bcing trained has been
restrained by such quality considerations for many years. No surgical training program can
add new residency positions unless patient mix and volume assure that specific training
criteria are met. This limits both the number and the sise of surgical training programs.
In addition, smaller training programs us ith relatively few residents are held to the same high
standards as larger prograins.

In fact, the number of physicians trained in the surgical specialties has remained
relatively constant for more than a decade. In the 1982-83 academic year, there were 21.133
residents across all the surgical specialties; in 1992-93, the most recent year for which
complete data are available, there were 20.97b. In general surgery, the number has actually
decreased steadily, from 8.683 in 1982-83, to 7,788 in 1992-93. Further, it is worth noting
that the total number of surgeons being trained each year in some specialties is actually
quite small (e.g., 53 in colon and rectal surgery, 39 in pediatric surgery, and 89 in vascular
surgery in 1992-93).

Of course, there is a regulatory os el tone to the idea of federal physician v.orkforce
controls that may not apt, to some policymilkers. However, v.hile there is growing
sentiment in the medical community that the number of residents should be constrained in
some way, there is also a general belief that antitrust laws preclude physicians from
establishing and imposing any limits on their own initiative. The residency review
committees for the various specialties and the Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical
Education believe that they do not have the authority or the antitrust immunity needed to
impose such limits. A federal mandate to do so v.ould address some of these concerns.

It is worth noting that Congress has often established commissions and supported
studies of our nation's physician m.orkforce, but it has never given these entities the authority
to implement any v.orkforce policies based on their findings.

Of course. %Ode physician usorkforce controls are a possible solution to problems
involving overall physician supply and specialty mix, they do not address the persistent
geographic maldisttibution of physicians. A, you know, federid efforts to address this
proNem have met with limited success. I Imever, it now appears that market pressures may
indeed hold some promise for alleviating. if not completely correcting, this situation. Nlany
medical and surgical specialists located in areas where managed care has become a
dominant market force, such as southern California. are finding that there qtrIlli!, .tre not
enough patients available tor them to maintain their practice,. A, a result, uke arc hearing
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that quite a few of these specialists are relocating to smaller communities, often in more
rural states. Many of them have also assumed the role of primary care physicians.

Mr. Chairman, thank you agair for the opportunity to express our views on these
issues. I v,ould he pleased to answer any quest:ans you may have.
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PRIMARY CARE: HAVE POLICY MAKERS CONE TOO FAR?

Over the last several years, the federal governmental has implemented a
number of policies and programs intended to increase the supply of primary
care practitioners, including increases in Medicare paymentsfor primary care

services, such as physician office visits. In many cases, these initiatives have
come at the expense of other programs and other categosies of health
professionals and services. Some physicians' organizations continue to
demand more for primary care. However, there is evidence that further
increases in the number of primary care physicians could lead to an
oversupply. At the very least. Congress should carefully consider whether it

is fair to support any additional primary care initiatives by arbitrarily reducing
payments to miter physicians or reducing funds for other programs.

Key 'ilons Keep in Mind .

1. The Potential for "Overkill". 'I he federal government has adopted
Medicare reimbursemem policies favoring primal), care residency

programs. And, there is continuing discussion of adopting policies that
would assure that 50 percent or more of all residency positions are
allocated to primary care. However, a recent study published in the
Journal of the American Medical Association concluded that "a change

as great as the 50 percent solution will cause a long-term surplus of
primary care ph)sicians and a long-term shortage of specialists."

2. Medicare Beneficiary Need for Specialty Care. The federal
government has adopted a number of provisions to increase Medicare
payments to primary care physicians (e.g., the relative valw.1 system,

preferential updates, and exemptions from various cost-containment
policies). However, it seems likely that Medicare beneficiaries, given

their age amid health status, may well need greater amounts of specialty

care than the non-Medicare population. For example, a recent study

published in the New England Journal of Medicine found that
"Internists and family practitioners are less assail: of in less certain

Richard A. Cooper, "Seeking a Balanced Ph)sicran Workforce for the

2Ist Century," Journal of the American Medical Association September 7,

1904, pp. 680-686.
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about key advances in the treatment of myocardial infarction than are cardiologists."'
In fiscal year 1993, there werc almost 310,000 Medicare hospital admissions for the
treatmtmt of myocardial infarctions.

3. Impact of Non-Physician Primary Care Providers. The federal government has
simultaneously adopted policies to increase the supply of primary care physiciansand
the supply of non-physician primary care practitioners, including physician
assistantsand advanced practice nurses. Those recommending further increases in the
supply of primary care physicians generally fail to take into account the capabilities
and contributions of a rapidly increasing supply of non-physician primary care
providers. Moreover, in determining the number of so-called primary care shortage
areas, the government itself fails to take into account the availability of physician
assistants, nurse practitioners, and other qualified providers of primary care. This
may explain why the Task Force on Human Resources for Health of the Association
of Academie Health Centers has recommended that the Secretary of Health and
Human Services convene a special Advisory Council to assess, among other things,
"whether primary care shortage criteria should take into account the availability of
non-physician personncC In any event, given the fact that past government policies
arc at least partially responsible for today's oversupply of physicians, it seems quite
likely that the government will again overshoot the mark if it continues to adopt
programs favoring primary care.

Lessons from Managed Care. Policymakers have repeatedly been told to use the
physician staffing practices of health maintenance organizations (HMOs) and other
managed care organizations as a guide ihe population's need for specialist and
primary care physicians. llowever, as one study has warned, "HMO patients tend to
be younger and healthier" and "HMO physicians provide only a portion of the
specialty care." Moreover, another recently published study found that seven Kaiser
IIMO plans and three other large HMOs had primary care physician-to-population
ratios of 53.6 and 35.7 per 100,000 enrollees, respectively, compared to the nation's
current primary care pl*sieian supply of 65.7 primary care physicians per 100,000
population.5

2 John Z. Ayanian et al., "Knowledge and Practices of Generalist and Specialist
Physicians Regarding Drug Therapy for Acute Myocardial Infarction," New Enz land Journal
of Medicine October 27, 1994, pp. 1136-1141.

3 Association of Academic Health Centers, Task Force on Human Resources tor
Health, "Avoiding the Next Crisis in Health Care," 1992, p. 21

Richard A. Cooper, "Seeking a Balanced Physician Workforce for the 2Ist
Century," Journal of the American Medical As5ociation September 7, 1994, pp. 680-637.

5 Jonathan Weiner, "Forecasting the Effects of Ilea lth Reform on U.S. Physician
Workforce Requirement: Evidence Front LIMO Staffing Patterns," Journal of the American
Medical Ascociation, July 20. 1994, pp. 222-230.

J
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5. International Comparisons. The average American must, by now, believe that the
primary care physician-to-population ratios in the United States are considerably
below those in other countries frequently held up as having model health care
systems. However, as emphasized in a study by U.S. and British researchers
published in the New England Journal of Medicine, the ratio of primary care
physicians to die general population is the sante in the United States and the United
Kingdom. A more recent study notes that "the percentage of physicians in the
United States who practice one of the primary care disciplines is 36 percent to 38
percent, %aloes quite similar to those in Europe."'

Trends in Surgical Residency Positions. The tone and temper of recent discussions
about physician residency programs might prompt sonic policymakers to conclude
that the number of surgical residcncies must be rising dramatically. The fact is the
number of surgical residents has been quite stable for many years. For example, in
the 1982/83 academic year, there sere 21,133 surgical residents while, by 1992/93,
the number had actually fallen t 20,976.

7 Non-Primary Care Shortages. Some policymakers may have been led to believe that
the only physician "supply" problems are in the primary care arena. However, the
advisory body charged with reviewing physician supply and demand issues, the
Council on Graduate Medical Education, has specifically concluded otherwise. For
example, the Council has noted that shortages exist in general surgery and warned
ihat "[alging of the U.S. population will increase demand for surgical services, and
the number of physicians in general surgery is inadequate to meet a growing need
for trauma services and for surgical care in iural areas."'

S. Medicare Support for Surgical Residency Programs. The American College of
Surgeons supports the concept of limiting the number of physician residency positions
and setting broad goals regarding the number of generalists to be trained. However,
the College insists that any mechanism for addressing physician supply issues must
explicitly include a policy of adequate funding for all residency positions through the
entire course of the training period. As it stands now, Medicare generally pays less
than its share of the costs of training surgical residents, primarily because the
program limits funding to a maximum of fisc years, which is shorter than the amount
of time required to train most surgeons.

" Richard A. Cooper, Seeking a Balanced Physician Workforce for the 21st Century,"
Journal of the American Medical Association, September 7, 1994, pp. 680-687.

7 Council on Graduate Medical Education, Improving Access to Health Care Through
PM,sician Workforce Reform; Directions for the 21st Centur-, October 1992, p. 22.
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Mrs. Jot-UNISON OF CONNECTICUT [presiding]. Thank you, Dr.
Schwartz.

Dr. Anderson.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM G. ANDERSON, D.O., PRESIDENT,

AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION
Dr. ANDERSON. Madam Chair, thank you very much for the op-

portunity to appear before the Subcommittee on Health.
My name is William Anderson, and I am president of the Amer-

ican Osteopathic Association. I have been practicing as an osteo-
pathic physician for over 38 years in primary care in Southwest
Georgia and in recent years as a surgeon in inner-city Detroit.

I am pleased to be here representing 36,000 osteopathic physi-
cians, the majority of whom are in primary care and, we believe,
are playing a very vital role in health care delivery in the United
States today.

So we feel as though it is very important that members of the
subcommitt( take under consideration, when we speak of funding
of graduate medical education, preserving this system of training
osteopathic physicians that has demonstrated historically that it
can produce a higher percentage of primary care physicians. As
many as 60 percent of the'36,000 are currently in the primary care
specialties.

So before I go to some specific recommendations relative to this
matter of training relevant physicians and cost containment in
graduate medical education, 1 wanted to just make a few brief re-
marks relative to the profession itself.

Osteopathic physicians are trained in many respects the same as
allopathic physicians in that we have the same basic training in
medicine, surgery, physiology, anatomy, and all the fundamentals.
However, osteopathic physicians have the added dimension 'where
emphasis is placed on the musculoskeletal system and the body
functioning as a whole with an interrelationship between structure
and function.

This philosophy of practice wa- first initiated by Andrew Taylor
Still over 100 years ago, and it permeates our educational process
from undergraduate through the graduate levels.

Although a number of osteopathic physicians ultimately go into
the specialties and the subspecialties, they all are first trained in
primary care. They have that orientation, and it is embedded in
them in the rotating internship. We believe that this enables them
to practice better even as specialists. So I certainly prevail upon
the committee to take under consideration those measures that will
be necessary to preserve this system of training.

Now let me go then directly to the matter of how we can achieve
savings in graduate medical education w'nile preserving the system
and, second, addressing the issues of the physician work force.

First, let me mention the matter of the allocation of the GME po-
sitions. We certainly do support the concept that the number of
residency positions could be limited to just 110 percent of the total
graduates from the osteopathic and allopathic medical schools in
the United States.

At the present time, we receive funding from various sources
and the Federal Government through Medicare is the principal

1 ,
.x.%)
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source of that fundingwe are funding the equivalent of 140 per-cent, and we recognize that many of those are the international
medical graduates that make up the difference between the 100
percent and the 140 percent.

We feel that if we are in a situation now where we are graduat-ing as many as we needand there are those who think we are
even graduating more than we needit seems to be just prudent,
then, that we should buy what we need to meet the needs of the
citizens of this country first.

Then if we have a system that produces enough physicians, it
seems to me we should limit our funding to just meeting that need.So I would strongly recommend that consideration be given tolimiting the funding to 110 percent of our graduates.

Now there is a potential for the loss of osteopathic graduate med-
ical education positions if the osteopathic allocation then is buriedwithin a single allopathically dominated pool; therefore, I wouldprevail upon you to take under consideration the fact that there is
a separate system of educating physicians.

Second, GME funding should be equitable for all positions and
based on national averages rather than the current system that is
hospital-specific, that provides for a wide range of costs in graduate
medical education, that may be producing the same end product.

Third, GME funding should be by all third-party payers, and youhave heard that repeatedly this morning, and we in the osteopathic
profession want to reinforce our position relative to that.

We feel as though all of the third-party payers should participate
by funding graduate medical education, recognizing that as man-d care now is permeating the medical market and soon will in-clude many of the people who are in the Medicare program, and
while the HMOs are receiving 95 percent of that average cost pqr
Medicare patient, and that includes the medical education portion,
we feel as though they should bear a portion of that cost, or that
portion of the payment to the managed care systems should be re-moved, so it can go directly to those training ir.stitutions.

Fourth, we feel as though there should be a freeze at least on the
resident-to-hospital-bed ratio at the current level. This would re-
move the disincentive to move much of the graduate medical edu-cation out of the hlspital and into the ambulatory sites. That isless costly than th, hospitals. You do not begin to incur as much
of an indirect medical cost where training takes place in the ambu-latory sites.

If the greater need is for primary care physicians who will prac-tice in ambulatory sites, we feel as though that is where they
should receive their training.

In conclusion, osteopathic physicians have provided for manyyears a vital component in the health care delivery system in
America. In order to assist the country in meeting the many chal-
lenges in physician work force development and reducing cost, we
suggest that the present system of funding graduate medical edu-cation be made more equitable. All residents, without regard to the
site of' their training, should receive the same direct funding. The
indirect funds would he based on averaging, utilizing the same na-
tional average, not hospital-specific, and based on a more recent
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year basis. Most of us now are operating on the basis of a 1984
base year funding methodolou adjusted for inflation.

We do believe that this reimbursement system for graduate med-
ical education does not take into account the demands that are now
placed on the educational system in the development of consortia

the process of paying for the educators.
We certainly would encourage you to consider the 110-percent

cap. Simply cutting the payments will not facilitate the work force
change that is desired.

Thank you, Madam Chair, for giving me the opportunity to
present the concerns of the American Osteopathic Association.

[The prepared statement follows:1
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM G. ANDERSON, D.O.
AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION

OSTEOPATHIC GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the '7ommittee, thank you for
inviting the American Osteopathic Association ("AOA") to
appear before this hearing. My name is William G. Anderson,
DO, and I am the current president of the AOA. I am
appearing before you today as the representative of the
36,000 osteopathic physicians practicing in the United
States.

The AOA is the national organization for osteopathic
medicine. The AOA is involved in nearly every stage of an
osteopathic physician's education. The AOA is recognized by
the United States Department of Education and the Commission
on Recognition of Postsecondary Accreditation as the
accrediting agency for osteopathic medical colleges. The AOA
also accredits 136 hospitals and health care facilities in 26
states. Such hospital accreditation is recognized by the
Department of Health and Human Services. Additionally, the
AOA in conjunction with various affiliated organizations,
formulates general requirements for graduate medical
education (internships and residencies) leading to specialty
certification.through the AOA's valious specialty boards.
The AOA also examines and approves osteopathic internship and
residency programs in osteopathic and jointly accredited
WO/MD) hospitals. The AOA conducts examinations for
specialty certification following the completion of such
training. Finally, the AOA administers an extensive program
of continuing medical education which is required to maintain
AOA membership, specialty certification and licensure in
numerous states.

For nearly 40 years, I have practiced osteopathic
medicine -- first, as a family physician in Albany, Georgia
and later, as a general surgeon in Detroit, Michigan. At
present, I am the Associate Director of Medical Education at
Detroit Riverview Hospital.

The Osteopathic Medical Profession

While the subject of my address today is graduate
medical education in general and osteopathic graduate medical
education in particular, I would like to first provide you
with some background infoimation on the osteopathic
profession. There are two distinct but parallel branches of
medical practice in the United States: osteopat medicine
and allopathic medicine.

Osteopathic medical practice, a reform movement in
medical care, grew out of concepts developed in 18/4 by
Andrew Taylor Still, MD. Dr. Still's philosophy of medical
care focused on "wellness," preventive medicine and the
body's ability to heal itself. br. Still studied the
attributes of good health so that he could better understand
the process of disease. He devir-d a philosophy which
emphasized the unity of all boey parts, particularly that of
the musculoskeletal system, ar a key element of health. The
unique osteopathic manipulative treatment grew out of this
philosophy. All of these principles -- "wellness," holistic
medicine, osteopathic manipulative treatment and an emphasis
on family/generalist practice have been essential elements

osteopathic medicine for over 100 years.

Today, the ma)c/ity ot physicians in this rountry aie
allopathic physioians q0.0s); however, doctors of osteopathic
medicine (DOs) constitute more than five percent of all
physicians practicing in th United Slates. After years of
strugoling lot acceptance, osteopathic physicians have
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secured broad recognition at law and in the court.' as
equivalent to our allopathic brethren. The DO and MD degrees
are the only recognized degrees leading to the unlimited
licensure for the practice of complete medicine and suroery.
Despite our success, there still remain some isolated pockets
of discrimination against the osteopathic community, and
osteopathic physicians must continue to fight for equal
treatment.

Significantly, while DOs constitute only 5.5 percent of
the nation's physician manpower, they are often the only
physicians practicing in many rural'and underserved
communities. Oste_oathic physicians comprise more than 15
percent of all physicians pracrAcing in communities of less
than 10,000 people and fully 18 percent ot physicians serving
communities of 2,500 or less. Additionally, DOs comprise ten
percent of all physicians serving in the uniformed services.
In all, whether serving in rural or urban areas and in public
service or private practice, the nation's osteopathic
physicians provide care in nearly one hundred million patient
visits each year.

Osteopathic medicine has recently received attention for
its production of an appropriate balance of primary care
physicians and specialists. More than 60 percent of the
profession consists of primary care physicians Rho provide a
complete range of services to patients of all ages. This
statistic is no fluke. Throughout its history, the
osteopathic profession has consistently been able to exceed
the proposed federal recommendations for 50 percent of tne
nation's physician workforce to be comprised of primary care
physicians. Each year, more than half of the osteopathic
medical school graduates choose to enter practice in primary
care fields. A recent study to determine which medical
schools allopathic and osteopathic produce the largest
percentage of primary care physicians revealed that 15 of the
top 25 and all of the top ten were colleges of osteopathic
medicine.' The success of the osteopathic profession in

'For example, Medicare (efines physicians as including
osteopathic physicians (42 U.S.0 § 1395x(r)); Hospital
accreditation by the AOA is statutorily recognized (42 U.S.C.
§ 1395bb(a); and osteopathic physicians are statutorily
authorized to practice medicine in the Public Health Service
142 U.S.C. 5 209(d)), Medical corps (10 U.S.C. § 532(b)),
Veterans Administration hospitals (31 U.S.C. § 4105(a) (1)),
anti Fedeial Health Service (5 U.S.C. 5 7901(e)).

'See Stern v. Tarrant County Hospital, 779 F.2d 1052,
f0e0 (5th Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 476 U.S. 1108 (1986)
(noting that osteopathic physicians and allopathic physicians
(lave similar training and face Identical testing and
licensing requirements); Brandwein v. California Board of
Osteopathic Examiners, 708 F.2d 1466, 1468 (9th Cit. 1993)
("At the present time the differerces between tile schools of
.,n1tecpathy and allopathy are minor"); W.iss v York Hospital,
745 )".2d 786, 792, 820.22 (3d Cir. 1984), cert. denied 470

U.S. 1060 (1985) (notiL,; at footnote 4 that an MD had
testified as to the fact that there was no difference between
graduates of allopathic and osteopathic medical schools in
terms ot medical training and ability to provide medical
care, and, at page 820 that the detendant hospitals did not
contend that osteopathic physicians arc less qualified, nor
Jtd the hospitals offer any "public service ot ethical nom
tationale for th,?ir dlocrtminatory tleatment of DOs

Hanp,I, fle, Oste,Tithtc Mo.di,:al Education.

last, 6 FULMQ ft,t th J,1:tah

Macy, Jt. Foundation).
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producing community-level primary care medical practices is
the result of the,profession's carefully crafted educational
program that emphasizes primary care and the osteopathic
philosophy at all levels of education and training.

Osteopathic physicians start their medical careers by
earning the degree of Doctor of Osteopathy or Doctor of
Osteopathic Medicine (DO) . Presently, there are 16
accredited colleges of osteopathic medicine located in 14
states. The colleges enroll qualified applicants who have
completed four-year college degrees and often advanced
graduate degrees. Requirements for graduation from
osteopathic medical colleges include the successful
completion of a four-year curriculum of basic sciences and
clinical studies, Including the same subject matter taught in
allopathic medical schools.

While the education of an osteopathic physician includes
the same materials required of allopathic physicians, the
education also emphasizes principles of osteopathic care. As
the osteopathic philosophy places an emphasis on the
musculoskeletal system and holistic care, so too does the
curriculum in our medical schools. In addition, osteopathic
medical students receive training in the administration of
manipulative medicine. In the first two years, the standard
c,steopath'.c curriculum includes two to three hundred hours

'Chicago College of Osteopathic Medicine, Midwestern
University Chicago, Illinois

College of Osteopathic Medicine of the Pacific - Pomona,
California

Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine Kirksville,
Missouri

Lake Erie College cf Osteopathic Medicine Erie,
Pennsylvania

Michigan State University, College of Osteopathic
Medicine - Lansing, Michigan

New York College of Osteopathic Medicine, New York
Institute of Technology Old Westbury, New York

Nova Southeastern University, Health Professions
Division, College of Osteopathic Medicine North Miami
Beach, Florida

Ohio University College of Osteopathic Medicine
Athens, Ohio

Oklahoma State University College of Osteopathic
Medicine TiOsa, Oklahoma

Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine -

ihiladelphia, Pennsylvania
University of Health Sciences, College of Osteopathic

Medicine Kansas City, Missouti
University of Medicine & Dentistry of New Jersey, School

f ...,steopathic Medieine Stratford, New Jetsey
University of New England, College of Osteopathic

Medicine Biddeford, Maine

University of North Texas Health Sciences Center at Fort
Worth, Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine - Fort Worth,
Texas

University of Osteopathic Medicine and Health Sciences,
*.ilea- of Ot,teopathic M,licinc dnd Surgery - Des Moines,
Icwa

k,' lq is od.t (-at h : Medicine
:eigiiit4, Wes)
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which focus on manual medicine, and the concepts that the
body's systems are interrelated, that a dysfunction in one
system may be reflected in a dysfunction in another, and that
the body has a self-healing capacity.= Osteopathic medical
schools expose their students to clinical experience at an
early stage in their training, typically including a ta-week
family medicine clerkship in addition to another 16 weeks in
pediatrics and internal medicine.' This curriculum is part
of a larger process of teaching all students to be primary
care physicians first and foremost.

Following graduation, osteopathic physicians generally
embark on a course of unique graduate medical education.
Just as osteopathic medical education differs from allopathic
education, so too do the postdoctoral training programs. The
graduate medical educational program is designed to build
upon the osteopathic concepts taught during medical school.
The internship year of osteopathic graduate medical educatice:
required for entry into osteopathic residency training,
includes mandatory rotations in primary care areas of
internal medicine, obstetrics and gynecology, general
pediatrics, family practice and surgery. In addition, the
required curriculum for internships states that "Osteopathic
principles and practices shall be incorporated throughout the
program."' Following internships, the physicians progress
to residencies in primary care and other specialties. The
osteopathic internship with its rotations in areas of primary
care is required regardless of whether a physician
contemplates a non-primary care specialty, such as
anesthesiology or radiology. It is our understanding that
such required primary care content is not included in
allopathic non-primary programs. Moreover, all of our
residency training programs, as with our internships,
incorporate osteopathic concepts. The AOA residency training
curriculum requirements include "Utilization of osteopatnic
principles and practices relating to the specialty." The
osteopathic system of graduate medical education creates a
profession in which all facets of primary care and specialty
care are represented. The osteopathic profession has become
one in which primary and non-primary specialties are balanced
in a way that more properly reflects the needs of our
society.

With this explanation of osteopathic medical care and
osteopathic medical education in mind, I would now like tc
address directly the issues of Graduate Medical Education and
the AOA's recommendations for this Committee.

1. Allocation of Positions

The program of osteopathic predoctoral and postdoctoral
medical education and training produces high quality
physicians who practice in primary and specially care fields.
Our program of graduate medical education reflects our belief

'C. D. Meyer, DO, Osteopathic Medicine, Past, Present

and Future. What's Distinctive About Osteopathic Medicine
(March 1995) (presentation for the Josiah Macy, Jr.
Foundation).

'Id.

Policies and Procedures for Intern Tiaining, Section

VII, 0, 1 (American Osteopathic Association, March 1993' .

'Residency Traininq RtAquiiomonts o! th,A Amotican

t)steopat.hic Assoc: It:A.n,
uste.-,pathic Association, july 191+2).
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that all properly trained physicians should have knowledge of
primary care and specialty care areas in order to be able to
provide complete medical care. This unique program has
achieved an appropriate balance of primary care physicians
and specialists. Among osteopathic physicians currently in
practice, more than sixty percent are primary care
physicians.

While osteopathic physicians have developed and refined
this educational model over the course of time, the federal
government plays an essential part in its continued success
_hrough funding of graduate medical education. A variety of
legislative proposals have attempted to address the
significant questions of how many and what type of physicians
will be needed in the future.' Questions of how best to
fund Graduate Medical Education must be considered as part of
this process. At present, federal funding is intended to
fmscer development of an appropriate number of physicians in
different practice areas.

The AOA supports the government's efforts to encourage
physicians to practice in primary care fields. As

policy is developed, we must hope that osteopathic programs
receive an appropriate portion of available funds. Without
continued support for osteopathic training programs, our
graduates will lose the benefit of an osteopathic graduate
medical education that has been proven to be very valuable in
meeting health manpower needs. For osteopathic practice to
survive, the profession must be able to maintain its distinct
educational program beyond the medical school level. The
simple fact is that osteopathic education requires more than
the medical school experience; complete training in the
osteopathic approach to medical care requires continued
application of osteopathic principles and procedures in
osteopathic postdoctoral training programs.

The question of how many graduate medical education
positions should be funded is one issue which this committee
may consider. Many organizations and individuals have
recommended that the total number of funded residency
positions be limited to the aggregate number of osteopathic
and allopathic medical school graduates. While the AOA
generally concurs with this position, we believe that the
cumber of funded GME programs should be designated separately
and proportionately for osteopathic and allopathic programs.

DOs comprise a small, but distinct minority of
pnysicians. If funds for allopathic and osteopathic graduate
:fledical education are intermingled, there is some danger
that, through either deliberate or inadvertent actions,

eopathic programs would not receive sufficient graduate
ee:liral education funds. This would be particularly the case
if the osteopathic allocation was buried within a single
allopathically dominated allocation formula. However, if the
funding is separately earmarked for osteopathic and
allopathic use, then there is assurance that the necessary
funds will be available for osteopathic programs, which
alleady comply with the federal mandate for primary care.

With a secure and separate source of funds, osteopathic
physicians will be able to maintain a complete osteopathic
medical education system, which produces an appropriate
rtimary care/specialty balance and physicians who bring
plIT.ary care to areas which sorely need such care. Of

0.n., rho proposals contain0d In th,
A,*!, H.R. 'AY', S ,,
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course, in order to guarantee sufficient funds, the
allocation must be in appropriate proportion to the number of
osteopathic medical graduates. We suggest that in a separate
allocation system, the number of funded allopathic residency
programs would be determined based on the number of graduates
of allopathic medical schools, while the number of funded
osteopathic postgraduate programs (internships and
residencies) would be determined based on the number of
graduates from osteopathic medical schools.

The AOA proposed the idea of a separate and
proportionate allocation of funds for osteopathic GME to
Congress and the Council on Graduate Medical Education
t"COGME"). In response, COGME concurred with the AOA's
suggestion and recommended that funding for postgraduate
training programs be allocated on a separate basis for
allopathic and osteopathic physicians." While osteopathic
and allopathic educational programs both produce complete
practicing physicians, their respective educational models --
from medical school through graduate medical education are
different. By guaranteeing a separate funding allocation for
osteopathic postdoctoral training programs, Congress will
help to ensure the continued vitality and viability of
osteopathic medical care.

2. Funding for Graduate Medical Education.

I would next like to discuss the criteria for funding
respective Graduate Medical Education ("GME") programs and
the source of such funds. Currently, there are separate
formulas for reimbursment of direct and indirect GME costs
incurred by teaching hospitals.

Direct GME costs are reimbursed under a formula which is
based on each hospital's 1984 costs per resident, adjusted
for inflation." Since 1984 there have been significant
changes in graduate medical training, particularly within the
osteopathic profession. Non-salaried volunteer faculty has
given way in large measure to salaried faculty. Osteopathic
p:.ograms have grown relative to their allopathic counterparts
and have consequently incurred additional costs for
additional faculty, such as program directors and clinical
supervisors. These costs were already imbedded in the large
allopathic programs in 1984 and, therefore, included with
their base year measure. Because most of our faculty salary
expenses have arisen since 1984, osteopathic programs heve
lost ground relative to the allopathic programs, despite cost
of living adjustments. COGME is aware of the fact that a
similar situation exists in the allopathic profession with
respect to the larae academic health centers versus smaller
teaching institutions. Consequently, both COGME and the
osteopathic profession are urging that at the very least, rhe
base year for measuring direct costs be changed from 1984 to
Us current a year as possible in order to take into effect
actual changes and thereby create a more level playing field.

'Council on Graduate Medical Education, Recommendations
to Improve Access to Health Care Through Physician Workfor7c
Reform, Fourth Report to Congress and Department of Health
and Human Services Secretary (1994).

"Direct Graduate Medical Education (DGME) payments to
..0.11 hospital equal t.he hospital's updated base year (1984)
costs per FTE resident, times the weighted average number of
FTE resident, times the pet-entaoe of inpatient days
aLtiautabl,! Lu Medicare P,irt A reneiiciaries. GAWHEIr II
33 Medicare UME Payment Policy.
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COGME has also recognized that the current reimbursement
formula for direct costs is skewed heavily in favor of the
large academic health centers for a number of reasons,
including the ability of the larger institutions to involve a
proportionately greater number of staff members in the
compensated teaching faculty. COGME, therefore, is
advocating that the current formula, which is based on each
institution's actual 1984 costs, be replaced by a formula
based on a national per resident average cost (possibly with
regional adjustmentr). We join COGME in urging this change.
The updating of the base year and the change to a national
average will create a fairer and more rational system of
jetermining each institution's level of reimbursement for
direct costs of GME programs.

The adjustment in the funding of graduate medical
education should not be limited to the means of direct
funding. We also believe that the system for reimbursement
of indirect costs of GME should be reformed. The present
foraiula is based in significant part upon the training
proaram's resident-to-hospital bed ratio. Again, larger
academic health centers have the resources to maintain such
rzelios at a significantly higher level than their smaller
counterparts. Again, we and COGME urge that this method of
m-,asuring indirect costs of GME be replaced by a formula
employing an updated historic base year experience figure.

Third, the source of funds for reimbursing the direct
mosts of GME should be addressed. Presently, such funds are
provided in large part by Medicare/Medicaid and Blue
Cross/Blue Shield. We ;gree with COGME's Fourth Report that
"the direct costs of GME be funded by all third-party.payers
through the development of a national GME funding pool."''
Wicn the growth of managed care, it is essential that managed
care groups and all insurers in the private sector pay their
fair share of GME direct costs.

One last topic with respect to funding involves the fact
...hat osteopathic teaching hospitals are typically smaller,
,:ommunity-oriented facilities. Because of the current
funding system's rewards for larger institutions, the
oseopathic hospitals have not had the benefit of elaborate
resources for payment of faculty and trainees. Yet,
,..'teopathic medicine is developing alternatives. Consori:ia

hospitals and colleges of osteopathic medicine have
,merged in various locations to expand and enhance graduate
medical education for training in family medicine, internal
medicine and other specialties within the profession.''

"Medicare Indirect Medical Education ("IME") payments
ttach hospital are based on a formula that provides an

increase of approximately 7.7 percent in the federal portion
of the DEG payment, for each 0.1 increase in the hospital's
Intern and resident to bed ratio. GAO/HEHS-94-33 Medicare
GME Payment Policy.

'Council on Graduate Medical Education, Recommendations
to Improve Access to Health Care Through Physician Wori:force
.ietorm, Fourth Report to Congress and Department of Pealth
.nd Human Services Secretary (1994).

'For example, the COGMET program established by
Michigan hospitals and the College of Osteopathic Medicine at
Michigan state University in Lansing, Michigan and the Family
Practice program established by Ohio hospitals and the

,f Osteopathic Medicino at Ohio Un:vorslly in Atiwns,
_alo hr.,. had railti,:ulai sa.-0,sn in dvvel,:TinA oialnat
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The trend in many cases is for the consortia to make
increasing use of ambulatoiy care settings for teaching
purposes. We believe that the funding programs should
recognize these consortia on an equal basis and fund them
accordingly. With proper funding, these consortia will proy,
to be extraordinary programs for the training of another
generation of osteopathic physicians to provide high quality
medical care.

3. Enrollments

The last issue of Graduate Medical Education that I

would like to address is the subject of recommended
enrollments in medical school. The AOA has advocated that
osteopathic graduate medical education programs be funded on
a separate but proportional basis with respect to allopathic
programs. Certain organizations and individuals have gone ot.
to recommend that the total number of funded residency
p:_,sitions be limited to the aggregate number of osteopathic
and allopathic medical school graduates.

As I indicated earlier in my testimony, the AOA
generally concurs with this position, but notes one
particular reservation. While some parties have urged the-
:he number of residencies should be tied to the aggregate
number of students in a particular "base year," we believe
that the base year concept is not appropriate insofar as it
fails to recognize that the osteopathic profession contineL
to grow and develop. While the number of residency positiens
should be tied to the number of graduates, such measure
should contain a reasonable provision for growth in such
numbers.

Over the past several years, the number of physicians
graduating from colleges of osteopathic medicine has
tegularly increased, '. in part as a result of federal plans
developed in the past to expand primary care capacity in th,
United States. Use of a base year would not account for
enrollment growth in osteopathic medical schools and could
deprive the osteopathic profession of funds needed for the
education and :raining of our graduates. With the base yea:
cap, graduate medical education programs would not have the
funding to allow for program expansion as the number of
graduates of osteopathic medical schools grows. In eftect,
the use of a base year would punish the profession that is
currently producing a proper balance of specialists and
primary care physicians, which balance is deemed critical
reform of the health care system.

Some additional clarification is necessary with resce.::
to the growth of osteopathic medical schools. First, we
believe that the continuing growth of enrollment in
osteopathic medical schools serves the nation's needs.
Osteopathic physicians, with their balance of specialists ano
primary care and practice in underserved communities, are tho
type of physicians needed in this country. A fair divisiun
of federal funds which allocates separate and appropriate
amounts to osteopathic graduate medical education will
enhance our ability to expand and improve the postdoctoral
training component of our educational system.

Finally, it should be noted that the significant giowth
in numbeis et residents is n,t due to growth in enrullment In
U.S. medical schools so much as tc the incleasing presence ot

29Re and IrP03, th
p«.1 t.!-Ir rnIt..71 -;.11"i; tri
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international media.al school graduates in American residency
trainirg programs.'

Conclusions

Osteopathic medicine provides a vital component ot the
Lation's health care services. As policy makers attempt to
encoarage more physicians to enter primary care fields of
practice and provide services to underserved areas of the
nation, we point with pride to our history of serving both
these needs.

The osteopathic orientation towards primary care
practices supported by a cadre of well-trained specialists
and history of providing care in underserved communities are
not rhe result of a statistical aberration. Rather, these
goals are fostered through a complete osteopathic educational
program. An essential component of osteopathic education is
graduate medical education. The present system of funding
educational programs has resulted in an inequitable
distribution of resources. Osteopathic hospitals are
typically smaller, community-based treatment centers. When
resources are distributed in accordance with the assumptions
1:resent in an outdated base year and without considering
factors such as participation in consortia of educational
institutions, the osteopathic training sites are not provided
with an equitable share of the resources. Without sufficient
funding, osteopathic hospitals are not able to improve their
educational facilities and expand the number of full time
faculty. If the base line measure is replaced with a
national average system of funding and consortia are given
full consideration, then osteopathic programs will be put
onto a level playing field with allopathic graduate medical
education programs.

We believe that growth in osteopathic physicians will
help to solve current shortages of primary care physicians,
maintain an appropriate primary care-specialty distribution
and provide physicians for traditionally underserved
communities. In order to assist the country in meeting these
challenges, we would suggest that Congress and this committee
act t- correct the current imbalances in funding for graduate
medical education. Specifically, we would suggest that
csteopathic graduate medical education programs receive a
3eparate and proportionate allocation of the funds devoted to
rcstdoctoral education. Funding criteria should be modified
in order to consider the participation of programs in
consortia of educational programs rather than looking purely
tt hospital size. Finally, we recommend that funding
allocations be made without reference to any base year in
order tc allow for funding to change with the population such
funding serves. With proper support for ostec( ithic graduate
mei_cal education, osteopathic physicians will 1_,e able to
:ontinue our history of providing high quality, primary and
soecialty care medical services.

'Between the 13090-91 and 1993-94 academic years, the
total eumbel of residents training increased by 12,737 (from
95,3.17 to 108,0641. However, during the same period of time,
'te Lumber oi United States Medical Graduates training in
;InIted .A.ates GME progtams only increased by 4,996 (from
7,,311 tn 84,307i. Thus, in four yeats, the percentage of
international Medical Gtaduates training in united States GME
[d,41ams jumped from 16.8 pele6-01. to 21.98 poiermt. L.

cst,--4.011:- :4,11cai Edw.att,..11, PIJI,
or A.. Future t199.,,.
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Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. Thank you very much, Dr. An-
derson.

I regret that I was not able to be here for the whole panel. I had
an amendment on the floor. Those things end up taking a lot
longer than you anticipate.

But i appreciate your testimony, Dr. Anderson. I had not really
factored in osteopathic issues, and I do not know whether, when we
talk about the number of residencies in America, are we talking
about and do we include the osteopathic residencies as well?

Dr. ANDERSON. When I speak of funding 110 percent of the grad-
uates, both oste4athic and allopathic medical schoolsand I am
saying right now we are talking about a total of about 19,000 phy-
sicians that will graduate every year

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. Does the osteopathic system
have its own separate residency program?

Dr. ANDERSON. Yes, it does. Now there are some osteopathic phy-
sicians that are in allopathic programs.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. Right.
Dr. ANDERSON. But there is an osteopathic system of training

residents, yes.
Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. So you are saying if we lo314: at

caps, it should be across both systems. If we look at residency poi-
tions, we should look at residency across both systems.

Dr. ANDERSON. That is correct. It should be proportional ir. thc
allocation, recognizing the two separate systems.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. Can you accurately factor out
how much of a resident's time is devoted to training and how much
is devoted to service? This is to the whole panel.

Dr. ANDERSON. That is very difficult. I would say--and I am a
medical educatorit would be very difficult to separate that out.

I could tell you this. The residents themselves would be very
eager to tell you how much of it is, "scut work" versus education.
But from an educator's perspective it is difficult to separate these
two out.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. Also since much of life iS :cut
work, it is hard to determine which is training.

Dr. Jacott.
Dr. JACOTT. I would just like to build on that a little bit. That

is a question that has been asked for many, many years, and we
have tried to look at it from every angle, and you add a third com-
ponent, not just service and education, but then you add research
as the third piece of the academic mission and try to figure out how
they sort out timewise. It is very difficult. I have not seen any
studies that clearly split out that time ratio.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTIC T. What we are really trying to do
in government is exactly what the private sector has tried to do.

What exactly are your cost centers, and how does the money
flow? How much is research? How much is training? How much is
service? And what is the Medicare premium? How much of the
Medicare premium is care for seniors for the patient, and how
much is subsidy to training, and how much is subsidy to uncom-
pensated care, and how much is subsidy to the institution, so that
they can carry on their academic mission?

BEST COPY AVAiLABLE
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This is something that we have never been very good about
doing, but it is something that we are going to have to do, because
I am sure it was said by others as well, but Dr. Anderson men-
tioned it most recently. We are going to have to make change, and
we are going to have to do that through providing seniors with a
lot more options, and to provide them with options, you have to
know what the premium is.

So any help you could give us as we try to disentangle the dollars
and the missions would be appreciated.

Mr. Munson.
Mr. MUNSON. Thank you for the question. I am also sorry you

missed my spellbinding testimony, but that is all right.
To the contrary, I do not believe that government and Medicare

are doing just like the private sector. I think you have done a very
nice job historically in differentiating the elements of cost that you
choose to pay for.

There are five of them: The PPS payment or the DRG payment
for the actual service rendered; the IME payment to hospitals like
mine, which recognizes the unique severity and comorbidity that
the patients bring to our place; the DGME payment, which is a di-
rect cost of house staff stipends and related costs; disproportionate
share for those of us that take shares of poor folks; and then
outliers for patients, for example, those in our burn unit that stay
for 200 days with huge burns.

So on the contrary, I do not think you are doing what the private
sector is doing at all. I think you are doing a nice job of identifying,
accounting for, and then paying segmented parts of the cost of ren-
dering care to seniors.

On the contrary, as I said in my testimony, the private commer-
cial sector is trying to avoid almost all of that societal responsibil-
ity.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. Let my chairman i:Itimp in here.
Chairman THOMAS I presidingl. A brief response to t at.
Obviously the payment system grew up in part in response to

need and part in response to politics. And you are right; the profile
fits.

A vision of a teaching hospital, perhaps less so today than ear-
lier, more so earlier than todayand as you are moving out into
the community and clinics and stressingand I came in on the dis-
cussion between service and training, and my background is as an
educator as well, and you cannot let the students determine when
it is happening, because sometimes in a context that you consider
to be very educational and useful, they consider it to be drudgery.

And, in fact, we heard earlier testimony, and I believe it to be
true, that a lot of the training that is necessary is interpersonal re-
latic.is, dealing with folks who maybe are not necessarily doctors,
and you need to do that, and that is kind of like a work training
program, which is almost seamless. You cannot separate it.

But our problem is that I do not want to dictate how much the
percentage should be or even get the educational training process
into a 60:40, 70:30 game in terms of how we fund it.

Nor do I think that we can continue the current structure based
primarily on hospitals running money to those folks on the patient
profile through the indirect, which really is, I think, as you more
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accurately described it, is a reward for the profile of the patient
more than, you know, just the teaching structure.

Then with the disproportionate share, it just makes sense be-
cause of the urban locations. As I said in my opening statement,
that is where most of them are.

But the hospitals are relatively less significant in the new struc-
ture, and perhaps the profile of the patients and what is being
done is becoming less significant, so we have got to make it more
relevant, and we move that structure, and if that is the case, then
the old-fashioned funding mechanism needs to change as well.

To the degree that things remain the same, the funding system
makes sense. I think our problem is that they are not remaining
the same, and we have got to figure out a way to begin to shift that
funding structure that does not produce the Federal Government
quotas and divisions in the teaching areas and, in fact, rewarding
some beyond what they should have been rewarded and not re-
warding others sufficiently because of the location if we change the
funding structure.

So I think we are sensitive to the problem. It is just that it is
going to be an enormously difficult, political problem, which is not
partisan, by the way. You heard the gentleman from California. It
is not partisan. It gets into some regional aspectsStates, teaching
hospitals in their States, and the profiles that those hospitals have
developed, and that if you change the formula, you change the win-
ners and the losers.

And so all of that will be entering into our decision, notwith-
standing the fact that the fundamental basis for funding medical
education is eroding because hospitals themselves are becoming
less the focal point.

You folks are essential to our coming up with a program that ac-
tually is better and actually does solve the problem and does not
exacerbate problems that we either know or do not know about.

So I apologize for not hearing your scintillating testimony either,
.but you need to know that we read all this stuff as well, and I
thank you.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. Mr. Munson, I know that we
are only giving a minute-and-a-half summary of something that is
much more important than that. But your summary does worry
MC.

Now your comment that the private sector is not taking its soci-
etal responsibility, it istrue that their premiums are focused pri-
marily on the health costs of the patient they have insured. And
then, through taxes, they would maintain that they are taking
their societal responsibilities, send the government the money that
the government needs to do whatever government thinks is impor-
tant.

Now it may be that they ought to be paying a premium tax di-
rectly, so that we can fund medical education, and that is not a
concept that I think is beyond grasp or adoption.

But to then say that the government is doing a better job does
worry me terribly, because the disproportionate share thing, we
guess at that.

Outlim s? Finally after you bent our arms, we did acknowledge
that if someone is in the hospital way beyond what, the DRG ex-
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pected, you might need additional reimbursement. There is still a
lot of question about wliether it is fair to have the outlier kick in
at day 90 or day 80, but the outlier controversy is real.

DRGs? You can hardly believe what my constituents think about
DRGs when they get it. When they come into my office with a Med-
icare bill that shows that their costsand I am making up the fig-
ureswere $1,000, and the hospital got paid $2,500, and they have
to pay 20 percent of the $2,500 or fix the numbers so that the 20
percent comes out bigger than the actual payment, this does not
strike them as rational, as fair, or as real.

So while the DRG system was a sort of desperate response to
desperate circumstances on the parc of the government, and the
concept of reimbursing on average did help us through a crisis, this
is not a model that interests me for the future.

I think for the future we have to get much tougher in the public
sector. We have to figure t what care is being given and how it
is being given, or we havt (..o move public recipients of every type
into the choices the private sector offers. If we do the latter, then
we have to think about how do we cover those who do not have any
insurance? How do we pay for medical education?

But it is that latter debate that really interests me a lot more.
The current reimbursement structure I consider to be of the same
ilk of public policymaking that decided that under Superfund we
were going to charge people to clean up things that they did that
were completely legal at the time they did them, regardless of
whether or not they have the money to clean it up now or regard-
less of whether or not we are going tu take all their pension sav-
ings, their home, their mortgage, their everything else.

I mean, I do not see the public reimbursement fund structure as
any model on which to base the future. So it troubles me that you
would make the comment that the private sector is offbase and the
public sector is onbase, when I think the reverse is actually my re-
ality.

Mr. MUNSON. OK_ You have said a lot, and you have left a lot
to respond to.

I did not mean to suggest that the Medicare reimbursement sys-
tem is perfect or that all the regulations and formulae are perfect.

On the contrary, what I did mean to imply is that the various
elements of reimbursement contemplate important societal con-
tributions that teaching hospitals makeeducation, care for the se-
verely ill and injured, and then the disproportionate share program
for poor people.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. Right.
Mr. MUNSON. So all I was saying is that the program, in its en-

tirety, contemplates sonie things that are very important to society
and to teaching hospitals.

I do not believe that the commercial managed care HMO prod-
ucts, albeit, yes, they do pay taxes, but that does not help offset
their portion of direct medical education which occurs in our places.

During my remarks, I mentioned the paradox of these same com-
panies who want to hire one of our products, namely primary care
doctors. We produce a lot of those. They want to buy them, but
they do not want to pay the cost of production. Medicare histori-
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cally has wanted to pay the cost of production. That is the kind of
difference I was alluding to.

Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. Thank you. Thank you, Mr.Chairman.
Chairman THOMAS. Just to follow that up, we heard testimonyearlier that, in fact, the productit sounds like most of the prod-

ucts conting out of most schoolsthe product of primary care physi-
cians are, in fact, not equipped to deal with the new world of medi-
cine under managed care. It seems to me that if they are getting
a product which they cannot use immediately, schools should plugthem in in an efficient way and have them deal with additional
training or working on their interpersonal skills with health profes-
sionals who are not doctors. They might be interested in contribut-
ing a portion of the education cost to get a product that they canuse immediately and who has been trained along the lines thatthey believe to be appropriate.

So I guess as we pursue this, I think you are going to find that
the marketplace in terms of what it asks for, to the degree it asks
for a product different than is being produced today, is going to be
asked to pay for the changes in th::' product.

And we have begun discussions, and we will continue discussions
in terms of a fair share pay.

The easiest way, obviously, is to get a different funding system
that is broader based. But we discussed that. It is very difficult to
do politically, and it is very difficult to create a different system be-
cause of the way in which this one fits circumstances that have notcompletely changed but are changing.

So we are going to try to do two things, keep the best of what
we have had and anticipate how we can get those folks who maynot be paying their fair share or who are complaining about the
product coming out of the structure, to say: OK, you know, put
your money where your mouth is, and let us talk about bringing
about changes.

It will be not as perfect as we would like, but there are going to
be changes made. And I believe you will find that it will be a
broader-based support for the costs with an expectation that the
product coming out of it will be more relevant to the needs of the
marketplace.

Dr. Jacott.
Dr. JACorr. I am really delighted, Mr. Chairman, to hear you

saying that, because we dothose of us in academic health centersand in education programsand my background is family prac-
,ticeand we do hear a lot from the managed care entities that we
are not training the kind of person that they want to come out intopractice.

On the other hand, we need to Icok at what their expectations
are. If we are just training a triage officer or a gatekeeper, that is
really not satisfactory either, to provide the kind of care.

On the other hand, mans' of our educational institutions have de-
veloped within their training programs the kind of information and
experience that the residents need to get out and practice in a
managed care environment.

At the University of' Minnesota, in our Department of Family
Practice, we have our own HMO, and it is basically run hy the resi-

.;.;
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dents, and the residents have come out, and they are marvelous in
managed care, if that is what the managed care people are looking
for.

But I cannot agree with you more that if they want to say some-
thing about the product, then they ought to.be paying for the prod-
uct.

Chairman THOMAS. Well, but beyond that, I think we need to
focus on medical training and education in terms of producing the
complete product for the marketplace. And we are going to have a
panel following you folk, who will be focusing on other aspects of

health care professionals. And clearly as managed care utilizes
more and more other health professionals who are not doctors,
there needs to be a coordination between them.

It makes sense to do more of that during the education and
training process rather than on the job. So I think if we are realis-
tic, the profile of who is going to he trained in these centers is
going to change as well.

And to the degree that we have too many doctors not of the right
type and that we need more folks who are not doctors, you can be

doing the right thing with a shrinking universe, or you can be
doing the right thing with a larger universe of all of the kinds of
people that we prepare and work with.

That is another thing I think we need to try to do, and that is
direct the funding, one, to the environment in which it needs to go
and, two, to the broader population universe which will be nec-
essary in the future.

That, is all uncomfortable for everybody, because it is a signifi-
cant change, foremost in terms of the impact of the changes on the
doctors themselves.

So this is a challenge for all of us. But to the degree that the
Federal Government is going to fund medical education for the ra-
tionale being a societal good, then we are going to make sure that
the product is not misplaced in terms of its emphasis and its need
in the marketplace.

It is changing. And we appreciate your testimony. And we are
going to move in the direction of trying to provide more realistic
funding in realistic ways that allow you to produce realistic folk to
serve in the realistic structure of tomorrow.

Dr. ANDERSON. Could I make just a comment?
Chairman THOMAS. Certainly, doctor.
Dr. ANDERSON. I would certainly hope that the managed care or-

ganizations would take note of' what you have said relative to the
responsibilities that they should assume. As long as they have the
strong bottom line orientation that they have, and there is no de-

mand placed on themthat is, there is a sufficient peal out there
that they can weed out the doctors that do not have that training
ia managed careI would like to see a requirement made of those
who benefit to participate in graduate medical education. That cer-
tainly would include the IIMOs.

Chairman THOMAS. If they are not listening, we will deliver the
message anyway.

Dr. ANDERSON. Thank you I hope you do that.
Second, I think to attempt to dissect out now what portion of a

resident's time ;s spent in training, we know the elements that go
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into making up the total amount of the payments; I think we
should look more at the finished product.

Are we producingand you made that observation, Mr. Thom-
aswe should look at the product to determine whether or not we
are producing the kind of physician that we need to meet societal
needs.

If we are not doing that, without regard to how much it costs,
we should stop. We should stop.

So when I say look at 110 percent funding, 110 percent of the
positions for our graduates, if that meets the needs, that is where
the funding needs to stop.

Chairman THOMAS. Yes. And a lot of times it is not what, it is
where. And more and more it is where they are getting it. And I
would much rather emphasize an open structure, so that you folks
can get them trained where they need to be trained in terms of re-
flecting what tomorrow looks like, rather than getting into percent-
ages that may or may not be education versus training.

I thank the panel very much.
Dr. ANDERSON. Thank you.
[Pause.]
Chairman THOMAS. The last panel can now take their place, and

we have got: Gwendylon Johnson, Kenneth Kalkwarf, and Charles
Jones.

As I indicated to the other panels, your written testimony will be
made a part of the record without objection, and you may proceed
to educat-.. and inform us as you see fit in the time that you have.

Ms. Johnson, if you will start, then we will move across to Mr.
Kallv.varf and then on to Mr. Jones, if you will begin.

STATEMENT OF GWENDYLON E. JOHNSON, M.A., R.N., C.,
MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, AMERICAN NURSES
ASSOCIATION
Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

subcommittee.
I am Gwendylon Johnson. I am a member of the board of direc-

tors of the American Nurses Association. Thank you for the oppor-
tunity to discuss graduate nurse education.

The American Nurses Association is the only full service profes-
sional organization representing the Nation's 2.2 million registered
nurses.

We are also testifying today on behalf of the American College
of Nurse Practitioners, the Association of Operating Room Nurses,
the Emergency Nurses Associo+ion, and the National Association of
Nurse Practitioners in Reproductive Health.

America's registered nurses &liver many essential health care
services in the United States today in a variety o." settingshos-
pitals, nursing homes, schools, home health agencies, the work-
place, community health clinics, in private practice and in managed
care settings.

Because we are there 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, we know
all too well how the system succeeds so masterfully for some, yet
continues to fail so shamefully for all too many others.
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Nursing commends Congress for its increased focus on nurse
education issues. It is clear that the U.S. health care system has
an increasingly urgent need for primary care providers.

Funding must be made available to strengthen advanced practice
nurse programs and to establish new programs to prepare those
primary care providers so urgently needed.

Nurses are well positionea to fill many of the gaps in the avail-
ability of primary health care services. Advanced practice nurses
are trained to provide from 80 to 90 percent of the necessary pri-
mary care services of the Nation. Advanced practice nurse edu-
cation includes the preparation of nurse practitioners, clinical
nurse specialists, certified nurse midwives, and certified nurse an-
esthetists. These advanced practice nurses are prepared as expert
clinicians to deliver primary care and other services vital to the
Nation's health care needs.

Since its inception, the Medicare program has paid a portion of
the cost of training health professionals. Graduate medical edu-
cation expenditures for nursing education are intended to reim-
burse a portion of the cost of nurse education to promote quality
inpatient care for Medicare beneficiaries.

Thus, Medicare has traditionally made payments to hospitals for
the training of nurses in hospital-based nurse education programs.
A majority of these programs are hospital-based programs that
grant a diploma, rather than a bachelor of science degree that is
granted by most university-based nursing education programs, or
an associate degree granted by community colleges.

As the need increases for community-based and primary care
providers, nursing will be forced to expand the number and capac-
ity of its graduate level education programs. These programs do not
currently receive Medicare funding.

In order to quickly expand the number of these expert clinicians,
there must be an increased Federal commitment to graduate nurse
education, a commitment not suNect to the uncertainties of the an-
nual appropriations process.

We urge this committee to redirect a portion of the annual Medi-
care funds currently being used to reimburse diploma nursing edu-
cation over a 3-year phase-in period to graduate nurse education
programs.

However, since there is also a continuing need for 4-year BSN-
prepared nurses to play a variety of critical roles in the evolving
health care system, we believe that the current Medicare funds re-
imbursng hospitals for those programs must be maiatained.

We also believe that funding must be available to the 72 existing
programs offering what is termed an "RN to MSN" program. In es-
sence, these are accelerated nursing education programs that en-
able diploma and associate degree nurses to become master's pre-
pared and hence, better able to meet the primary health care needs
of the Nation. These programs allow for a readily available pool of
skilled health care professionals to become educated as advanced
practice nurses in a short period of time.

A graduate nurse education program would help many graduate
nursing students who are currently attending school part time due
to financial constraints to become full-time students.
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The current cost of obtaining a nurse practitioner education is
similar to students pursuing master's degrees in other subjects. A
division of.nursing study estimated that the average cost is about
$34,000 per graduate. A large portion of graduate nursing student
programs are in clinical practice. Some certifying exams require
that the nurse spend one-third of his or her education in the class-

room and two-thirds in clinical practice.
Advanced practice nurses currently train in a variety of set-

tingshospitals, skilled nursing facilities, home health agencies,
nurse managed care centers, ambulatory care facilities, HMOs,
public health departments, and community health centers.

Therefore, even as advanced practice nurses are training for
their degrees, their services are being utilized in providing much
needed health care services to patients. However, nursing pro-
grams and students currently incur the cost of the support of the
clinical training in the advanced practice nurse education, despite
the fact that these students are providing direct health care similar
to many medical residents.

Funds should be available to nurses to help them defray tuition
and fees and provide student stipends, as well as reimburse the
costs for faculty supervision at the clinical site.

Mr. Chairman, we commend you and the other members of the
subcommittee for holding this hearing on graduate medical and
nurse education and for working so diligently to find solutions to
the health care crisis. We appreciate this opportunity to share our
views with you and look forward to continuing to work with you
as you develop solutions to this critical problem.

Again, thank you very much.
(The prepared statement follows:1

.T noPY AVAILABLE
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TESTIMONY OF GWENDYLON E. JOHNSON
AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION

Good morning. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. I am Gwendylon
Johnson, RN, a member of the Board of Directors of the American Nurses Association.1
am here today on behalf of the American Nurses Association (ANA), the only full- .

service professional organizwion representing the nation's 2.2 million registered nurses,
including staff nurses, nurse practitioners, clinical nurse specialists, certified nurse
midwives, nurse educators, nurse managers and certified registered nurse anesthetists
through its 53 state and territorial nurse associations.

I am also testifying today on behalf of the: American College of Nurse Practitioners, a
group of nurse practitioner organizations who advocate for universal access to basic
health care and the removal of barriers to consumer access to nurse practitioner care;
Association of Operating Room Nurses, Inc., the profes.sional association of perioperative
nurses representing 47,600 members who are all registered nurses specializing in care of
the patient undergoing surgical and other invasive procedures; Emergency Nurses
Association, a voluntary membership association of nearly 21,000 professional nurses
committed to the advancement of emergency nurse practice; and the National
Association of Nurse Practitioners in Reproductive Health, a national non-profit
membership association representing nurse practitioners who practice in obstetrics.
gynecology, family planning, reproductive endocrinology and infertility whose purpose is
to assure the availability of quality reproductive health services.

We appreciate the opportunity to testify on graduate nurse education. We have long
advocated for high quality, affordable health care for everyone in this nation. America's
registered nurses deliver many of these essential health care services in the United States
in a variety of settings -- hospitals, nursing homes, schools, home health agencies, the
workplace, community health dirties, in private practice, and in managed care settings.
As the health care delivery system continues to evolve rapidly in the coming years, it is
crucial that all available health care professionals be fully prepared to deliver essential
primary care services. To meet the increasing demands on our health care system,
funding must he guaranteed to strengthen existing advanced practice nurse education
programs and to establish new programs to ensure an adequate supply of these primary
care providers.

BACKGROUND

Nurses are well-positioned to fill many of thc current gaps in availability of and access to
primary and preventive health care services. Advanced practice nurses are registered
nurses who are nurse practitioners, clinical nurse specialists, nurse mid-wives or nurse
anesthetists v.ho have obtained specialized formal education and training beyond the
education that prepared them to initially become a registered nurses (beyond the four
year Bachelor of Science degree). In most cases, advanced practice nurse education
results in a master's degree.

Advanced practice nurses are trained to provide from 80 to 90 percent of the necessary
primary care services of the nation. Primary care services include: preventive care and
screening, physical examinations, health histories, basic diagnostic testing, diagnosis and
treatment of common physical and mental conditions, prescribing and managing
medication therapy, care of minor injuries, education and counseling on health and
nutrition issues, minor surgery or assisting at surgery, prenatal care and delivery of
normal pregnancies. well-baby care. continuing care and management of chronic
conditions, as well as referral to and coordination with specialty caregivers.

Of the 2.2 million registered nurses in the United States, approximately 139,117 are
considered advanced practice nurses with this type of advanced education and most are
trained to provide primary care services. Some advanced practice nurses arc specialized
in tasks that are complimentary to primary care, (i.e.. certified registered nurse
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anesthetists administer anesthetics for patients, including intravenous sedations and some
clinic nurse specialists (CNS) specialize in such clinical areas as cardiology, oncology,
stoma care, although other CNSs provide direct patient primary care services such as
mental health counseling and gerontological care. With this advanced education. many
State legislatures have expanded the scope of practice of advanced practice nurses to
include such things as prescriptive authority. Furthermore, Federal health insurance
programs Le, Medicare and Medicaid in certain cases, Federal Employees Health
Benefits Program (FEHBP) and CHAMPUS in all cases] directly reimburse advanced
practice nurses for their services.

CURRENT NURSING EDUCATION FUNDS UNDER MFDICARF

Since its inception in 1965, the Medicare program has paid a portion of the costs of
training health professionals. Graduate Medical Education (GME) expenditures for
nursing education are intended to reimburse a portion of the costs of nurse education to
promote quality inpatient care for Medicare beneficiaries. Thus. Medicare has
traditionally made payments to hospitals for the "training" of nurses in hospital-based
nurse education programs. A majority of these programs are hospital-based programs
that grant a diploma rather than a Bachelor of Science degree that is granted by most
university-based nursing education programs, or an associate degree granted by
community colleges. Medicare reimburses hospitak based on a formula payment for a
portion of the cost of these hospital operated nurses education programs including
classroom and clinical training. In cases where the hospital acts as the training site, but
the educational program or institution is separate (but with a written joint venture
agreement with the hospital), only the clinical training costs are reimbursed under
Medicare. As of 1989, no new jointly operated programs have been eligible for
Medicare reimbursement. In 1991, Medicare provided approximately $174 million to
hospitals in suppGrt of nursing education costs, and these payments were estimated to
increase to $248 million last year. In 1991, 144 hospital diploma programs received the
majority of this Medicare graduate medical education (GME) funding. Despite this
funding source, diploma nursing programs are rapidly disappearing. In 1965, they
numbered over 800, but in 1994 only 112 programs remained. The numbers are even
more dramatic when examining the relative numbers of total nurses educated through
the diploma program. In 1965, 77 percent of all registered nurses were trained in
hospital operated dipl ma programs; by 1990, less than eight percent of all nurses were
trained in this manner. Nurse education has shifted almost entirely away from the
hospital-based settings to community colleges and universities.

Medicare reimbursement for nursing diploma programs is also centralized in certain
regions of the country -- six states (Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, New Jersey, New York,
and MaEsachusetts) received 50 percent of the available funding.

Since the enactment of Medicare, dramatic changes have occurred in the field of nurse
education. For example, the financing of nurse education has shifted away from
hospital-based diploma programs sponsoring students to the students and their families
bearing the brunt of the cost of a higher education nursing program. Furthermore, the
locus of educational control has shifted from the hospitals to the educational institutions
granting four and six year degrees. For the most part, hospital based nursing programs
do not produce primary care providers, but rather these primary care practitioners
graduate from four-year BSN programs and advanced nursing educational programs.
Advanced practice programs for nurses has increased dramatically in the past decade.
Therefore. nursing finds that the primary Federal support for nurse education is based

on an outmoded payment system reimbursing those nurse education programs that arc
least likely to he able to help meet the growing need for more primary care and
community-based health are providers.

BEST COPY AVAILAGI E
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Furthermore, Medicare funds for nurse education are not finely targeted for this
intended purpose, but can be diverted to a hospital's general revenue pool and
distributed in a variety of manners based on the institution's internal budgeting
processes.

THE NEED FOR A GRADUATE NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM

As the need increases for community-based and primary care providers, nursing will be
forced to expand the number and capacity of its graduate level education programs.
These programs do not currently receive Medicare funding. In order to educate
adequate numbers of skilled advanced practice nurses who provide high quality and cost-
effective services to Medicare recipients, there must be a reliable revenue stream that is
not subject to the uncertainties of the annual appropriations process. We urge this
Committee to redirect, over a three-year phase-in period, a portion of the Medicare
funds currently being used to support diploma nursing programs in hospital institutions to
programs that educate advanced practice nurses. However, since there is also a
continued need for four-year DSN prepared nurses to play a variety of critical roles in
the evolving health care system, we believe that the current Medicare funds reimbursing
hospitals for those programs should be maintained.

We also believe that funding must be available to the 72 existing programs offering what
is termed an "RN to MSN" program. In essence, these are accelerated nursing
education programs for diploma n- associate degree nurses to become master's prepared
and hence, better able to meet the primary health care needs of the nation. These
programs allow for a readily-available pool of skilled experienced health care
professionals to become educated as advanced practice nurses in a shorter amount of
time.

A graduate nurse education program would help many graduate nursing students who
are currently attending school part-time due to financial constraints to become full time
students. The current cost of attaining a nurse practitioner education is similar to
students pursuing master's degrees in Mher areas of study. A 1994 Lewin-VHI study
commissioned by the Health Resources and Services Administration, Bureau of Health
Professions, Division of Nursing estimated that the average cost of nurse practitioner and
certified nurse midwife programs per student year is $15,591. The average costs for all
nurse practitioner programs are S17,544 per student year and $34.096 per graduate.

A large portion of a graduate nursing student's programs are in clinical practice. Some
certifying exams require that the nurse graduate spend one-third of his or her advanced
nurse education in the classroom and two-thirds in clinical practice, although in most
cases, the classroom and clinical studies are integrated through the graduate student's
curriculum. In other words, even as advanced practice nurses are training for their degrees.
their services are utilized in providing much needed health care services to patients.

THE NEED FOR RN's

Recent research by Linda Aiken, PhD, RN, FAAN demonstrates that hospitals have Dot
increased employment of nurses enough to offset the increase in acuity, so nurses arc
working under greater pressure to provide critical health care services to acutely ill
patients. While employment in the hospital sector increased 33 percent during the 1980s
and positions for nurses also increased by over 2COAX1 FrEs between 1980 and 1992,
RNs and LPNs exhibited the slowest growth of any occupational category in the hospital
workforce. Further, many of the new RN positions were in administrative or other non-
clinical roles. Consequently, nurses represented a smaller share of thc hospital
workforce at the same time that patients in the hospitals were sicker than in previous
years; thk increasing need for acute health care services fell mostly on the nursing
persotmel.

-1.
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Despite the need for nurses to care for sicker patients in the hospital setting and theneed for nurses to provide primary care in thc community-based settings, the majority ofnewly graduated nurses (65 percent) graduate from associate degree, community collegesor diploma programs. This mix of nurses by educational background does not reflect theneeds of the changing health care market.

THE EVOLUTION OF ANAGED CARE

The health care delivery system is a rapidly changing environment that needs an providerinfrastructure to better deliver coordinated quality care in cost effective manner.Medicare has always paid for the training of providers in the hospitals. As health care isincreasingly moving to ambulatory care sites and health maintenance organizations(HMOs) are charged with the task of educating the "provider of the future" it followsthat new systems must he developed for Medicare to provide clinical training forpractitioners in these settings. Managed care plans are hiring new practitioners anddeveloping teams of practitioners including nurse practitioners. Managed care plans arcattracting practitioners whose training they have not subsidized. Managed care planscurrently neither contribute to this training nor do they qualify for training dollars.Some managed care plans train in-house at their own expense. New systems such ascommunity partnerships will have to be developed between the managed care networlo,teaching hospitals and nursing programs. Policy makers must begin to shift a significantamount of training to ambulatory sites in order both to match the training to service andto provide practitioners and site role models for future clinicians to follow.

The delivery of health care serves in this country has clearly moved to ambulatory sites.Changes in hospital admission, use of various ambulatory facilities as well as healthexpenditures reflect this shift. lt is even possible for an increasing number of surgeriesto be performed in the outpatient setting. The training of the health practitioner in aninpatient sector is outmoded. In the 19th century individual apprenticeships, training andeducation moved to group experiences in hospital settings as public hospitals increased innumber. After World War II, education become linked to inpatient care and research a.sMedicare financed support center on inpatient specialty services. Despite the clear andincreasing demand for more primary care providers, academic health centers continue totrain specialty care physicians and
nurses. Because advanced nurse training focuses onthe integration of services and developing teams of providers, these practitioners arebetter suited to community based primary care settings (National Governor's AssociationReport 1994).

HOW THE PROGRAM WOULD WORK

Medicare funding should be used to meet the health care needs of the future byretargeting the eligible entities for this funding to be educational programs rather thanhealth service providers. ANA proposes that Medicare funds under the Graduate
Medical Education program which are currently used to reimburse diploma nursingeducation be re-directed to graduate nurse education programs that are post-
baccalaureate, advanced practice programs accredited by a national accrediting body andlinked by a written agreement to an academic institution that is accredited by a national,state, and/or regional accrediting body. A formula- driven payment would be establishedfor the training of the clinical training of advanced practice nurses taking into accountthe number of annual full-time equivalent participants in the program and the nationalaverage of costs of such programs in educating such a participant. Advanc,:d practicenurses currently train in a variety of settings including hospitals, skilled nur.ing

home health agencies, nurse managed carc centers, ambulatory care facilities, health
maintenance organizations public health departments and comnurnity health centers.Nursing programs and students currently incur the costs for the support of the clinicaltraining of the advanced practice nurse education. Yet, these students are providingdirect health care in a manner similar to medical residents. Funds should he available
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to nurses in graduate nurse
education programs to help them defray tuition and fees and

provide student stipends, as well as the costs of faculty supervision at the provider site,

and program expenses.

ANA also believes that the classroom costs
incurred by rural and urban underserved

providers shmtld he considered for reimbursement. It has been demonstrated that nurses

often provide care in
underserved inner city or rural areas where no other provider is

available. Thirty-one percent of all nurse practitioners report that greater than half of

their patients are Medicaid
recipients and eight percent of all nurse practitioners report

that 50 percent of their clients are Medicare beneficiaries. Furthermore, 20 percent of

all mrse practitioners report
that more than 50 percent of their patients have no source

ot payments. Nurse
practitioners also report that special populations comprised more

Than 15 percent of their patients in practice including the homeless, victims of abuse,

culturally diserse patients with a non-Western orientation to health care, and substance

abusers. Many clinical nurse specialists provide psychiatric
services. Over 25 percent of

ail clinical nurse specialists report that greater than half of their patients are Medicaid

recipients. Overall greater proposals of nurse practitioners and certified nurse midwives

\sere found in urban undeserved and high poverty areas.
Near 19 percent of all certified

nurse midsc ices provide care in high poverty areas compared to 10 percent of all

asstetricians/gynecologists. In high poverty areas, nurse
practitioners and certified Iorso

mio .,ives work
predominantly in clinics and in rural undeserved areas, more than one

thinl of these praciners work in rural health centers.

Medicare beneficiaries in inner cities or rural areas are known to be able to access the

health care delivery system less than their counterparts in other geographic areas despite

the fact that they have a single payer system available to them. As managed care

continues to grow and the Medicare system looks toward managed care as the cost

saving salvation additional steps will be needed to allow this population to access their

services. Advanced practice nurses play a critical role in providing care to the nation's

elderly population.

THE NEED_FOKRESEARCH

There is a need for additional data on thc relationship between the workforce trends and

advanced practice nurses. We request that Members of this Committee take the lead in

establishing a graduate nurse
education council to track workforce trends as they relate

to the advanced practice nurse. In tracking such trends, the supply and demand for

physicians and other health
professionals should be assessed.

l'ONCIKSION

Mr. Chairman, we thank you for holding these hearings today on graduate medical and

nurse education. We applaud this Committee for its strong commitment to the

improvement of the health care systems in this country, and we appreciate the

opportunity to share our views with you. Thank you.

(I \
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Chairman THOMAS. Thank you very much, Ms. Johnson.
Dr. Kalkwarf.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH KALKWARF, D.D.S, DEAN, DENTAL
SCHOOL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS HEALTH SCIENCE
CENTER AT SAN ANTONIO, TEX., ON BEHALF OF THE AMER-
ICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION AND TIEE AMERICAN ASSOCIA-
TION OF DENTAL SCHOOLS
Mr. KALKWARF. Thank you very much for the opportunity to tes-

tify today.
My name is Ken Kalkwarf. I am dean of the Dental School at the

University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, and I
am here today on behalf of the American Dental Association and
also the American Association of Dental Schools.

It is my pleasure to discuss the need for continued and expanded
Medicare support for graduate dental education. For almost 30
years, Medicare payments for graduate medical education have
'peen vital to meeting the dental health personnel needs and en-
hancing the quality of care for Medicare beneficiaries.

The Association's first recommendation is for the continuation of
GME funding for hospital-based graduate dental education pro-
grams.

Dental residents trained in hospitals have always been counted
in GME funding. It is critical that this support continues. GME
funding for dental residents is essential to meet the oral health
needs of Medicare beneficiaries.

There are many oral health conditions that must be addressed
prior to medical treatment of the elderly, the disabled, or the medi-
cally compromised. Bacteria from untreated oral infections com-
plicate management of systemic disease and compromise success of
medical therapy.

The hospital-based dental programs at my institution train resi-
dents in general dentistry, pediatric dentistry, and oral and maxil-
lofacial surgery. The residents within these programs provide con-
sultations for and treatment of patients receiving chemotherapy,
head and neck radiation, organ transplants, joint replacement, and
cardiovascular surgery, as well as providing consultations for pa-
tients with infections or chronic diseases.

In these GME-supported programs, dental and medical residents
learn to work together as primary team providers.

The Association's second recommendation is that dental residents
be included in direct GME inflationary updates. This would correct
a current inequity. In the direct GME formula, primary care dental
residency programs do not receive inflationary updates. Without
these updates, it becomes difficult to sustain primary care dental
residency programs.

Dentistry has few alternative sources of revenue. Many dental
residents pay tuition for their postdoctoral primary care training.
As a result, primary care dental residents may have educational
debts greater than their medical colleagues. The excessive debt
burden discourages some students from even applying for
postdoctoral training.

The Association's third recommendation is that OME funding be
extended to cover nonhospital graduate dental programs. Only
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graduate dental programs located in teaching hospitals currently
receive Medicare, direct GME, and IME support. This ignores the
fact that substantial training takes place outside of the hospital.
Dental residents at outpatient clinics provide a significant amount
of uncompensated care to elderly and low-income patients, but
these programs do not receive GME funding.

We urge the committee to consider providing Federal support to
all accredited postdoctoral dental education programs, including
those providing only outpatient care.

Mr. Chairman, we want to emphasize that oral health is an inte-
gral part of total health, and oral bean care is an integral part
of comprehensive primary health care. Therefore, graduate dental
programs are a vital part of meeting the Nation's health care
needs.

However, hospital dental programs and dental school clinics have
unique financial problems which make delivering this care difficult.
Federal reimbursement for dental services is extremely limited. As
a result, hospital dental programs and dental school clinics have
become a "safety net" for patients without insurance or resources
to pay.

Unfortunately the increasing amount of unreimbursed dental
care provided by these training programs puts them at serious fi-
nancial risk.

A recent Institute of Medicine report recognized the valuable role
of graduate dental training and its perilous financial situation.
Medicare, DME, and IME are sources of ongoing support for these
residency programs. Any significant reduction in direct GME or
IME support will cripple the Nation's dental training infrastruc-
ture. In fact, without Medicare GME support, many hospital-based
dental residency programs would close due to the high cost of train-
ing, unreimbursed care costs, and the lack of other funding mecha-
nisms.

In summary, we recommend: First, continuation of GME funding
for hospital-based dental education programs; second, inclusion of
dental residency programs in the direct GME inflationary updates;
and last, extending GME coverage to nonhospital graduate dental
programs.

Through such a partnership with Medicare, these prorrams can
continue to play their vital role in meeting the Nation s primary
health care needs.

Thank you.
IThe prepared statement follows:I

a
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TESTIMONI OF KENNETH KALKWARF, D.D.S.
AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION

lhank you Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee for the
opportunity to testify today on behalf of the American Dental

Association and its 140,000 members. I am Dr. Kenneth Kalkwarf,
Dean of the Dental School at the University of Texas Health

Science Center at San Antonio.

Introduction

The ADA endorses the goal ot the Committee to develop a relevant

and long-term policy on the role of Medicare in the support of

health professions education. For almost thirty years. Medicare

payments for graduate medical education have been vital to

meeting the health manpower needs of our country while enhancing

the quality of care for Medicare beneficiaries. Since the

beginning of Medicare, dental residency training has been part of

this funding mechanism. It is essential, we believe, that this

assistance be continued. Our views on this important issue are

based upon three fundamental propositions:

1) A direct link exists between a financially sound
graduate dental education system and the provision of

oral health care to the elderly, disabled, medically
compromised and other special need populations:

2) Graduate dental education rests upon a fragile

economic base;

3) Alternative sources of financing do not exist.

These factors compel, we believe, an adequate and predictable

level of federal support through Medicare direct and indirect

graduate medical education funding.

Before addressing more specific issues and recommendations with

regard to Medicare and Graduate Medical Education payments, I

would like to briefly describe the nature of oral health care
provided to patients in these dental residency training programs.

Treatment of dental caries (decay) in children was the
predominate concern of dentists in the past. Today, as a result

of advances made in preventive oral health care over the last

four decades, an increasing number of people are retaining their

teeth for a lifetime. This change in the nature of dental
disease requires today's dentists to master a broader range of

treatments and to understand the implications of an ever-

increasing number of medical conditions and prescription drug, on

the oral health of patients, especially the elderly. Further,

there is growing recognition of the importance of providing

medically necessary oral health care.

Dental caries and periodontal diseases are bacterial infections

which, like pneumonia and other bacterial diseases, require

treatment. Oral cancer is more common than most people realize

and kills more people each year than cervical cancer. Untreated

dental disease, cause millions of hours of lost productivity and

impede employability. Oral health affects general health and

treatment of dental diseases is often a medical nec2sEity.

For adults without dental coverage or the means to pay for care,

teaching hospitals and dental school clinics serve as a dental

"safety net.. As in medicine, the hospital emergency room is

often the major source of oral health care tor the poor. The

dentists and dental residents in hospitals serve this safety net

(unction, and unless there is a dentist available, patients with

dental problems will be given only temporary relief -- the

umierlying problem, still untreated, will resurface at a later

time. vental staft in these hospitals also provide numerous
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consultations, mostly unreimbursed, on medically necessary oralhealth care needs.

Medigallyife essary Care

For the Medicare population, there are many oral health
conditions that rust be addressed prior to medical treatment.
Medically necessary oral health care is a direct result of, or
has direct impact on, an underlying medical condition. It
includes care directed toward control and/or elimination of pain,
infection, and reestablishment of function. There are a variety
of serious diseases and conditions that can be complicated where
oral health is not properly attended to.

For those receiving radiation therapy, a dental
abscess or infection frequently becomes
uncontrolled and destroys the surrounding bone or
even the jaw itselt, leading to mutilation and
sometimes death. Rampant decay is a common
complication due to the destruction of the salivary
glands.

Bacteria from oral Infections can spread
through the blood stream and attach to heart
valves of those with congenital or acquired heart
defects and to other prosthetic replacements in
patients. This results in death fifty percent of
the time.

For diabetics, any inlection can be life
thriatening, because the infection exacerbates the
diabetes and precludes control of elevated blood
sugar levels. In this context, it is important to
remember that periodontal diseases and dental
caries are the most common infections in adults.

For those with a blo..id itsorder, gingival (gum)
bleeding can be lite threatening. Persons at risk
include hemophiliacs and those with HIV disease.

Renal transplant patients, those on chemotherapy,
and anyone with an inmune deficiency are
vulnerable to the uncontrotied progression of the
herpes simplex virus trever bliSters). The virus
can spread to the brain and spinal cord in those
who are immunosuppressed. When uncontrolled, this
often results in death.

For patients on chemotherapy, oral infections can
spread unchecked through the blood stream because
of the absence of natural defenses. Mouth
infections are the most common infections in
chemotherapy patients and are therefore a major
cause ot life threatening disease in these
patients.

Unfortunately, many of the above services are provided without
reimbursements from tederal fundings or any other sources.
Because Medicaid dental services foi adults are optional rather
than mandated, some states provide no dental coverage for adults
and most of the remainder provide only emergency treatment or
very limited restorative services. In addition, more states are
considering eliminating adult dental services as the country's
economic situation continue.; to strain state budgets. New York
State would be an exanple.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Under Medicare part H, the dental care covered is extremely
limited (essentially limited to treatment of traumatic injuries,
oral pathology, and jaw surgery). Hospital dental programs
cannot rely on Medicare patient revenues to support the programs.
As a result, dental residency programs, which serve both the
training function and a necessary patient care function, often
provide free care because oral health services are not
reimbursed.

Dente/. Residency Training '.2al_gyeryiew

Training for dental school graduates at the postdoctoral level
(after dental school graduation) takes place at both dental
school clinics and teaching hospitals. The programs that are
relevant for discussion of Medicare DOME and IME are the eight
recognized dental specialty programs and General Dentistry
residency training programs. In 1993, the first year enrollment
for all of these programs was 2,447, representing sixty five
percent of the dental school graduates for that year. Unlike
medicine, there are not enough dental residency positions for all
dental school graduates.

The postdoctoral programs and their first year enrollment figures
for 1993 are as follows:

Type cI Program* 1st Yr. Enrollees
(1993)

Length cf Training
(years)

Dental Public Health 17 1 or 2
Endodontics 155 2
Oral Pathology 8 3

Oral Surgery 213 4
Orthodontics 266 2
Pediatric Dentistry 173 2

Periodontics 188 3

Prosthodontics 201 3-4
General Dentistry 1,224 1-2
* A description ol the various reiidicyFrams is appended.

General Dentistry training programs provide a one to two year
clinical and scientific experience which provides residents with
additional expertise in various dental specialties and hospital
dentistry. General Dentistry residents learn to care for the
oral health needs of those requiring specialized or complex care.
such as the handicapped, developmentally disabled individuals,
high risk medical patients, and those with infectiOus diseases.
As a result, graduates of these pregrams refer to specialists
less often, which is critically important in rural and
underserved areas. Eighty seven percent of those trained in
General Dentistry residencies remain in primary care practice.
In 1993, there were 1,224 first year enrcllees in these programs,
but demand remains high as twenty f've pixient of the applicant,:
were turned away.

Dental residency training also differs f :hysician training zn
that approximately one half of all pos:,ion -e located in
dental schools; the other half are in hospil, . Dental school
clinics are not eligible for Medicare DGME fanding. Of hospitel
dental training sites, only non-VA, non-DOD teaching hospitals
receive DOME support. In 1993 approximately forty four percent
if all postdoctoral dental residency training positions took
place in hcspitalu supported by Medicare DGME and IME funding.

What does this mean in terms of federal support? One of the
recommendations of the Institute of Medicine's recent study 01
dental education ("Dental Education at the Crossroads", released

4
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January 17, 1995) directly addresses postdoctoral dental training
policy:

"The Committee recommends that postdoctoral education in a
general dentistry or specialty program be available for
every dental graduate, and that the goal be to achieve this
within five to ten years, and that the emphasis be on
creating new positions in advanced general dentistry ....
(Recommendation 7)

The Association would support the establishment of additional
positions sufficient to meet need or demand.

Because Medicare DOME and IKE funding provides for ongoing
maintenance of these programs, continued inclusion of dental
training in these formulae helps to maintain the hospital-based
postdoctoral training positions that currently are provided. The
Association also supports funding for start-up costs of such
programs. This is critically important in assuring comprehensive
care to patients and to the availability of a workforce able to
meet the broad spectrum of patient needs.

I. . ge K I:, . tion and Needed

Im rov menta

Given limitations in oral health care coverage described earlier,
it is clear that patient care revenue is not sufficient to
support dental residency training programs. Signif,icant support
from a host institution is required, and even the Medicare GME
and IME that teaching hospitals receive can only meet a portion
of the total costs.

While Medicare DGME and IKE funding streams currently flow to the
teaching hospital administration rather than directly to
residency training programs, their continuance is vitally
Important to dental programs. If the dental residency training
position "counts in the formula., there is less financial
pressure from the hospital administration or threat of program
closure. Often, directors of dental residency programs can
point to such offsetting funds in making the case for
continuation of their programs. These programs are often in a
deficit situation absent such DGME/IME support, due to the
indigent unreimbursed oral health care that is provided.

A 1944 survey of Medicare GME and IME's impact on 235 hospital
dental training found that thirty percent have been threatened
with closure due to financial hardship. These Medicare funds
help the programs to continue despite an average thirty two
percent shortfall in revenues to expenses.

Medicare Direct GME (DOME): DOME payments are based on a formula
ot full-time equivalent (FTE) residents multiplied by a per
resident dollar amount and then multiplied by the proportion of
hospitai inpatient days used by Medicare patients in the
particular hospital. Since the beginning of Medicai:e, hospital
dental training has been part of this funding mechanism.

Under HCFA regulations, the GME formula counts a full-time
resident for the time spent in a basic training period plus one
year (basic training period means the time required to be

eligible for board certification). The regulations make an
exception for General Dentistry residencies, so these primary
care residents are counted in the formula even though the
training is not required for board certification (Federal
Register, September 29, 1989, p. 40294). The other basic
training periods (plus one year) for dental residencies are:
Endo-3 years, Oral Path-4, OMFS-5, 0rtho-1, Pediatric-3, Perio-4,

.+L
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Prosth-4, Prosth Max- S. Only nospitai-supporteu gensai
education programs receive this Medicare payment. Dental school-
based residencies are not part of this reimbursement formula.
OffEite residents can also be counted if the hospital incurs all,

or substantially all of the costs of such training.

Medicare Indirect Medical Education (IME): AS the Committee Is
aware, the IME adjustment is provided to teaching hospitals to
compensate for factois that increase their costs, such as a more
severely ill patient population, severity of cases and weakness
of the DRG system in recogniFing this, and operating costs
associated with education programs. As with Direct GME, IME
payments Are only made to teaching hospitals, and dental
residents in hospitals count in the formula.'

There is movement toward having more training take place in
outpatient or other ambulatory care settings. Innovative dental
programs have been established at some hospitals, where dental

residents rotate through community health centers. OBRA '93
allows residents in community health centers to be counted under
IME if the residents are under the hospital's ownership or
control and the hospital incurs all or substantially all of the
costs of services furnished by interns and residents. Therefore,
it is important for dental residents to continLe to count in this

formula. The ADA encourages expansions of General Dentistry
training sites. These sites provide primary dental care to the
unserved and underserved population. It is not possible to
promote training in the ambulatory care setting without dental

residents in the formula.

erslacia_and_Rezaufnulatignfii
While continuation of current Medicare OCHE and IME funding is

vitally important for dental education, there are two additional

issues of concern that should be addressed:

(1) Dental programs do not receive an inflationary update under

DGME; and

(2) Dental school-based residency programs receive no DGME
support.

The Budget Reconciliation law of 1993 (OBRA 1993) defined primary

care residencies as family medicine, general internal medicine,

general pediatrics, preventive medicine, geriatric medicine, or

osteopathic general practice. This medical-only definition
reflected a goal to steer more physicians into primary care. The

law provided that only these primary care residency positions

would receive an annual inflationary update of the per residency

amount in the Direct GME formula.

Unfortunately, this completely overlooks the critical primary

health care role played by dentel residents. For most AmericanS,

the primary care team includes a pilysician and a dentist. If

either is unavailable, the patient has an access problem, as

treatment of the entire body must include the oral cavicy. The

incomplete definition of primary care used for the inflation

update was taken from a Public Health Service training definition

explicitly limited to a medical loan program. In fact,

---- --a
'The citation for Inclusion of hospital dental residents in

Medicare DGME is: 42 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) 4 41.3.86,

referencing 4 405...,22 (a).

'lhe citation is 42 CFR 4 412.10, (gl(1)(A), referencing 4

4p....2z (a).
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contemporaneous report language accompanying the 1992
reauthorization of health professions programs shows that the
committee recognized dentistry as a primary care component of
practice:

"The Conferees have tied receipt of Federal scholarship
funds to the completion of primary care training programs
and the practice of primary care

. . . After graduation from
allopathic or osteopathic schools of medicine or dental
school, the individual must enter general dentistry
practice, or will have five years to complete a residency
program in either family medicine, general pediatrics,
general internal medicine, or general dentistry."

The recent IOM report on dental education specifically states,
under the first of eight "Policy and Strategic Principles. that
"(o)ral health is an integral part of total health, and oral
health care is an integral part of coeprehensive health care,
including primary care."

-

Further, if GME policy is further modified to "weight" or re-
direct DGME funds toward "primary" care, use of this same
definition would cripple the dental residency training
infrastructure of this country.

While policymakers may be pleased to know that dental education
does not have such a specialty oversaturation problem as in
medicine, we urge that Congress not adopt policies that might
disrupt the balance that has been maintained, and we urge support
for development of generalists.

At the very least, General Dentistry and Pediatric Dentistry
residency training should be included in any primary care funding
preference because they are the dental parallel to family
medicine and pediatric medi,ine. Oral and maxillofacial surgeons
also play a primary care role when they are the only dental
residents in a hospital, and their training programs should besupported.

We would like to work with the committee to correct the inflation
update preblem, and with regard to any other funding preferencesthat may be proposed.'

Our second recommendation is to correct the inequity that has
long existed under Medicare DGME, by extending support to dental
school-based residency programs. This would recognize the role
that dental school-based residents play in treating underserved
populations, including low income and elderly patients. A recent
preliminary study of dental school clinics prepared for the
American Association of Dental Schools (AADS) found that the
median household income of clinic patients was $13,800 -15,600
per year, with two-thirds reporting a household income of $20,000or less. Eighteen percent of the patients were age 65 and over.
MOS estimates that over 600,000 Medicare eligible individuals
are treated each year in dental school clinics. It Is sensible
federal policy for Medicare to pay its fair share ot these
training costs.

'It the statute ;s amended this iear the: . should disc be a technicai correction ti de.ete references
t: prograas that ire 'approvvi b, the Canal on DeItal Edczatidn dt

the imerican Dental Associatio ealSt.no,
:mage from the Medicare statute and reqviitions .a: CFP I 05.512 ,a '4. Th. C'urc.1 on D.nta: Eldcatm no

ipprdi'..s' programs. in 19-5 the COISISS204 On Dental A:creditat,on oe:ne the ac:reditind aden:,
i:r lental, tort postdontora:. an1 ailied tenth/ et.catior progams.
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For federal health professions training policy, the ADA
recommends that Medicare's DGME support be expanded to all
accredited postdoctoral dental programs.

Thank you Mr. Chairman for your consideration of the
Association's recommendations. I would be pleased to answer any
questions at this time.

A
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Chairman THOMAS. Thank you very much, doctor.
Dr. Jones, if you would allow us to catch this vote and then come

back, we would be pressed if we gave you the full time for your tes-
timony, and I want to, so if you would allow us, the subcommittee
will stand in recess until we hurry back.

Recess.]
Chairman THOMAS. The subcommittee will reconvene. And, Dr.

Jones, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES L. JONES, D.P.M., PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN PODIATRIC MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. JONES. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, members of the sub-
committee, I am Charles Jones, president of the American
Podiatric Medical Association.

As one who has devoted much of his professional life in
postdoctoral podiatric medical education, I welcome this oppor-
tunity to appear before this subcommittee today on the subject of
graduate medical education, a vision for the future.

It is my purpose, Mr. Chairman, to acquaint the subcommittee
with podiatric's role in GME and why continued Federal participa-
tion in graduate medical education is vital if high-.quality health
and medical services are to be maintained and strengthened.

Since January 1, 1973, following the Social Security amendments
of 1972, postdoctoral residency programs in podiatric medicine and
surgery have benefited from both direct and indirect GME pay-
ments uncier lyIndicare. Based on our best available information, we
estimate that as of November 1994, 210 teaching hospitals with
800 residency slots in 29 States and the District of Columbia re-
ceived Medicare payments for the direct costs of these programs.

Additionally, 46 VA hospitals and 3 military hospitals addition-
ally train 160 podiatric medical residents, although these training
programs are funded by those Federal agencies, not Medicare.

Suffice it to say that we believe very strongly that podiatric med-
ical residency programs must continue to have access to funding,
including access to any new funding mechanisms that ultimately
replace or supplement that currently in effect under Medicare.

Among other things, completion of an approved residency pro-
gram is now seen as an essential component of training of a doctor
of podiatric medicine. A 1992 resolution adopted by the American
Podiatric Medical Association house of delegates, for example,
makes clear that colleges of podiatric medicine should prepare their
graduates for entry-level postgraduate study, not for entry-level
practice.

Equally important, an increasing number of States have begun
to require a minimum of 1 year postgraduate education or resi-
dency for licensare as a doctor of podiatric medicine. As of 1994,
35 States imposed such a requirement.

The basis for any change in GME financing schemes begins with
the well-known fact that there are considerably more allopathic
medical residency positions than there are graduates of U.S.
schools of medicine with these excess positions being filled by for-
eign medical graduates.
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For example, the Council on Graduate Medical Education has
suggested limiting the number of residency positions to 110 percent
of the number of allopathic medical school graduates.

In the case of podiatric medicine, however, there are !lc) foreign
medical graduates. Since to practice in the United States one must
have had to successfully complete a course ;I study at one of the
seven U.S. colleges of podiatric medicine.

Hence, the profession's longstanding goal has simply been to pro-
vide an adequate number of residency positions to accommodate all
graduates of its colleges. This goal was finally achieved in 1991.

But as recently as 1988, there were only enough residency train-
ing positions to meet the needs of about 69 percent of the podiatric
medical college graduates. And this year we again expect to fall
short of being able to fulfill about 10 percent of our postdoctoral
training program needs.

Thus, unlike allopathic medicine, there are no excess residency
positions, and the positions which do exist are filled by graduates
of U.S. colleges of podiatric medicine.

A second premise some employ in debating the need to alter
graduate medical education payment schemes is that there are too
many allopathic and osteopathic physicians.

The Council on Graduate Medical Education has spent consider-
able time and effort attempting to document physician supply and
demand and identifying the types of allopathic and osteopathic
physicians expecting to be in an oversupply in the coming years.

In contrast, the Council on Graduate Medical Education has not
examined the supply of and demand for podiatric physicians. In
fact, no government body has determined that an excess supply of
doctors of podiatric medicine is in the offing.

In 1981, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services es-
tablished an ideal ratio of 6.2 podiatric phyeicians per 100,000 pop-
ulation.

Much more recently the Bureau of Health Professions of the U.S.
Public Health Service contracted with the National Center for
Health Statistics to obtain baseline data on foot care needs in the
general population. This was done as part of a 1990 national health
interview survey.

In comparison, podiatric physicians accounted for 4.5 percent of
all medical and surgical services provided to Medicare patients by
all physicians in 1991. Doctors of podiatric medicine, in fact, pro-
vided the majority of foot care services needed by Medicare bene-
ficiaries, and this population continues to increase about 2 percent
per year.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the Association does not envy the
difficult but necessary task this committee, indeed, has. The Con-
gress faces encountering the Nation's enormous debt and its
mounting annual deficits. Sacrifices, we know, will be required of
each of us if these larger issues are to be successfully addressed.

But if future generations of Americans are to be guaranteed ap-
propriate access to well-trained physicians, it is absolutely essen-
tial that we maintain and strengthen our medical education sys-
tem, including its residency training component. Postdoctoral resi-
dency training, including its supervisory component, requires sub-
stantial time and commitment and must be compensated.



The American Podiatric Medical Association believes that all
third-party payers, including Medicare, should proportionally share
the cost of supervision and related educational costs. This is abso-
lutely essential to help ensure high-quality patient care and to pre-
serve high-quality postdoctoral training.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement followsl
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TESTIMONY OF CHARLES L. JONES, DPM
AMERICAN PODIATRIC MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Dr. Charles Jones, President of the American Podiatric

Medical Association, and a.private practicing podiatric physician

in Chicago, Illinois. As one who has devoted much of his

professional life in post doctoral podiatric medical education, I

welcome this opportunity to appear before this subcommittee today

on the subject of Graduate Medical Education (GME) -- A Vision for

the Future. It is my purpose, Mr. Chairman, to acquaint the

subcommittee with podiatric medicine's role in GME and why

continued Federal participation in graduate medical education is

vital if high quality health and medical care services are to be

maintained and strengthened.

Podiatric Medicine and GHE

As you noted in the press release announcing today's hearing,

Medicare has since its inception reimbursed teaching hospitals for

the program's share of costs for the training of physicians and

other health professionals. But it was not until the Social

Security Amendments of 1972 that podiatric physicians became

eligible-for Medicare's GME benefit. Since January 1, 1973, post

doctoral residency programs in podiatric medicine and surgery have

benefited from both direct and indirect GME payments stemming from

Title XVIII. Based on our best available information, we estimate

that as of November, 1994, 210 teaching hospitals with 800

residency slots in 29 states and the District of Columbia received

Medicare payments for the direct costs Of these programs.

Additionally, forty-six Veterans Administration hospitals and three

military hospitals additionally train 160 podiatric medical

residents, though these training programs are funded by those

Federal agencies, not Medicare.

Suffice it to say that we believe very strongly that podiatric

medical residency programs must continue to have access to funding,
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including access to any new funding mechanism that might ultimately

replace or supplement that currently in effect under Medicare.

Among other things, completion of an approved residency program is

now seen as an essential component of the training of a doctor of

podiatric medicine. For example, a special consensus panel

convened in March, 1992, by the Liaison Committee on Podiatric

Medical Education and Practice concluded that "One year of

'postgraduate' training is necessary to enter either the private

practice of or advanced specialty training in podiatric medicine."

Further, a 1992 resolution adopted by the APMA House of Delegates

makes clear that colleges of podiatric medicine should prepare

their graduates for entry level postgraduate study, not for entry

level practice. Finally, an increasing number of States have begun

to require a minimum of one year postgraduate eiucation or

residency training for licensure as a doctor of podiatr.c medicine

(DPM). As of 1994, 75 States imposed such a requirement.

Restructuring GM2 Yinancing

The basis for any change in GME financing schemes begins with

the well known fact that there are considerably more allopathic

medical residency positions than there are graduates of U.S.

schools of medicine, with these "excess" positions being filled by

foreign medical graduates. For example, the Council on Graduate

Medical Education (COGME) has suggdsted limiting the number of

residency positions to 110 percent of the number of allopathic

medical school graduates.

In the case of podiatric medicine, however, there are no

foreign podiatric medical graduates, since to practice in the

United States one must have successfully completed a course of

study at one of the seven U.S. colleges of podiatric medicine.

Hence, the profession's longstanding goal has simply been to

provide an adequate number of residency positions to accommodate

all graduates of its colleges. This goal was finally achieved in

1q91; but, as recently as 1988, there were only enough residency
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training positions to meet the needs of about 69 percent of

podiatric medical college graduates. But this year we again expect

to fall short of being able to fulfill about 10% of our post

doctoral training program needs. Thus, unlike allopathic medicine,

there are no "excess" residency positions; and the positions which

do exist are filled by graduates of U.S. colleges of podiatric

medicine.

Assuring a match between the number of residency positions

and the number of podiatric medical college graduates has been

complicated somewhat, due to a decline in the applicant pool, by

relatively recent fluctuations in first year enrollments in the

nation's podiatric medical colleges. For example, while first year

enrollments gradually rose throughout the first half of the 1980's

to peak at 815 in 1986, the number of such students had declined to

56] by 1990. Of note, the eventh Report t2 thl PI9sident Angi thA

Congress gn the Status at Nealtli Personnel in the UniIgA Etitez,

March 1990, argued that one reason for the declining enrollments

was "applicant awareness of an insufficient number of residency

slots to accommodate graduates."

A second premise some employ in debating the need to alter

graduate medical education payment schemes is that there are too

many allopathic and osteopathic physicians. The Council on

Graduate Medical Education has spent considerable time and effort

attempting to document physician supply and demand, and identify

the types of allopathic and osteopathic physicians expected to be

in under - or oversupply in the coming years.

In contrast, the Council on Graduate Medical Education has not

examined the supply of, and demand for, podiatric physicians. In

fact, no government body has determined that an excess supply of

doctors of podiatric medicine is in the offing. In 1981, the U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services established an ideal ratio

of 6.2 podiatric physicians per 100,000 population. This ratio was
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developed as part of the Health Professions Requirement Model, a

Federal econometric study. In comparison, the actual 1991 ratio

was about 5.0 podiatric physicians per 100,000 population.

Much more recently, the Bureau of Health Professions of the

U.S. Public Health Service contracted with the National Center for

Health Statistics to obtain baseline data on foot care needs in

the general population. This was done as part of the 1990 National

Health Interview Survey. This survey of 46,476 households,

comprising 119,631 individuals, found that one of every six

Americans suffered from foot problems in the twelve months

preceding their interview and one of every sixteen Americans deemed

their problem serious enough to consider getting professional care.

However, more significantly, only 55 percent of those who

considered their foot problem serious enough to warrant

professional care actually received such care. Of these, 47

percent were seen by a doctor of podiatric medicine for an

estimated total of more that 14.5 million patient visits.

In comparison, podiatric physicians accounted for 4.5 percent

of all the medical and surgical services provided to Medicare

patients by all physicians in 1991. Doctors of podiatric medicine,

in fact, provide the majority of footcare services needed by

Medicare beneficiaries, and this population continues to increase

by about 2 percent each year. For example, in 1991, doctors of

podiatric medicine performed 98.5 percent of nail debridements,

82.3 percent of hammertoe operations, 72.5 percent of

bunionectomies, and 55.4 percent of rearfoot surgery required by

Medicare beneficiaries.

The third premise underlying proposed changes in graduate

medical education financing and related initiatives is that there

are too many specialists and not enough primary care practitioners.

While podiatric medicine is not included in the list of primary

care specialties cited in a variety of Federal statutes, the
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reality is that doctors of podiatric medicine "often serve as the

entry point into the health care system for patients with systemic

diseases that manifest themselves by symptoms in the feet," as

emphasized most recently in the Eighth Report to Congress can Health

Personnel in tilt United States, published September, 1992, by the

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Doctors of podiatric

medicine also provide a large number of primary care services (as

defined in section 1642(i) (4) of the Social Security Act). In

fact, evaluation and management services accounted for about 24

percent of the Medicare allowed dollars paid to doctors of

podiatric medicine in 1991. Further, the Health professiond

Education Assistance Act, when reauthorized in November, 1988,

specifically included support for new primary care residency

tra'aing programs in podiatric medicine. Ten such programs were

initially funded, under which about 44 residents are being trained

each year. Finall}, among the three recognized specialty boards in

podiatric medicine is the American Board of Podiatric Orthopedics

and Primary Podiatric Medicine.

In short, it would appear that two of the premises underlying

proposed changes in graduate medical education financing--excess

number of residency positions and practitioner oversupply--do nat.

apply to podiatric medicine. The third--the need for more primary

care practitioners--may have unique implications in the case of

doctors of podiatric medicine. We believe that policymakers should

be mindful of these distinctions as they weigh the need to alter

support for graduate medical education.

CONCLUSION

To conclude my testimony, Mr. Chairman, the Association does

not envy the difficult but necessary task this committee, indeed,

the Congress, faces in countering the Nation's enormous debt and

its mounting annual deficits. Sacrifices, we know, will be

required of each of us if those larger issues are ever to be

_AL q 11
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successfully addressed. But if future generations of American are

to be guaranteed appropriate access to well trained physicians, it

is absolutely essential that we maintain and strengthen our medical

education system, including its residency training component. Post

doctoral residency training, including its supervisory component,

requires substantial time and commitment and must be compensated.

The APMA believes that all third party payers, including Medicare,

should proportionately share the costs of supervision and related

educational costs. This is absolutely essential to help ensure

high quality patient care and to preserve high quality post

doctoral training programs.

V
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Chairman THOMAS. Thank you, Dr. Jones. You indicated that
podiatric doctors receive their training in other Federal funded pro-.grams other than obviously through the graduate medical edu-cation structure?

Mr. JONES. In the V.A. hospitals and the military.
Chairman THOMAS. And, Dr. Kalkwarf, I assume dentists are in-volved in that as well?
Mr. KALKWARE. Yes. We have some individuals who do trainthrough DOD funding or VA funding.
Chairman THOMAS. A rough percentage?
Mr. KALKWARE. Approximately half of dental residents will beprovided training through some sort of Federal support, about 44

percent through GME funding, a small percentage of DOD and VA,and then the other half are funded privately.
Chairman THOMAS. OK So about, well, less than 10 percent ofthose that get to Federal funding come into those other programs.
Ms. JOHNSON. Approximately.
Chairman THOMAS. So the bulk come from GME funding.
We have been supplying this graduate medical education fundingobviously sincewell, for more than a decade, more than two dec-ades actually.
Is the thrust of your statement that there are not enough resi-dency slots for you folk and that we should give more money sothat there would be more slots?
Mr. JONES. There are not enough podiatric residency slots for allthe current graduates. And, of course, then you fall into quality ofprogram. We have, the profession
Chairman THOMAS. But if we put more money into it, does that

then produce n.ore slots? If someone is controlling the determina-tion of who gets what slots, and there are not enoue slots now,why is adding more money going to produce the slots?
Mr. JONES. It would not necessarily do that. We have spent thelast, 10 years educating the hospitals to the direct and indirect

costs through Medicare, and that is how we have increased the
Chairman THOMAS. That is my connection. We have got to work

on the folks who are writing programs
Mr. JONES. That is ripht.
Chairman THOMAS Icantinuingl. In terms of the importance bothof the dentistry and the
Mr. JONES. That is correct.
Chairman THOMAS. Now in relation to that., where do you folksfall in this movement toward managed care? Is thereis dentistry

being incorporated as part of that?
It would seem to me that if you have a managed care programwith a decent preventive care program, dentistry is going to be akey part of that. Am I wrong?
Mr. KALKWARE. No. In certain parts of the country, managed

care is starting to play a role. In other parts, it is not. It is laggingbehind the medicine managed care model thnl we are seeing pro-
gressing throughout the country.

-
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You know, it is our prcmise that we need to train individuals in
dental education and the general practice programs and the dental
specialty programs to be able to function within a managed care
market, as well as the private market also, because we are going
to have a mix in the future obviously.

(The following was subsequently received:1
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AUri!k
Washi.ntonOffice

April 10, 1995

The Honorable William Thomas
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health
Committee'on Ways and Means
1136 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Thomas:

The American Dental Association appreciates the recent
opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee concerning
future support for Graduate Medical Education.

During the course of the March 23 hearing, you asked several
important questions regarding dentistry and managed care. The
issues raised are timely and relevant to the debate on health
system reform. Your inquiry is particularly appropriate as
individual States seek to convert their Medicaid programs into
capitated systems.

The purpose of this letter is to briefly expand upon our
responses provided at the hearing. We hope the following,
additional information will be of value to the deliberations of
the Subcommittee.

Dentistry and_MarlaBeA_CaKe

The Association believes that Congress must understand and
accommodate the significant differences between medicine and
dentistry as it addresses the issue of managed care. Dental

disease is chronic, progressive and destructive. It is also
almost entirely preventable through regular examinations and
early interception. Americans saved nearly $100 billion in
dental care costs during the 1980's through the profession's
emphasis on preventive oral health measures. Managed care in
the capitated model is designed to respond to and treat medical
diseases; conditions which are generally episodic, but also
potentially life-threatening and catastrophic in cost.

A basic element of managed care is the gatekeeper. This
concept is designed in part to "guide" the patient through the
maze of physician specialty and subspecialty care. By
contrast, 801 of dental services are provided at one site by
one primary care practitioner.

3 .
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Dentists, of whom over 80% are primary care providers, alraAdy
apai e. as gatekeepers for the patient when referrals are
necessary.

Most telling, however, is the underlying incentives in the
managed care model to limit utilization. This is a consequence
of a financing system which--absent deductibles, copayments and
other out-of-pocket expenses--often insulates the patient from
economic decisions regarding health care services.
Gatekeepers, limited choice of practitioners, designated sites
for care and lower, capitated reimbursement rates for
participating providers can serve as the cost-containment
mechanism by creating barriers to patient care.

In contrast, the traditional fee-for-service dental model is
cost-effective because it (1) encourages patient visits to
preven* oral disease and allow early therapeutic intervention,
and (2) involves consumers directly in the cost of dental care.
Today's patients pay almost 53 percent of the national dental
bill out-of-pocket. The result is, at once, a dramatic rise in
the oral health status of those who receive regular dental care
and a steady decline in expenditures for dental services as a
percent of total health care spending.

The American Dental Association respectfully requests the
inclusion oi this letter in the formal hearing record of March
23, 1995.

Sincerely,

Doroth Moss
Director
Washington office

DM:sic:kip
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Chairman THOMAS. And do you think you would be helped if
there was a clear focus on a bank of specialists available to back
up the gatekeepers in their decisions as to which path an individ-
ual should take in terms of whether or not it is, first of all, mental,
physical, and then whether or not dental would assist?

I would assume that to the degree we have the opportunity to
fall back onin fact, rely onsecond opinions, if you will, within
the managed care structure, that you folks would then be seen to
be more valuable than you would otherwise.

Mr. KALKWARE. One thing we have to remember is that in den-
tistry, as compared to medicine, the majority of our practitioners
are general practitioners; 80 percent of them are general practition-
ers. So we do not see the same type of mix in the relationship on
the dental side that we do on the medical side at this point in time.

Chairman THOMAS. But when I say "specialty," I really mean
specialty as dentists versus others, and that perhaps some of that
dental work might be necessary to deal with, you know, sympto-
matic relief rather than others.

What about podiatric medicine? How is that fitting in in man-
aged care?

Mr. JONES. Throughout the United States, there are quite a few
podiatrists on panels and in managed care. But proportionally, they
are really squeezed out. And they are especially squeezed out if the
managed care organization has financial incentives to the primary
care physician, because they do not refer, no matter what.

I have attended several meetings where now the primary care
physician is expected to treat most of the common medical condi-
tionsI am not talking about just feetfor at least two or three
or four visits until they are assured that they need other triage.

Well, if you are going to keep the patient for three or thur visits,
the average practitioner outside is not going to get that patient at
all.

Another thing that they are doing, another wrinkle that is com-
ing, is that the family practice people are hiring physician assist-
ants and nurse practitioners to administer the more common care,
billing at a lower service code, and that lowers the cost.

So there are many factors out there that are affecting the ability
of the ordinary practitioner to participate in managed care.

Chairman THOMAS. But you are not opposed, are you, to someone
who is adequately professionally trained to perform a service, that
if it is not necessary to have a medical degree to perform, that they
ought to be allowed to perform it, are you?

Mr. JONES. As long as it is quality work and you are not, you
know, going to endanger the patient.

Chairman THOMAS. Of course.
Mr. JONES. I think there are concerns now, and I think some of

the panelists this morning said that the primary care physician is
not trained in all the conditions. And the r inaged care organiza-
tion is suggesting that they go back for a mini-residency, so that
they are more adept at treating these things.

And I think you will see that medically, legally, they are going
to make some mistakes, which would be normal, and as soon as
they loseas far as podiatry, as soon as they lose a couple of legs
and a leg now is worth about $1 million here in the StatesI think
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there will be, you know, really some concerns about what they are
doing.

Chairman THOMAS. OK. I was going to try to move, then, over
to Ms. Johnson, because clearly their concern is that there are a
number of things that can be done by professionals in the health
care industry that are not allowed to be done or historically have
not allowed it to be done because of the historical role of the doctor.

But I guess, Ms. Johnson, my question to you is: Why should we
elevate the training of these folk when we have in certain areas
and I guess anesthesiologists would be my best examplewhy
should we take some of these folk and give them advanced training
in anesthesia when we already have anesthesiologists who are out
of work?

And it seems to me that in moving this structure, you move this
way, you have got folks who are getting better training if you had
room for those folks who move up. But you do not; they are out of
a job.

Why should you not just as easily move in this direction and
have doctors performing functions that historically doctors tend not
to perform, because they would not have a job otherwise'?

And frankly my goal is to push ends this way and provide more
folk in that edging between doctors and health professionals in
more of that managed care setting that can perform more.

And I think your goal is similar to theirs in terms of finding slots
and educational positions for these people who can pursue this ad-
vanced training.

In the Medicare area, what percentageballpark, if you do not
have it fairly preciselyor give me some general feeling of the pro-
portion or percentage of' Medicare patients that receive their care
from these advanced practice nurses. Do we know?

Ms. JOHNSON. In terms of percentages, it would be difficult for
me to even "guesstimate."

I will tcll you a large percentage of advanced practice nurses pro-
vide gerontological care. We focus a lot in terms of our primary
careour transition to managed care has probably been easier in
some aspects because we have always focused on prevention and
health maintenance, so-called wellness care, as opposed to always
focusing on illness care.

So when you talk abont the fact that, for example, with reg-
istered nurse anesthetists, someone mentioned earlier that the
largest percentage, somewhere in the neighborhood of about 80 per-
cent of anesthetic services in rural areas where there is a great
need for care, is provided by nurse anesthetists.

I think there is enough work, enough care needs, given our Na-
tion's status related to health care at this point, that a collabo-
rative approach that involves all of usand I think you mentioned
this a while agois the most effective way of approaching it, as op-
posed to saying one discipline needs to do it all, and others do
none.

Chairman THOMAS. Then if you have got doctors who are out of
work, but they choose not to move where the work is, and the
nurses do, that is a decision in the marketplace.

What about home health care? Is that an area that looks to you
folks as a really growth market?
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Ms. JoHNsoN. As a matter of fact, one of the things that we are
focusing on in nursing is the fact that a lot of health care is moving
from the hospital into the community.

In listening to the comments of nurses, one of the reasons that
the BSN-prepared nurse and the advanced practice nurse are such
critical pieces to health care delivery is that a lot of their focus is
on moving that health care from the hospital into the community
and into home health, into the workplace, into familiar community
settings that make it easier to ensure access to health care.

Chairman THOMAS. And not only the traditional caring and sup-
portive role, but the manipulation of various devices, infusion and
others, which I think is a kind of a natural fitting. If you are going
to have somebody drop by the home, they are going to have to have
a degree of that training.

Ms. JOHNSON. It certainly is more cost effective, yes.
Chairman THOMAS. Yes, yes. Does the gentlewoman from Con-

necticut have anything?
Mrs. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT. I appreciate your testimony.
And hearing in the context of our responsibility to better fund

medical education the spectrum of training situations that we have
to be certain that the new system will meet, I think your testimony
is evidence of how hard it has been to break into the existing sys-
tem, and really at what risk, your training where it has broken
into what degree it still is at risk, particularly in a period in a
change.

So I think your testimony will be very useful to us and is further
proof that we need to have a more uniform systemic approach to
fostering the development of medical knowledge amongst practi-
tioners and enabling the system thereafter to better integrate
skilled practitioners into systems of care that can deliver appro-
priate and affordable care.

And I appreciate your testimony today.
Chairman THOMAS. With that, I want to thank the panel for your

patience as well. The information was very, very helpful to us.
And the subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon at 1:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned. I
[Submissions for the record follow:]
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AMERICAN Osts.OPAIIIIC IIRALTHCARE ASMW1A Elos

Statement of
THE AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC HEALTHCARE ASSOCIM ION

For the Record of the March 23, 1995 I learing
on Graduate Medical Education

Subcommittee on Health, Committee on Ways and Means
U.S. (louse of Representatives

The American Osteopathic I lealtheare Association represents osteopathic hospitals and related
institutions nationwide. Seventy percent of our member hospitals sponsor one or more graduate
medical education (GME) programs. We arc vitally concerned with GME training and believe it
is essential that Medicare continue to support it as competitive pressures drive third-party
payments downward, thus virfually eliminating whatever support the private sector has
heretofore implicitly provided for graduate medical education

We believe that osteopathic GME programs are especially worthy of support and that harm to
them would he a loss to the Nation. Most of these programs are community-hospital based.
They train generalist (as well as specialty) phystcians in the type of environment in which thes
will eventually set up practice rather than in a distant tertiary-care medical complex. Our
programs turn out a high proportion of primary care phy sicians Nearls GO percent of osteopath:,
physicians practice in primary carc fields. And osteopathic physicians are more hiLck than then
MD counterparts to practice in underserved areas.

We belies e that, ideally, all those who pay for health care services should explicit!s contribute
toward the cost of graduate medical education, but we recognize that an all-payer approach is o
likely to he part of whatever incremental health care reform the Congress will adopt in the near
future. Therefore, we assume that the issue now is what Medicare's polic> toward GML will he
during a period when it is necessary to make significant reductions in Medicare program cost.

Recognizing that the arca of graduate medical education will not escape budget cuts, we believe
that the cuts should respond to physician workforce concerns. A major problem is an overall
excess supply of physicians. Front the standpoint of both workforce policy and Medicare cost
control, there is cause for concern regarding the continuing increase in the total number of
residency positions that Medicare is supporting. The Courted on I iraduate Medical Education
(('OGME) has recommended an annual limit on the number of first-year residency positions
equal to 110 percent of the number of medical school graduates (allopathic and osteopathic ). If
this recommendation were applied to Medicare funding, it would produce significant savings
over present policy. which provides financial support for whate,er residency positions are
actually filled

It is important to recognize that international medical graduates (IM( is I make up a majot P.S I oi
the increased number of residents-in-training. For 1993-94, IM(is were about 39 percent ot
residents For 1990-91, they were about 30 percent. It is time to recognize specific:all> that the
large numbers of international medical graduates is a problem for physician workforce polic find
for Medicare payment policy. One way to respond would be to limit Medicare support to Ili)
percent of medical school graduates and to specify that the additional 10 percent is for IM( is
Room would he provided for 100 percent of American graduates. Without this specification.
limiting the overall number of supported positions might mean demising some American
graduates of training positions while providing them IMGs. There is little reason to do that.
since we know that the quality of American medical school training and its graduates is
universally high, which can not be said with the sante confidence regarding INR is and their
training. In imposing a 110 percent limit, Medicare ssould be acting as a prudent put chaser and
%%mild be doing so in a way that is consistent with the physician ssorkforce needs of the Nation

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Wc also encourage the Subcommittee to consider three GME policy changes that make sense and
that can be accomplished within an overall policy of spending reduction

Indirect medical education adjustment: Consider redesigning thc adjustment to
eliminate the tie to inpatient beds, a tic which seems inappropriate as both the appropriate
site of care, and the training needs of residents, move to outpatient settings.

Adjusted average per-capita cost (AAPCC): Redefine the adjustment, used to
calculate payments to Medicare risk-basis HMOs, to remove from the area cost figures
the cost of graduate medical education. By and large. I IMOs are not supporting GNI!'
programs and assuming that they do produces excessise payment.

Direct medical education base year: Per-resident amounts derived from the costs each
institution had in 1984 are becoming increasingly outdated and inappropriate. For
osteopathic training programs, thc 1984 base year produces serious inequities.
Osteopathic hospitals in 1984 relied much more heavily on volunteer faculty than they do
today. Now they need to makc much greater use of paid faculty and they need to pros ide
competitive stipends for physician trainees. Use of the 1984 base period makes this
difficult, since it takes no account of the relatively greater expenses that osteopathic ( \II
programs now incur. We have consistently urged, in testimony before public bodies such
as COGME and the Physician Payment Review Commission, that this problem be
addressed and we again recommend that per-resident amounts he based on an adjusted
national average of per-resident costs.

I hank you for the opportunity to present the icsks of the American Osteopathic llealthcmc

Associalion.
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TESTIMONY OF AMERICAN PSYCHOIAR:ICAI. ASSOCIATION

Psychologists as Health Professionals

The American Psychological .Association t AM is the largest scientific and professional
organization representing psychology in the world. APA's numibership includes more than
132,000 researchers, educators, clinicians. consultants. and advanced students. APA's mission
is to advance psychology as a science and profession and also as a means of promoting human
health and welfare. Psychologists study human behavior and experience and apply that
knowledge to solving human problems. As an association. APA has a long history of
involvement in social policy related to human behavior and human welfare Beyond their historic
role in basic research on human behas tor. psychologists represent a significant force in the
provision of health care services to the public

Psychologists provide outpatient sers ices for mental health conditions. and tor
general health conditions with a significant helms viral component, iii commumi .
agencies. health maintenance orgawationc. schisoi system:. mental health centars.
counsehng centers, and independent indisidual and group pracwes

Psychologists provide inpatient services III municipal settings such as federal.
state, county, arid city hospitals, as well as al private mental hospitals.

Psychologists also serve on the staff of ps)cluatric unit,: in general hospitals
Psychologists provide liaison sers ices to medical units in general hospitals, since
many physical conditions are stress related. have a significant behaioral
compoi,ent, or benefit from assistance with ps)chological interventions

Psychologists work in residential treatment center% and in rehabilitation centers.
as %sell as in many corporate settings that provide menial health or ding and
alcohol services to employees.

Consumers of psychological service' mclude s'"h"d"A'. invItes. public "nd pm"
organizations, emplo)ers, institutions. and Mud part) pa.ers

The purpose oi this lei:ninon) is to describe how ps)Lhologists inns ti.in .mpi imar. , me Nos 'del,
and to explain why rschologists are essential to the pro, ision 01 quail!), health
care throughout our nation Aecordingly, it is critical that Iss!.chologists lie mluded In the
Medicare (iraJuate Medical Education WNW) pogrom

Psychologists as Primal-) Care Providers

Ps.cholog. a% the science ...if human hehas !or, serves a sritical role in promoting health,
preventing disease and miessilig and ireatMg illness Nin onls do ps,ehologists diagnose and
treat recogniced mental health problems the!. essenti.d In IreatinC Ihe cogniuse. eininional
and helms moral mpests of :tidily general health problems

Ntm) patients who cisu a ph)sician do so because of is nmpissiuss hes deselisped ii
\pression ot ps%chological stmts.,. (Sobel. Pig Si Syinplonis sushi as depression. ammo...

headache. and eshaustion. are among the most COMMOn reasons lot a visit to the and
all of these conditions ate iesponsise to bchai moral health inters entions Indeed. in clinical
practice, at least 30,( ot patients who see a phsickin ma) !hoe conditions tin %stud, ii
physiologu.al oi organic cause is tound after routine insestigation (Wilson. 19951

Most major health problems heart disease. Lancer. high blood In essuie, stroke, aiul diabetk's
- ,u e caused 11) I actors w Inch require Mopss chosocial inters ent ions (CM I IS. ! 994 Sin cessl ul
health care requires interventun it hoth the biological and the helm% ioral aspects Both Ihe
Surgeon General and the Instate of Medicine [lase obsei %est thai Is ml the 10 leading causes ot
death in the United States which account fin 50'i of all mortality, ate. m part, hehaviorall.
determined Psychology. as the science of behavior and helms tor change, is nniquely posits sied
to connibuie to the solutions ol these chronic health problems tOlinedo, 19941

A number ot researcheis have shown that pstchologual unctsennon can contribute signituanifi
to both ps)i h.lnocal and phi sical heallh outcomes in patients %cull sante! than is 19)Is.
.)Va of the bunclits sf these ps,, hos, imelientions, ioda,'s patient, !awn
sties iiicalls iequest such sers Intersennons Iliat me designed is help the lief vm teeh less
helpless and hornless base Ihe added benel it si encoulaying mole ,esponsibilliv to yin %cell ana
eollipl) %kith medical iegimens Further . as stirs is al rates haVe implosed 0 MI xli miii es In
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medical care, the importance of psychological uneivemions iksigned to assist cancer patients ii

dealing with diagnosis and treatment has increased il-auzy, 19951.

Interventions developed by psychologists have moven effective in the management 01 dliterent

health problems, including: asthmatic episodes. irritable bowel ss ndrome. vasospasms associated

with Raynaud's Disease. dyspnea with chronic obstmchve pulmonary disease. sesere headaches.

and muscle spasms, insomnia and other sleep disorders, gastrointestinal ulcers. postmastectonis

and heart attack. These sets ices have des eloped itt conjunction \kith the shift in medicine trom

(he treatment of infectious disease to the management ol elitonic disease. They .ne health care

services pmsided daily by clinical health psychologists, and fundamental to the prosismn of

quality, cost effective health care. Belar h1994i hasaigued cons in:ing1> that these sers tees relate

to the emotional and behas lora' aspects of mam medical prithleins. inducting

;al coping with illness and stressful medical moo:dines.

(bl (he impact of stress on disease.

tc) comphance with medical feel:nen..

(di the management of Nm
( ci the iegulation of pschopM, [tiptop),

ii the ph)skiampattent relationship. and

(g) the mese:mon ot disease ithrough bow /or diaries. swli as .mokung

ueight t»anagement and sate sex)

Coronary heart thsease ts the major cause of death and disability in the Western world. One of

the most comprehensive studies ot be/tat:oral mtersentions III severe heait disease patients

nou demonstrated signifiemil and clinically meaningful decreases in 1.1)1. cholesteiol .

`Sslolte blood Prgssurc (134 to 127 mmHg,. angina Pan' and ses,el blockage

angiogram itt 18 01 22 patients (her the sante \ Var. the Volitioi poop reeeising

medtial treatment espcitenced a U.5'. lit, re.hr 111 aild iescaled

newly halt ot the patients had ineieased alters blohaw ,t loo) ,

Research !elated to asthma. the tumor cause in disabilit iii childien. 1, also illusname Re.ca,,n

has demonstrated that Loin,. of taind therapy locused helms

55 mptinns. plus systematic ielasation training. lesulied in unposed pulinonais

mereased compliance with medication. decreased use ol steioid medication, and de;

number of days impaired b illness in comparison to children mg provided winds health:iv

cOustatsson, 198bi. Odle, controlled research (Wilson. 19o41 has demonstrated a .19.; d,wicasc

in medical office sisitc tor acute asthma two sears Ateu a t'ttt'al` h.:11.1%10ra) heath:VW I 1..

systematic group treatment V.:, also significantl mote etteclise than indisidual educatian

information alone (Belar, 1993)

Case Study: Jack W. Finney, Ph.D., a psychologist at the Virginia Polytechnic

Institute and State University, has developed a model of health care based on the

recognition that parents first discuss the health and themental health problems ol

their children with primary care providers. A small group of childreis often use

a disproportionate amount of medical services without discernible benefit, usuall

because carc seeking is related to unrecognized and untreated psychosocial

problems. Therefore, early detection of, and inlet vention with, these problems

should provide better care for the children and ae alleviation rtf straits on the

resources of the health care system. A psychologkal intervention service was

established within a large Health Maintenance Organization. Brief targeted

therapy was provided for parents and children with ecnsmon difficulties such as

behavior problems, school problems. toileting difficulties, and psychosomatic

problems. The treatment was successful for a majoity of the children and high

parent satisfaction was reported. Of greatest interest, children in this program

decreased their overall use of medical services. This offset effect (a reductirm iii

the use of medical care after mental health treatment) also has ken reported ni

studies with adults, and clearly documents the value ot psychological setvices

a comprehensive primary care program

Behasioral Medicine: Thu Ride of l'smitologists in Into diseiplinars anis

hiquigists ate lu,iiiul .11 ccii stilt ihe .I.I 10,1111'1111.1N

he 10 sc. 011.1.W.
V. I. 1101.1I, 0:.

litp.111011 1.1110.1in V.111, 11.Vd1,11 us V.ell a. 1.s. laah t. I 1, .1, . p't .1

thtolIgh...11 Cotilitts Its 1ths .1.1,111s, IIMcs o(fio ..1 1.,,. , u.

A t
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(Linton. 1995). Further, with health care reform, there is a growing trend formint practices
between primary care physicians and psychologists to address the psychological aspects 01
medical problems seen by primary care physicians (Wiggins, 1995).

Psychologists currently participate on multidisciplinary teams in clinics and hospitals proyiding
primary health care services including assessment, consultation and treatment in behavioral
health. Psychologists arc also found in medical settings such as pain programs and rehabilitation
settings, providing services to patients recovering from a wide variety of impairments from
cardiac to neurological to muscular to physical trauma. all as an integral pan of a primary health
care team. Psychologists perform as part of the primary care team in Veterans Administration
hospitals, and the National Health Service Corps includes ps)chologists as part of their
multidisciplinary teams in the national netviork 01 community health centers in undersetvcd areas
Psychologists also work with family physicians in rural areas a.. part of primary care teams for
the purpose of treating those suffering from alcoholism and substance abuse rAPA. 19931

Like other health care pros iders, psychologists pros ide esaluation, diagnosis and assessment
services for both mental and general health concerns. Thus, psychologists arc an integral part
of a netisoik of health care providers a adable to respond to the most pressing health and
community problems of this nation.

Case Study: Dr. Robert Allan Ph.D., a psychologist at the New York Hospital,
Cornell Medical Center, has worked with physicians in treating post-coronary
patients. Since Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) is the leading cause of death in
Western countries. The primary risk fagots for CHID are cigarette smoking,
elevated serum cholesterol, and hypertension: each of the three factorsbaVe major
behavioral components inmost cases. Behavioral interventions with MD patients
have resulted in a reversal of coronary atherosclerosis, a reduction in angina, and
an increase in.life expectancy. Among the behavioral interventions that have been
employed successfully are stress management, group therapy, dietary changes,
smoking cessation, and increased social support. The positive effects of the
incorporation, of .behavioral counseling in treatment for a CHD patient arc
supported by research, and represent a valuable addition to the ueatment regimen
for coronary patients.

Role of Psychologists in Training Hospitals and Academic Health Ccriters

Psyihologists provide a substantial share of the teachi..,.. training. clinical supers ision and direct
sers ice in Departments of FatiiiR Medicine programs that train suture pr:mary care phssicians
The contribute smularl in departments of pediatrics. internal medicine abd commuint
medicine

Case Study: The Medical Ps:Thology Residency Program at the Oregon Health
Sciences University (OHSU) a one of many residency programs administered
through the Graduate Medical Education (GME) office in the OHSU School of
Medicine. Three residents in Medical Psychology are appointed cach year for a
one-year program with residents an option to add a second year to the program.
Residents hi...Medical Psycholow interact with residents from most of the other
specialties aroundvnier t care issues, as referred to Medical Psychology from one
of the other specialties, usually from one of the primary care provider specialties.
Patient referrals to Medical Psychology have been increasing each of the past
several years because psychological assessment and intervention effectively assist
itt the diagnosi4 and treaMtent of many patients in the health care setting. The
setting for 'the psycholoty residency program is the Medical Psychology
Outpatient Clinic (MY0C).: -.This clinic is one of many in the OlISU Ambulatory
Care Department. Stipends for the psychology residents are paid in part from
funds provided by the University Hospital from revenues generated from patient
care in the.MOPC. "In every way Medical Psychology patient care and residency
training has become an accepted and integral part of health care am: residency
education at OHSU." (Wiens, 1995)

Psychologists' Role in Health Nlaintenanee Orgaoications

13,!,holorisis Nos ide %cr. .1 iiriets :st he.11,11,1sdhsr 111e111.11
hisahili ,ristets, rchahilitamm holmals and health duns s. public ,ths.ols. health
maintenance organi/ations ii INV is). mid of 11,A. based pri ate ',makes ln inultidisciplinar
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arrangements such as HMOs, psychologists play a ctitical role be,ause they understand the issues

of individual and family dynamics which contribute to the oscr and under use 1 medical

services HMOs and other managed care plans have an economic Incen1Re to develop

prevention programs that reduce unhealthy ',chasm!, and compliance programs that encom age

adherence to prescribed medical regimens

Psychologists are uniquely trained to provide neeessar serxices to the external and internal

clients of HMOs. Approximately 35Ci of the I S. population DON, utilize HMOs and the

enrollment m HMOs is increasing rapidly Psychologists in HMOs work isn't multiple

disciplines (Le. doctors, nurses, and administrative officers). HMOs rely on psychologists to tram

other health professionals on how to communicate effecosel y. especially with individuals who

have different language or cultural backgrounds, and to tdentify organizational plithlent, within

and between departments. The psychologist in an IIMO ensures ihat indisiduals are receising

appropriate treatment and that the HMO Is Morking efficiently to delis er these sersices

198.5).

In HMOs and other settings, psychologists work
side by side with pedianichms itt prima!) care

prosiding ps)chodiagnostic assessment sers ices tequired to accurate!) diagnose learning

disabilities:lb) providing consultations regarding child behavior and des elopmental issues te g .

behasior management. toilet training. sibling rivalry I. and iv) providing hienufication of high risk

situations te.g., child abuse) And the design ol appropriate imersentions Indeed. one study has

demonstrated a 63% reduction in unit/anon of pediatris medical sers ices alter psichological

intervention with parents tBelar, 1994. 1

Case Study: Dr. Gregory Hafen works in a large multi-specialty group ot 450-

plus physicians and psychologists with a capitated population of 350,000 patients

in Southern and Northern California.
Psychologists have been partners of the

medical staff and part of the primary treatment team since 1988. The HMO has

instituted open access to behavioral health which has developed its own internal

utilization review (UR) and quality assurance ((IA) procedures. Psychologists are

treAted as equals within the medical center and have responsibility for being the

gatekeepers to more and less restrictive levels of care. In thc new managed care

health care market, psychologists' make a significant contribution to the

integration of all medical care. Dr. Hafen notes that his organization is committed

to the belief that the treatment of mind and body should be integrated.

Accordingly, multi-disciplinary treatment teams for medical conditions such as

pain maaagement have been instituted. The integration of the behavioral and

medical disciplines creates a more balanced and efficient treatment process in the

primary care setting. Because patients get the interventions they need instead of

inappropriate medical treatments (e.g.. drugs in wrongdosages, and combinations).

such interdisciplinary treatment is more cost-effective in the long run.

l'sy chological Sers ices arc CostEfiectis

User the past sckeral thvade pschologisis
base assuibed in in,teasingt 1,watt-I isk in the

plostston of memal health WI, Ise, The inost estenstse test:tut:it ii, daw on me tosi.dtc,tnette

of mental health and substatice abuse sets ices involcs the stud) on Hawaii's medicaid

population An asal sot ot 16,000 mystical:I reoptents I .1 I,istsse_ mat patient, with im.n:al health

needs 'sere Ingher utilizers ol the medical s-4ein h> 200.2511'; This study also found Mai Met

three-'year period medical increased ti?. 15'; foi medicaid patients ncscr used mental

healtb SCI's Iles and relatise it this baseline. targeted. focused mental health neat:nem reduced

medical cwas by 25-36'; . depending on the ,omparison pimp 19911

study of the entire (leorgia medicaid population ft sealed a MI1,1.1110.11 .11,1 Mgs

health treatMent Patients reccit
ical atii1 menial licalib sit 5,, us ii-ah/c4 .as

ot 51500 Oter 2 112 .ears 1 lie t Ost ot the mental health sets Ise. Nsele
pahi ti l.s Mese

sas nips Weuller. 19591 Snmlatly. the CHAMPl'S lhograin. sslu,ht ,t051tle, health

dc1",dents
rer,snci has demonstiated that utilinnted outpatient menial health

sets 10., IcstIll.:d nct sas lie 0 $200 between PrO, .110 PIV2 Ng:.

1).11.1 /Win K./11,1r 1'erni.11/0/1/1 thir 11.11,.0,1
Phu, :c.o.d. 111.o So , ti

seen by general pi tuti,'ists hase somphnio A./ I'111,1u 01 .//,. /1,0///

.e . tn-III!estottt I.spertension. I ,11.0 [Ilea. *eV

Lhal the,. ..f.1 Icii ,. Al, 1./1111 /16. : t1 I 11/111

//h1.1 htc,ilili plait menin-9 Short term p.s. a l ciii icIa,o/1 ha :c..11,1 111 hi., L.1,
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in medical Mill/anon iii Mese patients during tollou -up illelar. 19931

l'nucated alcoholism and substance abuse illustrate the consequences ol failing to provide mental
health sers ices. Cununings found that indisiduals suffering from alcoholism mut substance abuse
uho miught Medical sers Ices rather than mental health services

. in a rapid escalation 01
medical miltiation unit costs skyrocketing h 91'; (19901 ln another study. Luckey found that
I .2 the cost of treating indis !duals st.1111 alcoholism is offset in one sear by reductions in medical
costs 19871 SAM ISA has teported that the economic and social co,ds of untreated addictise
and niciaal disorders %sere SIP billion in 1990 more Man cancer. respitators disease. or hear;
sits iGieenberg. 1995t

V. to suripial patients. an anal)sis ot 19I studies resealed that brief presutgical
rs, vial inienentitill has been consistentls assomted urth lesser postsuigical complications.
1. nte,11,ation usage and an as erage of 1.5 loser hospital class I Des tne. 1992) Sturm mid
V. ells !lase tinand that the (eduction ol one Mtliatonal littutabou te g . depressiom is associated
u iii u nacase of 52.(k0 to $1,000 in annual earned tanuly income. Front a public finance-
pesspe, us e. the merease in cmplos ment and earnings is asstsnated %kith better Care 1. libels to
mc!ease tav les enue and loiier uncmploiment and is ....hare pas mem, IStarm. No;

Psi cholocical utters entails des eloped tor health Care problems tend to be short-term and los used
in !liana:. ins olsing techniques as dii erse as lannis theraps. cognitive behas lora! theraps .

relaxation traming . and other psychophs suilogical lei:baulk:es such as btofeedback. Numerous
folio, up studies base demonstrated not onls significant improvement in symptoms and plains
.4 bfe. but also reductions subsequent hospitalizations. mcifical office %tsars. medication usage
and %Mt, to the emergencs room. Studies has e ',hos% n that patients of phs swums isho receised

h psschological inters eniiumtts reponed significant!) increased physical functioning. an
improsement that remained stable (luting the sear after the tntervennon. Such inters cumin,
educed annual medbal care ;barges b) 52S9 in 1990 constant dollars. uhich equates to a 12 9'1

ieductti.i. in the annual median cost of their medical can! i Smith. I 994,

I malls a searchers ilase noted that .t large pet centage mt Mbiecis %soh depressise disorders and
ranu ders reported a disabilits das ossing to emotional rexsons (44'1 each!. The mean doss
missed nom uork tot an emotional reason hinged bom 5 2 to 9.4 diri.s, and the mean lOr
delircssa a via, pealci than that attributed to dl conditions ecept cancer and eardiosascular

I Koons 1904 In addition. the absenteeism rate isis Irom 10 to 33,; lor high tusk
:it:phis:es compared u about risks costin a total 01 S701.; million annuail Illness ..ods

The I :due of Including l'schologists in Medicare GMF.

IX 1 't1,..111.1141,,..t Late utr,:ant/atitnrs_ ard tile g0Scillillent tot e.
ii WAN adahle. licalth _de ie.fins 0 ri,side human and commehensne ices 10

ii ntoaa0 pia \ a 111.11,4 tote in training iosei Moo einteials laceines ot
mod, al ',Ito, 411,1 leeabb ii massise health psi,. hologr Metallic,: used ,sers das
ri !tit 11011atS Jilcst sets ac il.inion

r.. AM. is r MAI lii ii rr.!.1 ItsSsI11.1lQ is ibiranhhtni: Ai III, s."'le
Mc number ,i1 students gaduate trammg ni pole...100A r55,1,top

hi,ked. th, I N la11011 .4 Aiiucmui an WM; al r'olleges. liii premlei oil:am/anon
edus.111..11 Utile .tte .1 large 1111111her 01 pscliolocist meinheis in the .\ ssoi.labon liii

Itch lomat 5,.ieme. ii Mcdkal falneatiom along ,1111 plisucian members sslui come Inuit
+pc. :aloes st1,11 as redia111,s .01,1 illtetlial Meths `rel. there is set, little .cder.d support lotr cdii, emit, and Linton 1995,

t s1,11.1% 1 and .ureis ;skin ,-.us I,
c stars ts,solutt Ore 1\41,4 .10,nee is

+/AV,' iti itss.11010, I /UM:. is:. students i ontlibine du
si lit, 1,, IS .4 1.110,, iek,e. and 1,1011.1e ibis, I seri ice ii paocnis Met: lannlics

Surrort a maim- mole ni aitia.tim milts !duals to a particulai ills, mime
Ito, ml ri aniar ling mummies and the lina,lalb disadsantaged IRO 11/0-11

scis,' as the hehasrgat ssielilis1 ,ur

ihe rimn, 1115.,1!1..11ti5 tli hi athlition 1,55i Indovists
mils .111 I ,`.1.1.1 .1111 ,q1 In Ali

\ .1%,111. 11,1101 1 Weis apt) in I tralth laintelianse I 4.00/.itions Federal suiToit I.i



miming pss shologt mums in hsalth s us I t.ilniss v..11 .111.i% th, ni grs us( s tposuts pi IV I tit

care, and ,ifford them opportunities to prepare to teach. et aluate and prm ale sci si , es et en mot e

eftecto, ely as partneis in the health delitert ststem ILinton 1995)

Despite the important tole that psycholo clay in the dater!. in health care se:sleet as
membets of interdisciplinary teams. there "as c.inn Almost no tederal support for students of

psychology. including nunority students. Compared V. tth assistance to the medical profession.

federal assistance m psychology is minuscule iDunivin. 19941. Then: is. in filch a entscal need

for more psychologicts. especially minorities. to mod: m public settings and in particular in

underserved areas Yet, without federal financial aid programs. it is nearly Impossible for those

who othervose could not atlord the se' en years of graduate school to become a professional

psyrhologists.

Currentl y. hospitals do not receise any ( ;ME tunding to suppott shology internship programs

This lack o; rennbursement. coupled ts ith the loss in income due to health care reforms. has

forced many hospitals to reduce financial support to train psychologists. Moreover, current

inequities in GME fonding hat e lead to cutbacks in positions of hospital stall* pst ehologists who

movide training to interns. In addition to pms filing diagnostic. assessment, prevenure. and

therapeutic services to hospital patients. Linton :19951 notes that while it is unusual to find
administrators who are antagonistic pc, .te to the notion of training psychologists in their

facilities, because they reeet%e no C0.11, pass-through hinds. a burden is placed on them to

dMerentially suppon certain elements ot the health s*.ite team

'the link (is:mei:it finantialls sound tranutig and competent health eat,: deliseir is nell knots n.

[lather. a grow ung number ol studies hate shown that the mot ision 01 pstchological secs lees

educes medical utilization and cost Indeed. psychological sers lees produce quality health care

Mat generates better health for the recipients in the sent ices and. in tarn. mote ssealth for societt

at large Clearlt mitt is tone to recognitc the important and snits al role psyehologt mats in

health care and io ensure that pstchology students pankipale in the Medicate G %H.. program lot

the benefit ol all American-
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STATEMENT OF

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PLASTIC
AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGEONS

to the

Subcomplinee on Health
Committee on Ways and Means

United States House of Representatis es

April 3. 1995

RE: Graduate Medical Education

1 he American Society of Plash, and Reconstructive Surgeons (ASPRSI represent,
97'; of the nearly 5.000 hoard certified plastic surgeons in the United States Plastic
surgeon% provide highly skilled surgical serviees which improse both the functional capacity
and quality of hte of our patients. Thcse seri ices include the treatment of congenital
deformities. hurn injuries, traumatic injuries, and cancer

ASPRS agree% is ith subcommittee Chairman Bill Thomas (R-CA). that a "resolution
Is undemay in health care ishich has significant implication, for the future health manposser
needs of the nation as siell ms the destiny 01 our major teaching hospital% Health care
reform that does not support and foster medical education is Ill nOt be stable in the limp 11111
Is the quality ol ani health system depends on the reneiial or its Siork torce.

In 19'.4. ASPRS commissioned a study ot the plastic surgery market and isorktorce
I he study isa, performed hy RRC. Inc of Bryan. Texas Among the study 's findings. sic
learned that substantial increases in pros ider worktoree are expected in the next 20 year,
although many uhderserved area% \sill require a long lffile i aitrw a plastic surgeon

I aking into ;ccount the study iitidttlgs. ASPRS adopted the !Aiming positions.
is hich are miss te5ommended tor Conglessional action

Continue Federal Support for Graduate Medical Education

Federal ,upport for yaduate medical education must Limonite to ensurc that the
I'mted States is ill maintain a uell trained and highly qualified physician iiorklorce. In
tecent years. :se haie obser sed a trend timaid kisser payments by thud party payer, to
physicians and hospitals. As a result. teaching program, baie become cien more slependei,l
on Medicate Imamial support and are less able to compensate for any Binding shorttalls
through payments t..:y receive tor seri ices pros ided to non Medhare patient, this is

ohlent is especially a%ute tor specialties is ith longer traming period,. such as plastic
gery its,li ahead ieseises redused Miami:a support hoot Medkate heond the I irsi

hie Sear, 01 tiaming

.ASPRS iipposes moposals that isould further limit Medicare direst graduate medical
education support to only the hist three or lour sears ill residcncy training Specialities
longer training periods are as ct Incai to the health kare needs of our nation as those is ith the
shortest training

2. Require lhird-Paer Participation in Funding Graduate Medical Educatim

[-outlet. Ail third Nits paiers should 1,ant, ipate expilslli and
1111.11d:int il .2rAduale Pio\ 1%loll, !Mum bc Made lot aheipitie hansition
pay mem, insulini ms that lose residency programs

,

t)
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'rile shift ol patient care from the inpatient to the outpatient :ening lustifies the

encouragenwm of esidrttcs raining programs to support training in outpatient seumgs

including dillies. outpatient )(urger> facilities, and physician office setting, A method of

appropriatel) and undornil> credemialing and financtng outpatient twining programs should

he included in an) reforms Congress ((ill consider.

3. Prmide Antitrust Relief for Workforce Planning

WKS supports antitrust relief designed to facilitate ism-Afore,: planning activities is)

the medical prole...ion. niLluding resideoc) program directors, rcsidenc revieu commutes.

and specialt> societies

Curientl>. antitrust law. put set ere constraints on the ahilit) ot specialty societies and

resids isc> program director, to address elleensel) the issue ofuorklorce planning .Absein

appropriate change, in the ;inntrust la)ss. the medical profession ma> be unable to effect

meaninglul and =el> change bawd on the findings from ), orktorce research

4. Conduct A orkforce Planning on National Basis

Workforce planning in plastic surger> should he Londucted on a national rathes than

state iir regional. basis. Due to the nature and sve of the srechill1\ of plaStie surger>.
(sorkforee planning tot the speeialt) is most appropriate at the national level. We do not

support the Loncept ol using academic consortia to determine ph)sician (tort:force issues

becaus e. among other things. such a mechanism sk mid iikel lead to inconsistent decisions

across cariims regions and could he dominated b> special niterests

Limit Number or Hrst-Year Residenc!, Positions to 110 of Number of 1.S.

Medical (;raduates

this position is colsisient s)ith the eu ot the Ph)swian l'a)ment Retiew
Commission and the federal Connell on Graduate Medical I.ducznion. and has heen included

in a number 01 pies huts legislame initimlis cs. most iecentl> the Rocketeller Durenberger hill

intioduLed in the 103rd Congress Gisen the emerging problem of ph> sician ()) ersuppl>.

Congress should strong!) consider reducing the number ()I medtcal graduates \this enter.

itam. and practice. sshile taking Into account and accommodating the impact sit an)

reductions sin medical sersice, is urhan And undersersed populations

6. Mlot Residenc. Positions Based on Program Qualit

it Mc number ot re...Wow) position, 111 an) spectalt) liceds to be 'educed, the qualit)

of the naming piiiglant should he Me ptituar> determining laL tor m the allocation ot slots

Determinations ot (main) should be left to the e,isfing Re...Welk> Re) km Conmuttees and

the ccieditation Council ol Giaduaie Medical I-ducafion )ostem

Conclusion

\ ',PRI: gamed a sails:Is si saluable insights through it, ,sorklotLe stud>, although the

So( set)'s and Me speciali abilits to utillie list inlormation to make appropriate change, in

, l.ssu sureeon ))011,1.51Le suppl) is limed because isl cut tem antitrust prolubmon,

\SPRS mirte,-hoes the opptiftWill to icsot sstt oie lisps 5 g.t.ouate medwal

edooloo beim, lie s.lbcoomouce oo Health. and m.ouid he happs to be .1 resouice a, the

mbLoninnuee and lull Lomtionee continues wilt, on tho Lomple \ issue

\pill 1. ImI5
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STATEMENT OF 'EHE MAN 0 FOE NDATION

COMMITTEE ON AND ME.ANS, HEALTH st.BcommirrEF:

t...RCH 21. 19u:

I he \Lit,' Foundation is an integrated health care st stem. \t hospit ds. and
other hc.:Ith -rare entities located in tit e states. these include Mat o Clinic Rochester. Saint
Mart s Hospital. and Rochester Methodist I lospital. in Rochestet. Minnesota: Mato Clinic
Jack-4(41%111e and St Luke', Hospital. in Jacksont lie. l'Ir.rida, and Mato Clintc Scottsdale. in
Scottsdale. Art/ona. We ha\ e also merged isith \lat o regional practices .ind hospitals in
Nlinnesou. NM A. and Wisconsin We set-se patients from ail Cifit states and mant foreign
countries. We are engaged in research and education. is ith 0i er one thousand residents in
.raming at multiple locations

s the ( ongress de, elops pedcies t'or graduate medical education. \te belies e that ,
serious attention must he gi \ en to separating tunding for education from patient care re\ enue
In the past teaching institutions ttere able to cross subsidi/e education programs !tom pan.mt
care ret enues In todat ts orld of managed care and market competition. this ahditt
se\ erelt limited We stronglt support a market-hased health care di:Ilse!. .:tem. and see
mant efficiencies coming from this competition. Hottes er. for compennon to stork there
must Ise a let el plat mg field In order to create such a lesel plat mg field. societal goods.
such as research and education. should I:landed bt all the narucipants in the health care
st stem

In the long run. a separate funding pool trust be created fOr graduate medical
education I his pool could he funded bt a surcharge on all health prennums'..,and
on a per resident basis to the program, that incur hle costs of the educaninn In the short run.
it is imperatRe that the got ernment maintain a fair loci of Medicare Wilding for graduate
medical education thrtmgh the HO \II. and INII pat mem,

We suggest that the IX, \II pat ment s stem he simplified and made latter
eral changes I irst. a uniform pat ment lefel should he established I here is neithei

fairness nor good point sense in the tremendous tariation in per resident pat mem let els that
eSists tod,t. Second. the Patiaents should be made on a p.:r resident basis. regardless ot the

pe of setting in %%Inch the resident is 'rattling. (rood education point requires that residents
reccitc more of their training in non-hospital settings. t et the p tt ment mechanism is Minted
to hospital-based training NI, reint er. integrated health care st stems are it orking to make sure
patients are treated in the most efficient setting and t!ie lines betticen 110spltal liii ChM, ale
imen not clear

We also urge t ou not to establish graduate medisal edusation funding on a -tate
Mat o participate, in a national and international eduLation market We recruit residents and
students how all parts 01 Ihe COUlltr . and tram them to nicet natin.mal needs \it \ 01:mpt to
apportion residenct training fund, on a state-bt -state basis it ill senouslt disrupt this tux kit
I he Mat ci Ciraduate School .nt Nledicine residenct tiammg plogram I is one of the
largest. and tie l'eltei e 09e ot the best. training programs n the countrt I In \feier. it is

based in Rochester. Minnesota. a Lilt of less than 75.011u population If residenct
ttere to be distributed b\ state or iegion based on population. \se ttould has e shin dov.n
nn.si of Mir prOglants In this art:na, tie belle e a '0.01k:111: market ft ill alHis ths. be,
ti mng progiams ',In e. and pore! prOeranns 'A III shun d. \ 11 tot lack ,nt tramecs
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STATEMENT OF The SOCIETY OF GENERAL INTERNAL MEDICINE

The Society of General !nternal Medicine (SGIM) was founded in 1978 to promote
mprosed patient care, teaching and research in primary care general internal medicine. There

are approximately 2.700 members of SGIM. The importance of generalists to the nation's health

care system and the critical rote they play in etfixting reform in health care delivery has long been

tecognized by the profession, by the nation's poltcymakers, and by society. Recent efforts to

iviorm the nation's health care delisery system reaffirmed the role of the generalist physician in

pros iding umiersal access and controlling costs. The unique contribution of generalist physicians

to health care delivery is their soility to provide comprehensise high quality primary care in a
anet) of settings, to people ssith a broad array of health-related conditions. Generalist physicians

are specially trained to deliver primar) care. Primary care is characterized by first-contact care

for patients ssith undifferentiated health concerns; patient-centered comprehensive care that is not
organ or problem specific; continuous, longitudinal patient care; and coordination of necessary

medical, social, mental, and other services through appropriate consultation and referral. General
intenUsts provide this type of pnmary care to men and women from adolescence through old age.

We commend Chairman Thomas in addressing current graduate medical education (GME)

and teaching hospital policy. In examining alternative policies regarding the training of future
health professionals, the needs of the health provider in the evolving health care system, and the

financing of teachine hospitals, the committee must also consider the series of disincentives related
to the generalist disciplines from undergraduate medical training through practice:

I. Financial and other incentives have pushed an increasing number of international and
U. S. medical graduates into specialist careers. Despite one of the highest physicists io
populamas ratios, the U. S. has .hortages in important areas of its health care providers.

2. Federal funding of training after medical school (graduate medical education) promotes
hospital-based training of specialists who provide expensise sers ices at low cost to the

hospitals.

Medical students hase strong incentives to choose specialist careers because of increasing
indebtedness from medical school and the higher income potential of specialty as opposed

to primary care practice

4 There has been continued and increased demand for specialty services, despite concerns
th3t many procedures and specialty services are overutilized.

Market forces alone will not correct for the low proportion of primary care physicians:
the'Fisderal Government must reevaluate and establish specific goals in the financing of medical
education and medical practice. The outcome of these goals should be to achieve at least 50

percent of U. S. physicians practicing the generalist disciplinas of general internal medicine,

ceneral pediatncs and family medicine.

Among the sarious mechanisms which nave been proposed to shift graduate medical

education payments to support the training of generalist physicians, we believe that the most

eftecuse short-term approach will he to modify paymenta to hospitals. In July, 1994. the

Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Inspector General (01(1) issued a final

audit report, "A Study of Graduate Medical Education Costs." The report analyzes hospital
graduate medical education costs during the first 5 years of Medicare's prospective payment
systsm, which began October I, i983. The report concludes that, in the absence of changes to

GME through health system retorm legislation, the Heald) Care Financink Administration (HUM
should reevaluate Medicare's policy of paying GME costs for all physician specialties. As part

01 this reevaluation, the 016 recommended that HCFA consider submitting legislation to reduce

or even possible elaninate Mc.dicare's inscstment in GME for specialties for which there is a

surplus of physicians.

Our comments address se% eral miles relmcd to policy reform concerning funding gt Amite

pitAM.d education.
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All Payer System

The Federal Government's financing of medical education should support training that
ensures generalist physicians as the primary providers of medical services. SGIM strongly
supports the reform of funding of residency training to include contributions from al: payers. "rhe
per resident amount must be sufficient to cover the costs of training. Funding must also cover the
costs of educating residents in all outpatient settings, not just those limited to hospital ambulatory
sites. This is necessary to improve primary care training, which should include more time in
ambulatoty settings, training in managed care, and geriatric training. Funds for medical education
should be allocated directly to training programs approved for residency training positions, rather
than teaching hospitals. This will encourage the use of residene: training funds for ambulatory
care.

Limit Residency_Training/Pnymentsto.Resideney_Progranes

SGIM supports the following approaches to encourage primary care residencies:

I. Limit the number of years covered by direct medical education and indirect medical
education payments to residency training.

2. Increased medical education payments should be allocated to general internal medicine and
general pediatric residency programs v.hich develop a primary care curriculum and
establish appropriate ambulatory training sites.

In addition t, limiting Medicare payments for residency training, the total number of
year residency positions should be limited by capping slots at 110% of the number of
U. S. medical school graduates.

4. Establish higher weighting for primary ca;e per-resident amounts.

5 Graduate medical education funds saved through reductions in specialty residency support
should be made available to primary care directors to support loan forgiveness.

Transition Payments

Transition payments should be provided to teaching hospitals which are required to reduce
their residency training programs. The GME payment plan should ensure that institutions that
car: for disproportionate numbers of disadvantaged patients are funded adequately to ensure that
the necessary replacement staff are hired. Also, we recognize that non-physician practitioners
may be required to replace residents in some iapatient services at teaching hospitals. Mechanisms
should be considered to provide temporary funding to support the introduction of some non-
pits practitioners on certain specialized services. This would provide incentives to promote
the shift to fewer specialty training positions in teaching hospitals during this timc of transition.

Support for Training Primary Care leathers

There is an increasing demand to train more primary care generalist physicians, hosseser
there are not enough teachers to train these generalists.

Current Medicare policy limits direct GME funding to the number of years required to
hi-come board eligible iv a particular specialty, or five years, whicheser is shorter. General
internal medicine, general pediatrics and family medicine each require three years of residenc.
traming.

(lraduates of the three year residency programs typically spend two years in gent-nudist
ship, in order to pursue careers as faculty in general niternal medicine I ieneralist

tellowships are structured to provide the trainee with teaching and primary care relerreh
111:Ce lellowships ar.: not directed at training subvecialists and no board examination is
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administeral following completion of the generalist fellowship, institutions v. hich train generalists
for academic positioas are not eligible for GME funding. Medicare GME policy currertly
supports only those fellowships which result in specialization andfor additional board cenificabon

Medicare policy should allow payment of direct GME funding for training generaU.:
teachers. Guidelines for program funding should be established by the Secretary ot Health and
Human Services. Enclosed is proposed language to amend the Social Securty Act in order to
allow payments for fellowship training in a generalist discipline.

Proposed Changes to the Social Security Law to Support Training for Primary f.are
Teachers

USC and l39.5 w ht

Scc. I 88O (h) Payment for Direo (jraduate Medical FAucation Costs

15nA) Approsed Medical Residency Training Program The terns 'approsed medical ,e.R.Icn.,:v

staining program" means a residency or other postgraduate training program, participau,n ,

%%Inch may be counted tossard certification in a specialty or subspecialty and inciudes formai
postgraduate training programs in geriatric medicine approved by the Secretary and Rum n
postgraduate training programs.that provide.fellowship training in general internal iisedwimme.
general pediatrics or family malicine approved by thaSecretary, participation m v,hi.n lead,
a faculty position in general internal_medu.ine. general pediatrics or faintl!, medicine

(51(l'i Initial Residency Period -- The term "initial residency period" means the period ot lio..rd
eligibility, except that

except as provided in clause (ii), in no case shall the initial period of residency cs.-ecd

aggregate period of formal training f more than five years for any indis 'dual, and

tilt a period, of not more than two years, dunng skhich an individual is us a geriatric residecc

or fellov.ship program or a presentive medicine residency or felloksship program si ,

such cntena as the Secretary may establish, shall be treated as part of the initial residen.:s
but shall not be counted against any limitation on the initial residcne) persoct . and

tin) a period. of not more than two years. during which an indisidual is in a icic,a,
program its general internal medicine. general pediatrics, or family medicine v. hich Inec:a

anemias the Secretary may establish, shall be treated as Part of the lillual residency p-rod, ,". cc
Ihough these fellossslup sears do not count tossards Board eligibility or ,ettificatio::

(suggested language underlined)
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Conclusion

A reconfiguration of our nation's health care delivery and financing systems is necessary
in order to achieve a more balanced system with expanded preventive and primary care services.
We commend the committee for their efforts to restructure graduate medical education funding.
fhe Society of General Internal Medicine is committed to working with you in further developing
our policy recommendations and ensuring budget neutrality.
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